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COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
The exercises of the one hundred twenty-fourth annual commencement are enacted today at
the University of Kentucky. The counterpart of the pageantry is enacted each year on campuses
all over the world. It is the solemn climax and recognition of the graduates' years of study and
preparation for responsibility.
A description of the academic pageantry is provided for your interest and information.
PROCESSION
The procession, which forms on the Avenue of Champions and enters the Coliseum through
the four corners of the floor, is led by the University Marshal whose position is in front of the
stage. The University Marshal bears the ceremonial mace, emblematic of the endorsement of the
State and the University. Led by Assistant Marshals, the candidates march behind the
identification banner of the respective colleges which recommended them for their degrees.
The candidates for advanced degrees enter the floor from the southeast door (see diagram,
next page); candidates for advanced degrees are from the following:
The Graduate School (doctoral and masters candidates),
College of Law,
College of Medicine,
College of Dentistry, and
College 01 Pharmacy.




College of Human Environmental Sciences,
College of Communications, and
College 01 Fine Arts.
Entering through the northeast door (see diagram, next page) are candidates for degrees from
the lollowing:
College of Arts and Sciences, and
College of Engineering.
Entering through the northwest door (see diagram, next page) are candidates for degrees from
the following:
College of Agriculture,
College of Business and Economics,
College of Aliied Heaith Professions,
College 01Social Work,
College of Library and Information Science, and
College of Architecture.
As the candidates reach their seats, the members of the faculty of the University of Kentucky
proceed into the Coliseum, entering the floor from the northeast door and wearing the colorful
hoods of their disciplines (see description of colors on page 5) and of the colleges and
universities from which they were graduated. The climax of the procession brings to the
platform the members of the Board of Trustees of the University, the Deans of the various
colleges, honorary degree recipients, the Chancellors, the Vice Presidents, and other University
officials, and guests. The President of the University and the Chairman of the Board of Trustees,
upon greetings from the University Marshal, lead this distinguished group to the platform in
two columns from the northwest door. The Trustees of the University can be identified by their



















All candidates for degrees and those who hold these degrees, including University officials,
faculty, and visiting dignitaries, are attired in traditional cap and gown. The basic color for most
caps and gowns is formal black. However, recipients of different degrees wear distinctive
tassels on their caps and 1100ds of various hues draped down the backs of the gowns.
CAPS
Candidates for Bachelor's and Master's degrees wear the regulation cap with the tassel
appropriate to the school or division from which they are being graduated, with the exception
of those who already hold Doctor's degrees and are privileged to wear gold tassels. Except
during the positioning of the Colors, the playing of the National Anthem, and prayers, men in
academic regalia are requested to wear their caps. The authorized list of tassel colors follows:




Education - Light Blue
Business and Economics - Drab




Architecture - Blue Violet
Allied Health Professions - Light Green
Home Economics - Maroon
Library and Information Science - Lemon
Social Work -Citron
Communications - Crimson
Fine Arts - Brown
GOWNS
The gown for the Bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves. It is designed to be worn closed. The
gown for the Master's degree has an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist, like the others. The sleeve
base hangs down in the traditional manner. The rear part of its oblong shape is square cut and
the front part has an arc cut away. The gown is designed and supplied with fasteners so that it
may be worn open or closed. The gown for the Doctor's degree has a bell-shaped sleeve on
which are three velvet bars (usually black but sometimes other colors, depending on the
degree).
HOODS
The Bachelor's hood is rather short with a narrow velvet edging of the appropriate color (see
list under tassels) and a lining in the color or colors of the institution - blue and white at
Kentucky.
The Master's hood is considerably longer, has a wider velvet edging, and exposes more of the
lining. The outside velvet trim color designates the degree which the person is receiving.
The Doctor's hood is easily recognized by the width of the velvet edging, the wide panels at
either side, the greater length, and the full exposure of the lining. The colors of the edging most
frequently seen are blue for philosophy, green for medicine, and purple for laws; the colors for
the honorary Doctor's degrees are purple for laws, white for letters, and golden yellow for
science.
Candidates for honorary degrees do not wear the hood until after the degree has been
conferred; part of the ceremony of admitting a candidate to his or her honorary degree consists




Oh Say! can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watch'd, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there.
Oh. say does that Star-Spangled Banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL
o beautiful for spacious skies, For amber waves of grain,
For purple mountain majesties, Above the fruited plain!
America! America! God shed His grace on thee,
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Degree awarded August 2, 1990.. Degree awarded December 14, 1990
Degree will be conferred May 5, 1991
if candidates have met all degree requirements
The Graduate School
Dean: Daniel R. Reedy
Doctor of Philosophy
Abdulaziz M.A. Ajlan, Saudi Arabia
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Pathogen-Herbivore Interactions Mediated by
Activated Resistance in Cucumber and Tobacco"
Abdulrahman Abdulmohsen Al-Kalaf Saudi Arabia
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Monetary and Financial Integration of the Gulf
Cooperation Council (CeO for the Arab States of the Gulf"
Syarif Ibrahim Alqadrie". Indonesia
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Ethnicity and Social Change in Dyaknese Society of
West Kalimantan, Indonesia"
Zhi-Qiang An, Shanxi, China
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "Glomales Mycorrhizal Community Associated With
Soybean As Influenced By Crop Rotation and Soil Fumigation"
Dwinardi Apriyanto, Bengkulu, ID
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Tobacco Necrosis Virus-Induced Resistance of
Cucumber: Its Effect on Plant Feeding Arthropods"
Normalina Arpi'". Palembang. Indonesia
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Restructuring Beef Using Surimi, and Chicken Using
Calcium Alginate"
Becky Ann Bailey, Atlanta, GA
Major: Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "The Convergent and Discriminant Validity of the
Chapman Psychosis Proneness Scales in a Personality Disordered
Population"
Arthur Ramirez Baluyut", Peru, IN
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Role of Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC)
Class II Molecules in B Lymphocyte Activation"
Larry Jerome Bark, De Soto, WI
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Influence of Genetic Capacity for Lean Tissue Growth
on Responses of Pigs to Metabolic Regulators"
Gregory Neal Barnes", Prospect
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "The Role of CaT2 Dependent Kinases and Protein
Phosphatase 2A In The Kindling Model Of Epilepsy"
Diane Lynn Barnett, San Diego, CA
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Sexual Harassment in a University Setting: The
Influence of Victim and Perpetrator Characteristics"
Jeffrey Curtis Bamett'", Lexington, VA
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "Images of Mexico City: The Recent Urban Novels of
Gonzalo Mertre, Armando Ramirez, and Ignacio Solares"
Ronald Lee Barnett'". Lexington
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Representations of Cancer: Characteristics and
Relationships to Cancer Risk Perceptions"
M, R. Bayan
Major: Geology
Dissertation: "Application of Paleothermometers to the Coal-Bearing
Physilites in the Central Appalachians"
Martin Harold Bender, Dayton, OH
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Contributions to the Basic and Theoretical Population
Biology of Monocarpic Perennials (Biennials')"
Milan Avery Berge". Viroque, WI
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Toxicology and Metabolism of L-Canavanine in the
Tobacco Budworm, Heliothis Virescens (Noctuidae)"
Delano H" Berry, Greenville, NC
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Extension of Managerial Accounting and
Operational Auditing in the Public Sector"
Terry L. Besser, Georgetown
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Japanese Management from the Workers' Perspective"
Akbar Bidarian"
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "Electrical Conductivity of Ion-Implanted PBT"
Phyllis Scott Biddle'", Calhoun
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Effects of Trauma and Interview Method on Young
Children's Memory Recall"
Harold Tim Borges, Lexington
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Mechanism for the Inhibition of Peroxisomal
B-Oxidation By the Peroxisome Proliferator Perfluorodecanoic Acid
(PFDA)"
Frank Michael Branner, Charleston, WV
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "On the Projective Functor"
Rebecca L. Briley", Louisville
Major: English
Dissertation: "You Can Go Home Again: The Focus on Family in the
Works of Horton Foote"
Edward Peter Broglio, [r., Joplin, MO
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "Mutational Analysis of Gene VI Of Cauliflower
Mosaic Virus: Effects on Disease Induction and Gene Expression"
Robert Dale Buskirk, Parkersburg, WV
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "A Universal Completely Regular Curve and Inverse
Limits of Locally Connected Curves"
Karen Waite Carey". Lexington
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Changes In Mathematical Ability Of Berea College




Dissertation: "Water Transport Across Human Erthrocyte Membrane
Studied by the IH-T1NMR Doping Method"
Baodmg Chen**, Beijing/China
Major: Mechanical Engmeering




Dissertation: "Analysis and Design of a Permanent Magnet Linear
Alternator"
Hong Chert", Hangzhon, China
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "Nonlinear Space Frame Analysis Including Flexible
Connection and Bifurcation Behavior"
Li-Chuan Chen, Chiayi, Taiwan
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Role of Oxidative Stress in the Hepatoxicity of the
Peroxisome Proliferator Perflurodecanoic Acid"
Chieng-Sen Churng, Hsinchu, Taiwan
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "Variable Structure Control of Biped Locomotion"
Stanley Clark, Decatur, MS
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Empirical Examination of Firms' Motivations For
Early Adoption of SFAS 96 and the Information Content of Early
Adoption of SFAS96"
Wesley Trigg Combs'". Lexington
Major: Geology
Dissertation: 'The Significance of the Beech Granite to the Structural
History of the Blue Ridge IN Northwestern North Carolina and
Northeastern Tennessee, with Implications for a Regional
Tectonic Model"
Patricia Unterspan Cooper**, Georgetown
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: 'The Spanish Prose Exempla: A Comparative Analysis
of Four Collections"
Peter J. Crocker, Lexington
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Synthesis of Tyrosine- and Cysteine-based
Heterobifunctional Photoaffinity Cross-Linking Reagents"
Charles Patrick Cullinan, Boston, MA
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Labor Organization and Accounting Policy Choices:
An Empirical Examination"
Mark Richard Cunningham", Flint, MI
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Neutrophil-Mediated Increases in Coronary Vascular




Dissertation: "An Economic Analysis of the Likelihood of Migration
from a Large Urban Area: A Case Study of Medan, Indonesia"
Woody Lynn Davis, New Carlisle, OH
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Beyond the Personal Pronoun: Gender Schemas and
the Perception of Christians and their Messages"
Karen Lynn DeMoss, Lexington
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "An Exploration of the Relationship Between
Creativity, Depression, and Attributional Style in Adolescents
with High Academic Ability"
James K. Drennen, III, Butler, PA
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "A 'Noise' In Pharmaceutical Analysis: Near-Infrared
Outside/Inside Space Evaluation"
Mircea D. Driga'', Austin, TX
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "Magnetic Flux Compression-Expansion Duality in
Electromechanical Hypervelocity Lauchers and Power Supplies:
Analytical and Numerical Methods"
Gale Harris Dunn, Lexington
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Effect of Tillage Practice on Soil Macroporosity and
Effective Diameter of Non-Uniform Macropores"
Ste?hen Edward Duren, Soda Springs, lD
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Blood Flow Distribution in Fasted and Fed Ponies at
Rest and During Endurance Exercise"
Raghuram Ekambaram'"', Madras, India
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "Semi-Analytic Solution to Elastic Stability of Plates"
Stewart Todd Elder, Srringfield, PA
Major: Pharmaceutica SCIences
Dissertation: "Synthesis and In Vivo Distribution of a Non-Steroidal
Anti-Inflammatory Drug: "F-Plurbiprofen"
Charles Mark Ensor'"', Louisville
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "lf-Hydroxyprostaglandin Dehydrogenase: Cloning,
Expression, and Site-Directed Mutagenesis of the eDNA"
Kevin Irenies Eyster, Bellville, OH
Major: English
Dissertation: "Literary Folkloristics and Faulkner's Fiction"
Hrong-Tai Fai, Taipei, Taiwan
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Comparison of Exact and Approximate Tests of
Hypotheses Concerning the First-stage Factor in Unbalanced
Nexted Designs and the Main Plot Factor in Split-Plot
Experiments with Missing Data"
Kim Fendley", Washington, DC
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Citizen Involvement and Community Growth
Preceding the Installment of Toyota in Kentucky'S Golden
Triangle"
Alma Fallon Ferrier, Lexington
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Expression of Growth-Regulated Genes in Hamster
Fibroblasts"
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Jerry Lee Flint", Lima, OH
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Dissipation of Chlorimuron, Imazaquin, and
lmazethapyr in Kentucky Soils"
Lorianne Fought, Havertown
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "Characterization of a Pectoris) From Cucumber Plants
Which Systemically Protects Cucumbers Against Anthracnose"
Kevin Gerard Frank'", St. Louis, MO
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Synthesis and Physical Studies of Transition Metal
Vinylidene, Alkyne, and Ethynediyl Complexes"
Douglas A. Franklin'", Somerset
Major: History
Dissertation: "Aspirations For Greatness: John Foster
Dulles.Anthony Eden, And The Conduct Of Anglo-American
Diplomacy, 1951-1956"
Katherine Elizabeth Freiman", Pleasantville, NY
Major: Psy - Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "Personality Disorders And Interpersonal Style"
Yigang Fu, China
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Crystallographic Studies Of Thermal Motion And
Disorder"
Charles L. Gardner, jr., Lexington
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Testing the Hypotheses of a DSSTheory: The
Integration of Microeconomic Theory, Laboratory Experiements,
and Information System Evaluation"
Richard Alan Gatenby', Erie, PA
Major:Chemistry
Dissertation: "Level Schemes, Lifetimes, and Gamma-Ray Transition
Rates in 142Ndand 1445mfrom the (n.n'S) Reaction: Evidence for
Two-phonon Octupole Excitations"
Peter G. Glavinos, [r., Dayton, OH
Major:Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "The Nucleophilic Addition of Bisulfite Ion to Imines:
Kinetics, Equilibria, and Effects on Stability"
William Kile Glunt, Henderson
Major:Mathematics
Dissertation: "An Alternating Projection Method For Linear Convex
Programming Problems"
Doreen Kim Soh Goh, Malaysia
Major:Entomology
Dissertation: "Identification, Location, and Characterization of a
Gene Encoding a Structural Protein in Autographa Californica
Nuclear Polyhedrosis Virus (AcMNPV)"
Jonathan David Coss''. Honolulu, HI
Major:Geography
Dissertation: "Production and Reproduction among the Urban Poor
of Metro Manila: Relations of Exploitation and Conditions of
Existence"
Catherine Clark Graham". Nashville, TN
Major:English
Dissertation:"Southern Discoveries: The Fiction of Peter Taylor"
David Eugene Gray, Gillespie, IL
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Multiveriate Nonlinear Models With Applications to
Compartmental Models"
Orrin David Gulley'", West Bloomfield, MI
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Household Saving in the United States and its Relation
to Corporate and Government Saving"
Diana Nadine Curley", Lexington
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "The Context of Well-Being after Significant Life Stress:
Measuring Social Support and Obstruction"
Mohammad Kazem Hafizi, Lexington
Major: Agricultural Engineering
Dissertation: "Landfill Cover Subsidence"
Yuan-Di Chang Halvorsen", Taiwan.China
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Interaction of the Yeast Transcription Activator LAC9
and its Cognate DNA Binding Sites"
Richard C. Hamelin, Montreal, Canada
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "Epidemiology and Population Dynamics in the
Poplar-Leaf Rust-Eastern Cottonwood Pathosystem"
Basuni Hamzah'", Indonesia
Major: Animal Sciences




Dissertation: "Trust and Lateral Influence Attempts: A Test of
Camson's Model in a Group Decision Making Simulation"
Denise Lynn Hannibal, Little Rock, AK
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Poly-Succinyl-(Co-Tetraiodeophenolphthaleim)
Nanoparticles for Contrast Enhancement of Liver Computed
Tomography"
[en Zainal Asyikin Hans'", Indonesia
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "Analysis of Impacts of Biotechnology from the
Perspective of Contemporary Production Theory"
Constance Lynn Hardesty'", Lexington
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Gender Differences in the Factors Influencing the
Rates of Career Transitions among Women and Men in
Univeristy Administration"
Keith Bryan Hardin, Lexington
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "Decomposition of Radiating Structures to Directly
Predict Asymmetric-Mode Radiation"
Peggy Lynn Harrell', Lexington
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "A Comparison of the Efficiency of Interdependent and
Independent Group Contingencies with Mildly Handicapped
Elementary-Aged Students using Time Delay Instructional
Procedures"
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Linda Sue Hartenian, Oshkosh, WI
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Achieving Performance Appraisal System Goals:
Understanding the Relationship Between Business-Level Strategy
and Performance Appraisal Purpose"
Joseph Gerald Harvill'?', Lexington
Major: Communication




Dissertation: "Predator-Pathogen-Host Population Interaction in a
Model Laboratory System"
Michael Griffin Hayek, Newton, Nj
Major: Nutritional Sciences
Dissertation: "Migrational Characteristics of Colostral Cells in
Newborn Lambs and Pigs and Binding of Lymphocytes to Small
Intestine Brush Membrane Vesicles of the Mouse"
Linda Sue Henson, Lexington
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Policies and Practices of Broadcast and Cable
Networks Toward the Acceptance of Issue Advertising"
Saiful Hikam, Indonesia
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Evaluation of Maize Dry Matter Accumulation Rate
and Effective Filling Period Duration Tester Genotypes"
Victoria Diana Horwitz", Buenos Aires
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "Maritime Settlement Patterns in Southeasterm Tierra
Del Fuego (Agrentina)"
Peggy Pack Hunter, Ft. Thomas
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Individually Guided Motivation GGM) and the




Dissertation: "Use of DNA Probes to Determine Tetracycline




Dissertation: "An Investigation of Stress Wave Propagation in
Inflated Isolated Lungs ViaDigital Signal Analysis"
Booil [con'", Seoul,Korea
Major: Economics




Dissertation: "Induced Resistance to the Twospotted Spider Mite,
Tetranychus Urticae Koch, in Soybean (Glycine max (1.) Merrill )
And Green Bean (Phaseolus vulgaris 1.) : Physiological
Mechanisms and Implications"
Philip Lee Kenkel-'. Lexington
Major: Agricul tural Economics
Dissertation: "An Empirical Examination of Expected Utility Based
Approaches to Modeling Behavior Under Uncertainty"
Michael James Kern'", Ft. Mitchell
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Murine Major Histocompatibility Complex Class 11
Genes; Evaluating Gene Regulation by RNA Stability
Modulation, Trans-Acting Factors, and DNA Binding Proteins"
Joan Marie Cleves Keutzer't", Bellevue
Major: Biology
Dissertation: 'The Identification and Characterization of Annexin 11
as a Growth-Regulated Gene"
Dong Kwan Kim", Seoul,Korea
Major: Materials Science and Engineering
Dissertation: "Electro-Discharge Consolidation Of Powders"
Won Mok Kim", Seoul, Korea
Major: Materials Science and Engineering
Dissertation: "The Effect of Sulfur on the Kinetics of Reduction of
Iron Oxide From Molten Slag BYCO"
Kathryn Anne King', St. Louis, MO
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation: "Characterization of The Cardiorespiratory Effects of
Activation of Ventral Medullary 5-HT1A, 5-HT18, and 5~I-42
Receptors"
Mohammad R. Kolahchi'", Tehran, Iran
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Flux Lattice Melting in Frustrated XYModels:
Modeling Thin Superconducting Films in a Perpendicular
Magnetic Field"
Mahnaz Kousha'". Tehran, Iran
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Best Friends Power Relations Among Black Domestics
and White Mistresses"
LouAnn Kruse, Temperance, MI
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "AMeasurement of Classroom and Family Structure




Dissertation: "Smoking and Smoking Cessation Among Low-Income
Pregnant Adolescents"
Ming-Tung l.ee'", Taitung, Taiwan
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "International Technology Adoption: Conceptual
Model and an Empirical Test in China"
Erik Lind Lewis
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Hierarchy, Symbolism and the Dynamics of
Ideological Self-Identification in the U.S" 1972-1984"
Youguo Liang, Beijin~, China
Major: Business Admmistration
Dissertation: "Overreaction, Reverse Anticipation, and the Uncertain
Information Hypothesis: A Detailed Investigation"
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Hector R. Lozada". San Juan, Puerto Rico
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Strategic Market Planning: Information Acquisition
and Technological Response Formulation"
[amalam Lumbanraja
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Binary and Ternary K-NH4-Ca Exchange Equilibria,
Kinetics and Spectroscopic Evidence of Cation-Soil Mineral
Surface Interactions"
Robert Charles MacDonald, Wilmington, DE
Major: Plant Physiology
Dissertation: "Production, Transport, and Metabolism of Ethanol in
Eastern Cottonwood (Populus Deltoides Bartr)"
Brian Herbert Marsh'", Patterson, CA
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Reduced Crude Conversion Spent Line as an
Alternative Lime Source"
Pablo Arturo Martinez Arevalo", Cuenca, Ecuador
Major: Spanish




Dissertation: "Selection for Early Heading Date and Correlated
Response in Traits Related to Maturity in Winter Wheat"
Robert Charles Merritt'?'. Winston-Salem, NC
Major:English
Dissertation: "Hush of Older Song': Early Music and the Aesthetics
of Ezra Pound"
Alma Teano Mintu'", Philippines
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "International Marketing Negotiations in an Industrial
Setting: A Cultural Orientation"
Sudipa Mitra, Calcutta, India
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Investigating Sulfur Forms in Coal Using X-Ray
Absorption Fine Structure (XAFS) Spectroscopy"
Navid Mohseni'"', Tehran, Iran
Major:Sociology
Dissertation: "Creative Process" and Monopoly Capitalism
Ahmad Mohsenzadeh", Zahedan. Iran
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "A Knowledge Based Approach for Highway Safety
Analysis on Two-Lane Rural Highways"
Melissa C. Morehead", Florence
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Metabolic Activities and Membrane Function in
Monensin-Sensitive and Monensin-Resistant Strains of
Bacteroides ruminicola"
Patricia D. Morgan Muhammad", Natchez, MS
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "An Intracultural Communication Model for Sodo-
Economic Redevelopment in Sub-Saharan Africa"
Ali Munawar, Indonesia
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Phosphorus Acquisition by Winter Wheat Cultivars as
Affected by P Sources and N Nutrition"
Laura J, Neack
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Beyond the Rhetoric of Peacekeeping and
Peacemaking: Middle States in International Politics"
Pamela Ann Neiser'", Pittsburgh, PA
Major: Physiology and Biophysics
Dissertation: "An Investigation of the Neurotransmitters Mediating
the Negative Feedback Action of Progesterone During the Ovine
Luteal Phase"
Kyle E. Newman'". Golden, CO
Major: Animal Science
Dissertation: "Antagonistic Activities of Lactic Acid Bacteria on
Selected Gastrointestinal and Pathogenic Bacteria"
Karol Eugene Norton". Lamar, SC
Major: English
Dissertation: "Comedy and Tragedy in the Modernist Context: An
Approach to William Faulkner"
Mary Catherine Norton", Cleveland, OH
Major: English
Dissertation: "The Rhetoric of Qualification: John Milton's Prose
Tracts"
Catherine M. Null', Glendale Heights, IL
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Some Real and Nominal Effects of the Founding of the
Fed"
Jeanne Slocum Osborne'", Morehead
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "A Strategy Toward Accountability: Identifying Faculty
Salary Policies At Kentucky Public Regional Institutions"
Daniel Quienton Parker, 11**,Columbus, GA
Major: Music
Dissertation: "The Symphonies of Arthur Honegger: An
Examination of Stylistic Factors and Form"
Shirin Parvini, Tehran, Iran
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation: "A Pharmacological Analysis of Medullary
Hyperalgesia"
Jack Charles Pashin'", Cleveland, OH
Major: Geology
Dissertation: "Reevaluation of the Bedford-Berea Sequence in Ohio
and Adjacent States: New Perspectives on Sedimentation and
Tectonics in Foreland Basins"
Sally Atkins Paulsell, Lexington
Major: English
Dissertation: "Answering the Call: T,S. Elliot, Aldous Huxley, Evelyn
Waugh"
James Edward Pawlukiewicz, Fulton
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Information Asymmetry and Market Equilibrium:
Signalling in the Presence of Noise"
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Cheryll Anne Pearson, Midway
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Effects of Childrearing on Children's Acceptance of
School-Based Interventions"
Karen Elizabeth Pollok'". Richmond, VA
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Signaling Mechanisms Operative During the Inductin
of B Lymphocyte Competence"
Fay Etta Reilly, Lexington
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: "Health, Space Use, and Time Use by Homeless Elderly
People"
Patricia E. Rippetoe, Russell Springs
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Epidermal Growth Factor: A Potential Mediator of
Monocrotaline-Induced Hypertensive Pulmonary Vascular
Disease"
Edmond Rodman", Millington, TN
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Effects of Polybrominated and Polychlorinated
Biphenyls on Synthesis of Selected Hepatic Proteins in the Chick
Hepatocyte Culture and the Rat In Vivo"
James Howell Rogers, [r.", Marion, AL
Major: Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Affectivity and Borderline Personality Disorder"
John Alden Rogness, Ill", Cleveland, TN
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Reestimating Gross National Product from 1870-1908:
New Estimates from Old Data"
Jonathan Mark Rossen, Boston, MA
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "Exotones, Risk, and Subsistence Intensification: The
Middle Preceramic Gardener-Hunters of Nanchoc, Northern
Peru"
Ruth Anderson Rowles, Lexington
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Regions and Choropleth Maps"
Fernando Rutz, Pelotas, Brazil
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Interaction of Dietary Riboflavin and Selenium on
Metabolism and Performance of Chickens"
Sandra Jean Savidge, Hegins, PA
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "In Vitro Stability and Metabolism, In Vivo Disposition
~ and Pharmacokinetic of PC1, a Novel Elastase Inhibitor"
Gary Lynn Schmitz, Rosamond, IL
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Effect of Wheat Straw on Chlorimuron, Imazaquin,
and Imazethapyr Behavior"
Herman Bertus Scholthof'"', Netherlands
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "Regulatory Mechanisms and Elements Involved in
Gene Expression of Figwort Mosaic Virus, A Caulimovirus''
Eric Charles Schwamberger, Otterbein, IN
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Influence of Potassium Fertilizer Placement and Soil
Potassium Level on Growth and Potassium Nutrition of Burley
Tobacco"
Samuel Alexander Scott", Lexington
Major: Anatomy
Dissertation: "Morphometry of Gross and Microstructural
Permutations of the Amygdala in Alzheimer's Disease"
Sharon L. Sheahan'"
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Stress, Coping and Smoking Among College Students
Elizabeth Beard Shear, Danville
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Strange Encounters: A Middle-Range Theory for a




Dissertation: ''The Study of Efficiency of Some Planned Unbalanced
Designs for Estimation of Quantitative Genetic Parameters"
Buchang Shi, [irian, China
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Ether and Ester Radical Anion Cleavage Reactions"
Thomas Lennard Shurling'"', Atlanta, GA
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Anxiety and Coping Strategies in Women with
Chronic Myofascial Pain Dysfuction"
Suthep Silapanuntakul, Thailand
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "In Vitro Feeding of Haematobia irritans (L.) Through a
Reinforced Silicone Membrane"
Alexander Thomas Simpson, [r.", Charleston, SC
Major: Music
Dissertation: "Opera on Film: A Study of the History and the
Aethetic Principles and Conflicts of a Hybrid Genre"
Thomas L. Skinner", Lorain, OH
Major: Physiology and Biophysics
Dissertation: "Age Sensitivity of Osmoregulation and Its Neural
Correlates in Aplysia"
David Stewart Small, Riverview, MI
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences




Dissertation: "Decentralizing America's Federal System: The Effects
of State Control on the Implementation of the Small Cities CDBG
Program"
Gregory Kent Stanley, North Huntington, PA
Major: History
Dissertation: "Redefining Health: The Rise and Fall of the
Sportswoman: A Survey of Health and Fitness Advice for
Women, 1860-1940"
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Elizabeth Anne Stiene-Martin, Lexington
Major: Anatomy
Dissertation: "The Effects of Opioids on Astrocyte Growth in
Primary Cultures"
Doris Nowak Stilwell", Lexington
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "An Evaluation of KET's Star Schools Pilot Course,
Probability and Statistics: Access, Content and Achievement"
Daniel Eugene Storm, Woodbridge, VA
Major: Agricultural Engineering
Dissertation: "Modeling Dynamic Rill Networks From Random
Surfaces on Moderate Slopes"
Kelli A. Sullivan", Versailles, IL
Major: Anatomy
Dissertation: "Development of the Rat Paracervical Ganglion and Its
Projections to the Uterine Cervix: Study of Neuronal Transmitter
Systems, Axonal Projections and Birthdates of Neurons"
Mary Ellen Sweeney, Louisville
Major: Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Dependency and Self-Criticism and Their Relationship
to the Development of Negative Affective States"
Abdul Kadir Syamsunjal'". Indonesia
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "Household Demand for Dairy Products: An
Intertemporal and Demographic Variation Analysis
Catherine Leith Turner'"', Huntington, NY
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Studies of Immune Cell Production of ACTH"
Charles Vaught
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Patterns of Solidarity: A Case Study of Self-
Organization in Underground Coal Mining"
Changjin wang'". Chengdu. China
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Development and Application of Idiotypic and Anti-
ldotypic Antibodies to Platelet Activating Factor (PAF)"
Richard R. Weaver, Kansas City, MO
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "The Impact of the Capital-Raising Process and
Managerial Compensation on Firm Value: A Test on the
Principal IAgent Alignment Hypothesis"
Patricia Chadwell Webster, Lexington
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Bank Holding Company Restructuring Strategies: An
Examination of the Share Price Effects of Selloffs and Layoffs"
Elizabeth Vance whcclcr'", Worcester, MA
Major: Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Identity and Autonomy Disturbances in Bulimics and
Normal Dieters
Charles Jay Whetsell**, Lexington
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "The Relationship of Beliefs About AIDS to Knowledge
About AIDS in Three Groups of Female Inmates (General
Population, IV Drug Using and HIV+)"
Mary S. Whetsell", Lexington
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: 'The Relationship of Abuse Factors and
Revictimization to the Long-Term Effects of Childhood Sexual
Abuse in Women"
Carrie Terrine wilkinson", Atlanta, GA
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "The Relationship of Cultural Identity to the
Psychological Well-Being of Black Women"
Michael Myron Witte", Richmond, IN
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Characterization of the DNA-Binding Domain of a
Eukaryotic Positive Regulatory Protein"
David Wesley wright", Lexington
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Serve the Church, Reach the World': Tradition and
Innovation in the Preparation of Parish Ministers"
Chia-Ju we-. Taiwan
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "Time-Optimal Path Planning of Robotic Manipulators"
Zhaoxu Xin, Qingdad, China
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Copper Status and Luteinizing Hormore Secretion,
Copper Distribution in Tissues, Neutrophil Functions,
Superoxide Dismutase Activity and Different Copper Sources for
Dairy Cattle"
Xiaoyi Xuan, Zhejiang, China
Major: Engineering Mechanics
Dissertation: "An Experimental Study of the Mechanics of Metal
Cutting"
Mary Anne Yacko'". Indianapolis, IN
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Studies of the
Structure and Function of the C2+-Regulatory Protein,
Calmodulin, In Solution and Bound to the Erythrocyte
Membrane"
Daisy Lee Yang"
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: 'The Dynamics of a Foreign Alumni Association: The
Case of the Korean Association of the East-West Center Alumni"
Charles Christopher Yeomans", Lexington .
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Quintic Forms Over Finite and Local Fields
Baolin Zhang, China
Major: Plant l'hysiology




Dissertation: "Optical and Electrical Properties of Rare Earth and
Transition Metal Oxide Thin Films and Crystals"
}ianping Zhong, Lexington
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "A Study On Piezoelectric Shell Dynamics Applied to
Distributed Structural Identification and Control"
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Michael Norman Zook, Los Angeles, CA
Major: Plant Physiology
Dissertation: "Regulation of Isoprenoid Metabolism in Potato Tuber
Tissue during Elicitation of Sesquiterpenoid Phytoalexin
Accumulation"
Doctor of Business Administration
David Michael Blanchette'", Worcester, MA
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Schematic Associations in Information Processing and
Their Influence on Extrinsic Attribute Cue Acquisition,
Utilization, and Multi-Attribute Modeling for a Novel Service
Seminar"
Darnley Hugh Chamberlain, Jr., Murray
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Financial Reporting in the Higher Education
Environment: Assessing the Views of Selected Users on the
Usefulness and Accessibility of Specified Outcomes Information"
Alice May Handleng. Arnold, MO
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "A Regression Model to Predict Responses to Future
Financial Accounting Standards Board Exposure Drafts"
Ziaul Huq, Omaha, NE
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Job Shop Control Procedures to Approximate JIT
Inventor Performance"
Zubair Mohamed, Bowling Green
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "A Comparative Study of the Effects of Design
Flexibility, Tool Magazine Capacity, and Loading Policies on the
Loading, Routing, and Part Grouping Problems of Flexible
Manufacturing Systems"
Raymond James Shaf~**, Mercer, PA
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Financial Reporting of Deferred Maintenance for
Capital Assets in Governmental Entities: A Survey of Selected
Users"
John Clifford Thompson", Lexington
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "A Multiple Metric Study of the Returns to
Shareholders: The Case of the Bank Holding Company Mergers"
James Allen Weisel, Milwaukee, WI
Major: Accounting
Dissertation: "An Empirical Model for Classifying and Predicting the
Financial Performance of Federally Insured Savings Associations"
Doctor of Education
Julien Hope Fuller Bolling, Lexington
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "Validation of Teacher Competencies for the effective
Implementation of Augmentative Communication in the
Classroom"
Ann Wyman Boyer'", Nicholasville
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "Improving the Expository Paragraph Writing of
Learning Disabled Elementary School Students Using Small
Group Strategies Instruction and Word Processing"
Belva Cole Collins", Lexington
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "The In Vivo Use of a Constant Time Delay Procedure
and Multiple Exemplars to Teach a Generalized Response to the
Lures of Strangers to Adults with Mental Handicaps"
Richard E. Day, Lexington
Major: Instruction and-Administration
Dissertation:
Rhonda George England ", Pikeville
Major: EducationalPolicy Studies & Evaluation
Dissertation: "Voices From the History of Teaching: Katherine Pettit,
May Stone and Elizabeth Watts at Hindman Settlement School"
Denise Gifford, Louisville
Major: Educational Policy Studies & Evaluation
Dissertation: "A Comparison of Values of Two Subcultures Within
Higher Education: Academic Administrators and Student Affairs
Administrators"
Victoria R. Johnson
Major: Educational Policy Studies & Evaluation
Dissertation:
Raul F. Lagos, Lexington
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "A Comparative Study of the Personnel Evaluation
Standards of the Joint Committee on Standards for Educational
Evaluation and the Standards Used in the State of Kentucky and
In Selected School Districts"
Dorothy June Leal, Lexington
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Children's Responses to Three Types of Text During
Peer Group Discussions"
Roger C. Noe'", Harlan
Major: Educational Policy Studies & Evaluation
Dissertation: "An Analysis of Benchmark Selection Among Public
Doctoral Granting Institutions"
[effri Brookfield Norman", Hartford, MI
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "Effects of Teaching Parents to Imitate Their Child With
Handicapping Conditions During Play Sessions on Maternal
Activity, Maternal Verbalization and Child Engagement"
Josephine Van Zee Orange'", Russellville
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Instructional Leadership of Kentucky Principals in
Elementary Schools of Various Effectiveness"
D. Drew Pringle?'. Hopwood, PA
Major: Health, Physical Education and Recreation
Dissertation: "Hemodynamic Responses to Upright Cycle Ergometry
in Trained and Untrained Males with Varying Circulatory Type"
Rosalyn Ann Burton Ruffner", Grayson
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Political Socialization: Children's Perceptions of
Political Figures and the Voting Process in a Presidential Election
Year"
Douglas L. Southworth:". Georgetown
Major: Vocational Education
Dissertation: "A Comparison of Student achievement in
Individualized Competency Based Vocational Education and
Traditional Group Instruction Using Problem Solving"
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An~ela Ripperdan Wilkins**, Frankfort
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Parenting and Family Life Skills Education: A Study of
the Legislative Mandate and Model Curriculum Development in
Kentucky"
Vincent de Paul Winterling*, Huntington, WV
Major:Special Education
Dissertation: "The Use of Orientation Lectures, Pre-Task
Demonstrations, and Constant Time Delay to Teach Safe Practices
During Home-Care Training"
Doctor of Musical Arts
Ann Marie Bingham". Williamsburg
Major:Musical Arts




Dissertation: "A Survey of the Piano Works of Manuel de Falla"
Susan Cotton Perry"; Geneseo, NY
Major:Musical Arts
Dissertation: "The Development of the Italian Organ Toccata: 1550-
1750"
Educational Specialist
Diana Gaye Clark", Lexington
Marilyn Wesley Coffey, Liberty
J. Henry Duncan, [r., Versailles
Beverly Willoughby Juett', Lexington
Denise S. Lawless", Lexington
Geraldine Green Miracle'", Walton
Thomas Hall Russell", Lawrence, KS
Barbara Nyere Slevin, Lexington
Gail Margaret Wright Thompson, Danville
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Master of Arts
John Wayne Allen, Jr.", Bowling Green
Anna Leigh Altizer", Narrows, VA
Harald [ens Anderson, Fairfax, VA
Robert Louis Andrews 11**, Newport News,
VA
Anthony A. Arita'", Lexington
Anne Tobbe Bader, Louisville
Charles Richard Baesler'". Frankfort
Doraine Fay Clare Bailey". Lincoln, NE
Brenda J. Bartella, Lexington
Amy Elizabeth Beargie'", Lexington
George Bebensee, Allentown, PA
Johnny Vaughn Bertrand, Pikeville
James W. Beward, Lexington
Barbara A. Bley, Nevada, MO
Robert L Blinkoff**, Williamsville, NY
Mary J. Boguslaw, Hampton, VA
Mary Elizabeth Boswell". Louisville
John Terrence Bowen, Ir., Exeter, ME
Janet Louise Boyd'", Harold
Patrick Todd Brewer, Lexington
Clayton Todd Brooks, Huntington, WV
Deborah Anderson Brooks'", Malvern, PA
Margaret Lynn Brown'"
Stephen Paul Bruehl, Nashville, TN
Judith Sharon Bussey, Paintsville
Paul Anthony Cankar'", Joliet, IL
Wai-Yan Cheng", Hong Kong
Cynthia Diane Clark, Lexington
Mark Edward Cleveland, Owensville, IN
David Allen Coleman, Berea
Marianna Mahoney Cohen, Frankfort
Laura Jane Cooley, Prestonsburg
Joseph Alan Corbett, Lebanon
Jean Marie Cornell", Iowa City, IA
Linda Farmer Cornett, Jackson
Austin Drew Correll'", Somerset
Douglas Jay Cottrell, Tulsa, OK
Ronald S. Cramer
Peter Franklin Crume'", Cincinnati, OH
John Charles Dailey, Lexington
James I. Dantic, [r., Owensboro
Rachel Sue Davis, Lancaster
Amy Elisabeth Decker", Louisville
LeeAnn Hill del Castillo, Mt. Sherman
D. Gene Dillman II, Middlesborough
Rebecca Johanna DiSilvestro, Paducah
Melissa Anne Dobson, Louisville
Lois Ruth Dowd, Corinth
Leslie Anne Doyle", Lexington
Ronald Wayne Duke", Lexington
Steven John Dwyer'", Saline, MI
Susan Carolyn Eastwood'", Laramie, WY
Lisa Myers Elder'", Lexington
Betty Boles Ellison, Lexington
Maureen Margaret Enochs, Lexington
Jose Antonio Fabres**, Santiago, Chile
Charlotte Fairlie, Danville
Rebecca Branch Faulconer, Lexington
Paul Mario Faye**, Seattle, WA
Joseph A. Figliulo, Batavia, NY
Mike James Fitzgibbon, Rocky River, OH
Deborah Lee Foard*, Hopkinsville
Chris Joy Foreman*, Versailles
Nancy K. Foreman
Miriam Erica Fox", Lexington
Ronald Bruce Frankum, [r., Mcl.ean. VA
Janet Nelson Friedell, Lexington
H. Michael Gelfand, Fair Lawn, NJ
Ray Allen Ceroski, Davis, WV
Stephanie Lyn Goff, Versailles
Stephanie Lyn Goff". Versailles
Ronald Lynn Cray'", Central City
Andrew Clyde Grimes, jr., Lexington
Brian Robert Cullette, Raleigh, NC
Pamela Ruble Guthrie"
Sonia Gutierrez-Villalobos
Lucia Maria Cuzzi'", Italy
Shelda Hale-Roca, Lexington
William Jeffery Hancock, Frankfort
Sharon Leigh Hardesty'", Lexington
Kathryne O'Dell Hargadon'", Louisville
Nyoka Hawkins, Lexington
Janet Elizabeth Hayes, San Antonio, TX
Yanchun He'", Beijing China
Mamoun M. Hijjawi, Jordan
Samuel Luke Hodges, Lexington
Mason Edward Horrell, Owensboro
Tamera Kelly Horrell, Charlestown, IN
David Lesser Host, Lexington
Betty Sue Ison", Morehead
Kim Leann [ackson'", Augusta, GA
Joan Kathryn Herrmann jacobs'", Hamburg,
MN
Melissa Stewart Johnson, Patchogue, NY
Steven Lee Johnson, Wichita, KS
John Richard Jones, [r., Louisville
Karen Louise Jones, Lexington
Charles Allin Iuhn", Logan, UT
Patricia J. Kannapel, Louisville
Teresa Louise Keller'". Lexington
Jennifer Ann Kevorkian'", Keeseville, NY
Todd Alan Kinser, Bowling Green
Nancy B. Paul Kirchner, Bangladesh
Holly Beth Kooyman, Cincinnati, OH
Eva Deane Kort, Durham, NC
Shannon B. Kuklok, Grand Forks, ND
Siti Kusujiarti'", Yogya,Indonesia
Michael Donald Lackey, Chicago, IL
Kelly Ann Lees'", Barnstable, MA
Stephanie E. Libbon
Jennifer Ann Little, Champaign, IL
YaH Liu**, Shandong,PRC
Jeffrey Allen Logan
Laura Ann Lorson, Louisville
Gary Michael Love
Scott Joseph Lucero, Highland, IN
Daniel Lee Lykins'". Dayton, OH
Lisa Dianne Lykins, Lexington
Jeffery Dwayne Mack, Waverly, GA
Mary Evelyn Martin, Anchorage
Beulah Downey Maxfield **
Christopher John McGinley, Andover, MA
Vicki J. McVay, Lexington
Sara Katherine Melton**, Middlesboro
Clark Addison Merrill, Henderson
Nelson Noel Messone, Libreville
Charles Million, Danville
Marie Jenette Mitchell, Mt. Pleasant, IA
Joel Arthur Mize**, Versailles
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Thomas Paul Moliterno, Mendham, NJ
Mary Annette Moore, Lexington
Warren Smith Moore III, Union
Maureen C. Mullinax", Sainte Marie, IL
Rebecca C. Myers", Danville
Gregg Barton Neikirk, Danville
Alfred Carnes Nimocks'". Danville
Salome Chidiebere Nnoromele", Nigeria
Matthew Arthur O'Brien, Chicago, IL
Carolyn A. Oldham, Henderson
Charles Strong Olson, Washington, DC
Melba Del Socorro Paniagua, Nicaragua
Evelyn Ruth Phillips, Huntington, WV
Betty Jane Powell, Caneyville
Rhonda Reeves, Lexington
Dana D. Rhew", Oak Ridge, TN
Laura Fontaine Roberson, Elizabethtown
Randall Lee Roberts, Berea
Grace Briggs Robinson". Lexington
James Alexander Rose 111,Shelbyville
Marcy E. Rosenbaum", Iowa City, IA
Ranjit Roy'", Hyderabad, India
Mark Weiser Russell, Glen Ellyn, IL
Cheryl A. Boice Sauffer
Paul Philip Schafer, Baltimore, MD
Donna 1.Schartung'". Bristol, TN
Charlotte Ann Sebastian, Lexington
K. Daniel Seevers, St. Louis, MO
April 1. Serig'", Gaithersburg, MD
James Allen Shelquist, Bemidji, MN
Brian Peter Smentkowski, Huntington, WV
Adrian Maxon Smith, Littlehampton,
United Kingdom
James Stephen Smith'", Ft. Mitchell
Robert Paine Smithouser, Brick, NJ
Jorge F. Sosa", Quito, Ecuador
Virginia Susannah Stalker'". Charleston,
WV
Ann Yvonne Stearns", Muncie, IN
Monica Stech, Hoyt Lakes, MN
Mary Catherine Stone", Paris
Karin Birgitta Stromqvist'"
Susan Sumner Sullivan'", Midway
Christopher Lee Swindell, Logan, WV
Lee Davis Tatum'". Louisville
Lynda Morris Thomas, Lexington
Tammy Lynn Thompson, Danville
James Neal Tilson, Chilhowie, VA
Dana Maria Todd'". Louisville
Bradley Jay Trainor'". Oak Grove
Tsering Tsomo, Dalhousie, India
Teresa Ward Tune, Lexington
Mark Daniel Vantreese", Lexington
Katherine Parrish Walden, Midway
Susan Parker Weatherford'", Monticello
Johanna 1.wesr-'. Madisonville
Belinda Jo Williams*, Mt. Olive, NC
Eva Jean Winkle**, Louisville
Mary Whipkey Winslow, Lexington
David Franklin Withers, Louisville
Maureen Woon**
Marilyn Alice Wrenn, Charleston, WV
Katherine Lynn Yancey*, Lexington
Ming Hung Alton Ying, Hong Kong
Granville Joseph Younce**, Franklin, NC
Bei Qing Zhang, Shanghai, China
Master of Arts in Education
Leslie Howard Berkley", Florence
Sharon Marie Bloemer", Taylorsville
Michele Dean Bottoms, Danville
John David Buchanan", Harrodsburg
Mette Jane Owens Cantrell", Elkhorn City
Susan Nave Carey", Versailles
Martha Louise Collier, Harrodsburg
Alice T. Deaton ...., Lexington
Charles Knapp Douglass, Lexington
William Kyle Fannin", Ashland
Rhonda Grider Fister", Jamestown
Carrie Faye Reynolds Hahn", Bloomfield
Deborah Goodwin Hall", Wilmore
Letitia Cope Hochstrasser", Lexington
lena Marie Howard'", Brandenburg
Ronald W. Howell". Lexington
Pamela Harris HuW", Lexington
Jacqueline A LeMay jackson", Lewiston, ME
Jill Hunter Kaiser, Lexington
Linda Joan Kucharski'". Lexington
Karen Elaine Mitchell Littleton, Morristown,
TN
Gregory Scott Martin", Lexington
Michael Jansen Miller", Ravenna
Delores Ellis Minor'", Dayton, OH
Linda O. Peat, Lexington
Paula Karlette Salyers'", Olive Hill
Constance S. Sandrock", Versailles
Jennifer Louise Schoff'", Louisville
Melissa B. Simpson", Owensboro
Barbara J. Lawley Stinnett'". Lexington
Melanie B. Stivers'", Lexington
Lee Hutcherson Taylor", Frankfort
Danny Thomsberry'", Lexington
Connie Gordon Vaughn'", Winchester
Laura Lynn Voyles-Glass. Owensboro
Janette Rivers Ware, Lexington
Jill Amy Weiner'". Malden, MA
Charlene Ann Williams, Nicholasville
Cynthia Wheet York'". Glasgow
Master of Arts in Interior
Design
Holly Leeann Cline, Huntington, WV
Yu Wang", Beijing, China
Master of Business
Administration
Kimberly Hunt Arnold'", Madisonville
Garry Benks'"
James Carson Baughman, [r., Lexington
Jill Peterson Bennett"; Mukwonago, WI
Richard N. Broaddus", Winchester
Melissa Carol Brown'", Elizabethtown
Bobby Gerald Chavis, II, Corbin
Chia-Pin Chen'". Taiwan
John Robert Clements'". Uniontown
James Callaway Codell IV, Winchester
Barbara Baldwin Derenge'", Lexington
Mark Anthony Eichenberger, Louisville
Joseph Paul Fiely, Atlanta, GA
Angela Mullins Funk'", Lexington
Stephen Paul Green", Cincinnati, OH
Mary Christine Hancock, Cynthiana
Lucian Bartley Hardin", Inez
Carlos J. Hemandez'", Frankfort
Jane Ellen Hideg, Paducah
Timothy Wayne Hoagland, Louisville
Joseph Thomas Homan, Springfield
Richard Phillips Johnson, Louisville
Gregory William Kesten'". Lexington
Darlene K. Kessinger", New Albany, IN
Tracy Powers King'". Owensboro
Beverly Carol Kittle, Cynthiana
Jeffrey Alan Kuerzi, Louisville
James Roderick Lucas, Lexington
Bhargav Majumdar'", Calcutta, India
William Alan Manthey, Galion, OH
Cameron Hanley Mckenzie'", Crofton
Boyd Michael Messmann'", Columbia City,
IN
Ann Tormey Miller", Lexington
Frederick Kenton Miller, Visalia, CA
John Warner Moffett, Harrodsburg
Jeannie Savaso Mosher, Lexington
Edward Henry Ousselin
Paige Ann Patterson-Crant'"', Lexington
Lynn O'Brien Pearson, Louisville
Karen Michelle Price, Greensburg
Benjamin Richardson, Lafayette, iN
Paul Allen Rooke, Lexington
Larry Don Schmidt, Kewanee, IL
Martin Selander'". Los Angeles, CA
Gregory John Shields'", Lexington
[airus Deron Smith, Ashland
Christopher Clark Spears, Berea
Julian E. Tackett", Lexington
James B. Todd, II, Pikeville
Edward Mattison Trentham, Anchorage
James Albert Tutt, [r.'?", Frankfort
Ruth Prow wachter'", Versailles
Rebecca A. Wallace, Hopkinsville
Bradford K. ward-'. Glasgow
Kevin Howard Williams'". Paducah
William Grant Wilson, Mt Sterling
Larry Ray wood'", Lexington
Sarah Hall Workman, Lexington
Charles S. Wright, Lexington
Master of Civil Engineering
Joseph Lee Henry'". Lexington
Master of Fine Arts
Cambid-J T.Y. Choy, Honolulu, HI
Leon 1. Hollon'", Hazard
David M. Huebner, Richmond, VA
Theodore Allen Kincaid, [r., Dallas, TX
Judy F. Wells
Master of Music
William Jenkins Adams, Hopkinsville
Mary Regina Amrhein, Pittsburgh, PA
Joanna Sarah Binford-Curtis", Lexington
Chiharu T. Derber
Christine Louise Feezel, Lexington
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David Robert Cillespie'". Lexington
Terry Lynn Layman", Columbus, OH
Rebecca Cook Richey", Lexington
Sara Louise Sanders, Dallas, TX
Gregory Scott Sturgill, Pittsburgh, PA
Francoise Lyse Timmerman'", Lexington




Martha Daily Alexander, Lexington
Mark Anthony Blythe", Lexington
David Ernest Burgio, Berea
Robert Charles Carroll'", Homewood, IL
Steven Nelson Finch
Thomas Clark Hewlett, Lexington
Michael Scott Hodge'", Ft. Wright
Patricia Ann Kurtz, Lexington
Laura A. Lashley-Chiles, Ironton, MO
Kelly Claudette Maddox, Lexington
Joseph Herman Meadows, [r., Winchester
Donna Spencer O'Neal, Georgetown
Kathy Ellen Saylor, Evarts
Master of Rehabilitation
Counseling
Rima Saydjari Bey", Lexington
Belitta Cousain Croley, Lexington
Cora L. Heffner", Winchester
Paula Mariana Hynninen, LaPaz,Bolivia
Ronald 1. Weber, Lexington
Kathleen Flynn White, Richmond
Leslie Alen Wind land", Lexington
Mary E. Wood, Gallipolis, OH
Melinda Bowling Yates'"', Pikeville
Master of Science
Muhammad Ali, Rieu, Indonesia
Randall Ryan Appleton, Naperville, IL
Lawrence Paul Armendarez, Owensboro
Kumar Ramchandra Asar'"
Coriati Asmarantaka, Indonesia
Robert Michael Baumgartner, Toledo, OH
Dale Brockman, Union
Melissa Anne Brower, Hohenwald, TN
David M. Brown, Lexington
Jackie Jerome Bryant'", Elizabethtown
Bonnie Fay Bryson'". South Shore
Rebecca Pauli Buede", Lexington
Maren Manette Nicholas Burchfield,
AtbensOl-l
Richard Thomas Cambron", Lexington
Deborah Marie Campero'"
Shinyu Chang'". China
Yang-Ho Chang, Seoul, Korea
Chalida Changchit'". Thailand
[indong Chen", China
Jamie Sue Cherry, Mason, MI
Tamara Michelle Ciapponi, Chico, CA
Patrick Francis Comer", Lexington
Paul David Cooley, Nicholasville
Susan Killeen Corrigan, Wichita, KS
Anita Helen Courtney, Louisville
Mark Edward Crawford", Maysville
Robert Wilbur Cruver", Zarephuzh, NJ
Paula Marie Czarnecki, Detroit, MI
Victor Hugo De La Barra, Bolivia
Paul M. DeLetter, LaPorte, IN
Li Dong"
Jon Winston Draud, Crestview Hills
Carmen Annette Dulhanty'", Merrillville,
IN
Vistasp K. Dumasia, Bombay, India
Roberta Majella Dwyer", Clinton, IA
Mary Elizabeth Edgette, Hampton, VA
Cynthia G. Ellis, Bedford, MA
Joseph Brian Essex, Great Neck, NY
Habibollah Faraji'"
Audrey Piltch Ferry, Binghamton, NY
Todd Douglas Fickel**, Harrisburg, PA
Karen Patricia Fitzmaurice'", Makanda, IL
Brian James Fitzpatrick", Lexington
Miriam Andretta Fordham, Tampa, FL
Melissa Kay Foshee, Lexington
Paul George Frechette, Miami Shores, FL
Lisa Sugden Gaetke ...., St. Paul, MN
Virginia Rene Gagnon", Lakewood, OH
Jean Franklin Gaines, Richmond
Shaojian Cao'", Tai An, P.R.China
Robert [one Go, Brooklyn, NY
Thomas Bradley Cold'"
Hongguang Gong", China
Terry Estil Griffis, [effersonvill, IN
Manish Gupta, New Delhi, India
Amy J0 Haak, Madison, WI
Cassandra Sharon Hagood, Merritt Island,
FL
Michael John Haley, Lexington
William Jerome Hauselt, [r., Avon-By-The-
Sea, NJ
Annamaria Hayden", Barbourville
Annetta Delores Helton, Corbin
Ann M. Hemken, Lexington
Keith Wayne Henry, Lexington
Brian Kennedy Higdon, Owensboro
David Alan Hoag", Wilmore
Niel Christian Hoglen**, Wilmington, DE
David Waller Holt, Lexington
Deann Marie Hopkins*, Ord, NE
Fan Hu*, Dalian, China
Jingsong Huang, China
Qi Huang, Shenyang, China
Lynne B. Humkey
Yaktiworo Indriani, Lampung, Indonesia
Buxton Layton Johnson III, Owensboro
Daniel Ray Jones*, Eleanor, WV
Sri Sulaksmi Damayanti Jusuf, Jakarta,
Indonesia
Rohini Madhav Kamat, Belgaum, India
Julie Ida Riedel Keller*, Colorado Springs,
CO
John Kemp**, Louisville
Kelli Rae Kieborz, Loup City, NE
Jean Kiernan**, West Nyack, NY
Eungsuk Kim, Bloomington, IN
Richard Newton King, Lexington
Lesotlho David Kock**, Kimberley, South
Africa
James Reid Kolasa, Lexington
Raghuram Komanduri, India
R'ykandar S'i'tagta Korra'ti, Deerfield, MA
Paul Chun Ko Lai
Htain Lin'", Myitkyina, Burma
Bor-Chyi Lin, Taiwan
Qin Liu, Chengdu, China
Haiping Luo, Nanjing, China
Hongde Luo. Kaifeng, China
James Charles Luzar", Cloverdale, IN
Patricia Anne Lynch
Benjamin Roland Macneal'", Livonia, PA
Sudarsan Kumar Maddur, Madras, India
Eric Franklin Maurer, Riverdale, GA
Michael Grady Mcc.lure-, Madisonville
James Arthur McHugh, Lexington
Munish Mehra, New Delhi, India
Robert Dale Money, Buffalo
Daniel Joseph Moore, Madison, WI
Darla Jean Hood Moore'", Owensboro
Glyndal Britt Moses'", Gallatin, TN
Phillip G. Mudd, Louisville
Leonard Murryabagisha'"
Deepa Naishadham'", India
Sunil Shamdas Nariani, India
Dewita Nasution", Indonesia
Craig Douglas Nelson'", W. Lafayette, IN




Jon Timothy Noteboom", Corsica, SD
Thomas Christian Nowatka'", Louisville
Connie Denice Oliver", Stanford
Liniyanti D. Oswari, Indonesia
Tong Ouyang, Guangzhou, China
Vicky Lynn Owens, Versailles
Atul Anent Patankar, Lexington
Kenneth E. Perry, Franklin
Daniel Jesse Phelps'", Lexington
Brit C. Potter, Jr., Dorton
Cynthia Frances Powell", Winchester
Sandra Prima, Indonesia
Priyatiningsih'", Indonesia
Manuel Michael Probst, Lexington
James Anthony Prosser, Milwaukee, WI
Jay Thomas Rae, Greenwood, IN
Katherine Ruth Ransky, Lexington
Wasavika M. Reddy
Carl Thomas Redmond*, Tollesboro
Richard Dean Richins*, Sacramento, CA
Volker Rieger*, Remscheid, West Germany
Sheila Marie Riley, Elizabethtown
Matthew Wayne Rogers, Shelbyville
James Kent Rowlett, Lexington
Eva Maria da Rocha Rutz, Pelotas, Brazil
Amir Hossein Sadr, Lexington
Kevin 1. Sage-el, NY
Danita Mignon Saxon**, Morehead
Mark William Scanlon, Louisville
Andrew Martin Schneider*, Suffern, NY
Ananto Kusuma Seta, Indonesia
Nancy Rose Asbel Sethi*, Simsbury, CT
Nayan Shah, India
Sreenath Shama, Bangalore, India
Hongjiong Shi**, China
Bridget Pamela Sikkes, Blairstown, NJ
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Diane Lowe Simmons", Dickson, TN
Oliver Skoellin", Hamburg, Germany
Brian Philip Smith", Columbus, OH
Kristin Marie Snyder, Dillon, SC
Michael Scott Snyder, Hawesville
Aparna Srinivasan", India
Aneve Tyleen Stathas, Lexington
Endang Sulistyowati, Indonesia
Timothy S. Swenson", St. Croix Falls, WI
Ibnu Syabri
Kamto Tarjono, Jakarta, Indonesia
Suardi Tarumun'"
Charles Joseph Taylor, Lexington
Page Boisseau Taylor, Lexington
John Kevin Ternes, Bowling Green
John Douglas Turner, Erlanger
Manish Shriram Vaidya, Pune, India
James P. Vakos'", Lexington
Edward Sjoerd van der Veen, Glen Rock, NJ
Neena Vasudeva, India
Karen Lee Vidal", Louisville
Lara Wagy, Homewood, IL
Di wang-. Shanghai,PRC
Yin wang'", China
Yiqin Wang, Baotou, PRC
James Ryan whitfield'", Carmel, NY
Timothy 1.Whiting, [r., Ellington, CT
Elaine Schumacher Wilhite'". Maysville
Sarah E. Wyatt, Mayfield
Ching Hua Yang, Lexington
Gregory Arnold Yates, Elizabethtown
Ricky Neal Yeargan'", Lexington
Timothy YongWook Yi, Portland, OR
Melissa Carol York, Phyllis
Hammam Riza Yusuf Indonesia
Bing Zhang, China
Zulfatri, Padang, Indonesia
Master of Science in
Accounting
Jennifer Lea Beihn, Frankfort
Robert Todd Brockman, Lebanon
Melinda Suzanne Hettinger, Louisville
Rona M. Lawson, Boston, MA
Lori Michelle Lile, Greenville
Douglas James Rohleder, Smithfield
Mike S. Wilkins, Murray
Victor Paul Wilson**, Prospect
Suzanne Renee Wingo, Georgetown
Master of Science in
Agricultural Engineering
Mochamad Ali, Jambi, Indonesia
James Wayne Baier, Oldtown
Mark Edward Fiedeldey**, Aurora, IN
Islan Idris, Pekanbaru, Indonesia
Susan Martha Lewis**, Lexington
Sigit Mujiharjo, Indonesia
Wei Sun, Republic of China
Master of Science in
AgriCUlture
Daniel Lynn Fought, Lexington
Atta Hussain Soomro*, Kotri, Pakistan
Liliek Srie Utami, Jakarta, Indonesia
Wartidiningsih
Yusnita ...., Indonesia
Master of Science in
Biomedical Engineering
Kelly Jay Christian", Salt Lake City, UT
Sundarayya P. Kingsley"
Deanna Kay Levenhagen ...., Avon, IN
[ingwen U ...., China
Suhas Anant Sathe, Bombay, India
Mao Wang, China
Daniel E. Williamson", Dover, NJ
Master of Science in Chemical
Engineering
Vijayaraghavan Bharat ...., Bombay, India
Balakrishnan S. Devakottai", India
Vivek Dhariwal, India
Srinivas Sivarao Duggirala", India
Gregory Todd Hager, Lexington
Anup Kothari, Kota, India
Noushad Kunnummal, Calicut, Indi
Ronald W. Martin, [r., Toledo, OH
James Michael Mrvos, Lexington
Paul Roslan Ragubathy", Malaysia
Shreeniwas Vishnu Vaidya, Ambarnath
Harish Venkatachalam, Bombay, IN
Sankaranarayanan Venkatraman, India
Krishnan P. Viswanath", India
Chowdary Yerneni, India
Master of Science in Civil
Engineering
Niels Robert Bostrom, Versailles
Ralph Curt Carlberg, j-, Muldraugh
Made Gde Diarsa ...., lndonesia
Don Wayne Fuller II, Lexington
Tony Huff, Hindman
Nayla Hanna Khattar, Deir El Kamar,
Lebanon
James Leroy Latchaw", Grand Junction, CO
Joung Sun Lee", Seoul, Korea
Xi Liu, Shandong, P.R. China
Ronald B. McCaslin ...., Lexington
Bennett Wade Muncy, Louisa
Yu Ouyang ...., Shanghai, China
John William Richard", Lexington
Robert Alonzo Rowlette, Jr.", Berea
Gilberta Salcedo ...., Cali, Columbia
Mostafa Sayyedsadr, Iran
Laura B. Terrell, Paducah
[ianren Wang ...., Quanzhou, China
Thomas W. Williams, Loyall
Master of Science in Clinical
Nutrition
Sharon Claire Borg, Hebron
Charles Eckford Eastin, II, Lexington
Karen Kay Halcomb, Williamsburg
Martha Ann Kingston, Charleston, SC
Stephanie Elizabeth Logan, Felicity, OH
Traci R. McAdams, Dundee
Jennifer Helen Pike, St. John's,
Newfoundland
Suzanne Biesinger Stewart, Lexington
Master of Science in Dentistry
Richard William Graham ...., Conway, SC
Guy Henry ...., Princeton, NJ
Larry Bruce Sharp, Winchester
James Gregory White, Lexington
Master of Science in
Education
Michael Martin Abell'". Louisville
Salem Hussein Al Kully, Saudi Arabia
Kathleen Gardiner Allen", Lexington
Stacey Lynn Amburgey", Lexington
Ibraheem Mohamed Ashankyty
Deborah Tilson Baird, Lexington
Joyce Spears Beatty, Lexington
Valerie Stidham Bishop", Georgetown
Mark Vernon Blankenship ...., Lexington
Judith E.T. Booth ...., Frankfort
Toni Collins Brewer ...., Wolfe Co.
Carla Cornette Briscoe ...., Lexington
Joyce Elaine Carper", Olive Hill
Phyllis Gwenn Case ...., Cynthiana
Wanda G. Chandler, Bowling Green
Lori Ann Chiara", Lexington
Loretta Gail Clark, Lexington
Nora L. Clark, Prestonsburg
Janice Jay Steinberg Crane", Lexington
Mildred Rivera Crawford, Elizabethtown
Laura Ellen Taylor Curiel, Lexington
Gail Lynn Lapinski Davis, Glasgow
Betty Patrick Dean", Harrodsburg
Stephen Allan Dilly", Louisville
Sarajane Doty, Dayton, OH
Amy Elizabeth Dozier, St. Louis, MO
Judith Hendrix Dufresne, Lexington
Lisa Feltner, Hyden
Terry 1. Fitzpatrick, Oxford, OH
Usa Noelle Fulks, Lexington
Diana Lynn Gaetz ...., Versailles
Cindy 1.George, Frederick, MD
Tamara Leigh Geyer", Ashland
Amy Nixon Gibson, Lexington
Deborah Parrish Gilpin ...., Campbellsville
Frances Preston Glover", Mobile, AL
Marlis Ann GoW, Greensburg
John Harold Gould ...., Cincinnati, OH
Tina Marie Haggard, Conway, AR
Steven Arthur Haist, Lexington
Colin Kelly Hall, Calhoun
Meada Gwen Hall , Prestonsburg
Carol Ann Harmon , Lexington
Corlia Ann High ...., Augusta
Sharon Dianne Hobbs, Ft. Worth, TX
Malane Ariane Holcombe, Greenville, SC
Yi Hu", Beijing, China
Mildred Watkins Hughes, Bardstown
Minori Ito, Japan
Shelley Gallagher Jackson, Lexington
Essam Hussein [iffri, Saudi Arabia
Steven Craig Jones, Georgetown
Vonda Kay Jump, Covington
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Michelle Ann Stonecipher Kosin ....,
Lexington
Louann E. Land, Danville
David Jerome Lawler", Richmond, IN
Riki Lawrence, Knoxville, TN
Miriam Hasan Lightfoot", Edgewood
Bruce D. Lyon", Lexington
Elizabeth Ann Maier, Beaver Dam, WI
Jerri Dawn Kraus Martin", Lexington
Donald Raymond McDaniel ...., Russell
Springs
Nancy Faye McNutt, Paducah
Reina Isabel Mero Rosales ...., Caracas,
Venezuela
Amy E. Murphy, Lexington
Sharon Marie Nuss, Louisville
Danielle Murray Smith Parker, Louisville
Jennifer Waits Peavler, Lexington
Terry Demaree Perry, Lexington
Marilyn I. Peterson", Somerset
Beate Popkin ...., Lexington
T.V. Reeves, Jr.", Sandersville, GA
Stephen Robert Richey, Lexington
Timothy D. Robuck, Lexington
Jennifer Leslie Rosenthal ...., Lexington
Rosemary Rymond'', Lexington
Patricia Ann Sandknop", Radcliff
Ann C. Williams Schmidt", Lexington
Michele L. McGee Searcy ....
Christine Marie Selby ...., Wilmore
Jacqueline MacFarland Smith
J. Kevin Stinson", Elizabethtown
Janet Carlos Striebel , Lexington
Michele Rita Tagher , Walton
Brenda Telecsan", Nitro, WV
Paula Hatfield Thacker", Versailles
David Thomas Vantreese ...., Lexington
Rebecca Suzanne Vawter, Cloverport
Martha Louise Potts Venn", Lexington
Kevin Paul Waizenhofer", Frankfort
Janice Duncan Sharpe wilbers",
Georgetown
Abbe 1.Woodall, Los Angeles, CA
Cheri Weatherly Woodson", Lexington
Master of Science in Electrical
Engineering
Elaine Byrd Allen ...., Fulton
Bruce Thomas Arnold, Madisonville
Betty Ann Bowles'". Hopkinsville
Kuanglin Chao ...., Taiwan
Dachun Chen", Guangzhou, China
Michael William Clark, Knoxville, TN
Heath Lee Duncan". Lexington
Hubert Richard Gangl, ITT,Huntsville, AL
Sugata Chosal". Calcutta
Thomas Joseph Haas, Lexington
Scott Wayne Hall, Pleasureville
Christopher Charles Hobbs", Lexington
Martin B. Lundberg, Richmond
Wilda Emily Moore, Lexington
Bonnie Gail Pewitt, Naperville, IL
Joseph David Shamieh ...., Lexington
Hanh Due Vu, Saigon
William David Walburg", Highland Heights
Joe Morris Woosley, Jr. ...., Hopkinsville
Lei Zhou", Shanghai, China
Master of Science in'
Engineering Mechanics
Shubho Bhattacharya", Calcutta, India
Remasunder Krishnaswami
Wenliang Tang"
Barry Lewis Thomas, Leitchfield
Yiping Xu, China
Master of Science in Family
Studies
Robert Terence Adair'", Frankfort
Carol Lynn Devine, Lexington
Martha Law Durham, Highlands, NC
Charlotte Joan Gish, Calhoun
Anthony J. Headley". Lexington
Deborah Labas Levine
Mary Glinette McMurray
Kathy Hardin Netherland, Bardstown
Gina Combs Noe. Walton
Julie Ann Chemberlin Quick'". Des Moines,
IA
Carmit Goren Sadove", Lexington
Adria June Seaton, Calvert City
Janet Bissantz Srreet'", Lexington
Elizabeth Marie Wolford, Lexington




Master of Science in Library
Science
Nubi Kosmas Achebo, Memphis, TN
Karen Byrd Allen, Lexington
Elliot Lawrence Appelbaum'", St. Paul, MN
Catherine Jean Arnold, Idaho Falls, 10
Monica Anne Brooks". West Liberty, WV
Deborah Lynn Brown". Cincinnati, OH
Ann Catherine Cahill, Petersburg
Jennifer Lynn Carpenter", Cincinnati, OH
R. Timothy Carrier'", Cincinnati, OH
Carol McGuffey Cave'", Lexington
Mark Alexander Cave, Lexington
Laura Margaret Cecil'". Bloomfield
Cynthia Marie Chermely, Cincinnati, OH
Mary B. Chisenhall'". Lexington
Deborah Kaye Covey", Albany
Angela Betty Crouch"", Danville
Norma F. McCarty Czernicki"", Romney, WV




Michael Lee Douglas, Cincinnati, OH
Charles Berry Driver, Jr."",Selma, AL
Gregory A. Edwards, Walton
Rebecca A. Elder"",Lexington
Linda Rue Gerling Esser"",Louisville
Robin 1. Fannin"""",West Liberty
Elliot Hersch Gertel"""",Bronx, NY
Doris Ann Haag""*,Cincinnati, OH
Gracie Hale"""",Lexington
Margaret Elizabeth Counterman Haper.
Lexington
Dorothy Elizabeth Harrison", Lithonia, GA
Terri-Leigh Hinkle", Lebanon, NH
Jay Joseph Hoffman, Lexington
Christopher C. Holt, Cincinnati, OH
Deborah Marie Dalley Hull, Cincinnati, OH
Laura N. Hunt'". Alexander City, AL
David Willis [ames", Cincinnati, OH
Lisa Crawford [ohns", Winchester
Rafe Aaron johnson", Haverhill, MA
Karalyn F. Kavanaugh, Cincinnati, OH
Karen Elizabeth Kearns". Pocatello, 10
Robert Emmett Kelly IV*, Gunnison, CO
Hilda June Lindner Knepp", Milford, OH
Robert Emil Kruthoffer, III, Huntington, WV
Ronald Paul Leonard'". Elizabethtown
Cynthia Sue Rose Luces'", Louisville
Susan Harris Martin'", Frankfort
Richard Bruce Maxwell", Colorado Springs,
CO
Duncan Kemp McClusky", San Francisco,
CA
M. Catherine McGee", Georgetown
Danny Lula Mclvfillion", Rainelle, WV
George Daniel Meinhardt, Cincinnati, OH
Priscilla Anne Mitchell, Dayton, OH
Julia Carol Moseley'", Lexington
Karen Burke Murphy'", Lexington
Cynthia M. Nibert, Ashland
Rebecca Sue Norris, Cincinnati, OH
Amy Beckham Osborne'", Lexington
Miguel Mauricio Pacheco", Baton Rouge, LA
Cheri Lee Davenport Parrish, Decatur, IL
Loree A. Pennock'", Lexington
Jayne Marie Pitts", Prestonsburg
Susan Carol Poynter". Lisbon, OH
Denise Paine Radow, Portland, OR
Marie Snyder Robertson'", Lexington
Michael Richard Rohe'". Covington
Nancy Ellen Salyers, Cincinnati, OH
William Randolph Seymour, III, Priceville
Catherine Barbour Shier". Lexington
Janelle Quick Simon'". Versailles
Ami 1. Smith, Lexington
Fredrica Mary Canfield Smith'", Stratford,
CT
Therese A. Sprinkle'", Cincinnati, OH
Carrie Corless Stephenson", Corbin
Nancy Lynne Stevenson", Lexington
Matilda Ann Tanfani, Cincinnati, OH
Patricia Ann Taylor**, Harlan
Tammy Kay Taylor"",Berea
Linda 1. Turner*, Corbin
Anne Griffith Van Willigen""*,Lexington
Margery Clark Wallace"",Cincinnati, OH
Taylor Kendall Warren**, Williamsburg, VA
Marianna Salzbrunn Wells**, Cincinnati,
OH
Margaret Jane Whitehead*"", Brooksville
Gregory Allen Wiecek*, Lexington
Angela Sue Willenbrink**, Cincinnati, OH
Thomas Ashby Williams*, Lexington
Laurel S. Wolfson*
Lucy Mason Wood*"",Lexington




Master of Science in Materials
Science and Engineering
Alfred James Brtgnull, Winter Haven, FL
Minhyon jeon, Korea
Jung Yeul Kim'". Seoul, Korea
Hsien-Ming Lee", Taiwan, China
Wonhee Lee", Korea
Anil Zunzarrao Yadav. Poona, India
Master of Science in
Mechanical Engineering
John Baker'". Hazard
Parvangada G. Bojappa, Lexington
Jerry Lee Cartwright, Frankfort
Darryl A. d'Sa", Mangalore, India
Haiqi Pu", Beijing.China
John Nicholas Funk'". Lexington
Mark Krishan Ghai, Winchester
William Marion Codfrey'", Elizabethtown
Wenxiu Lin, Shanghai
[ian Peter Liu'", Suzhou, China
Lakshman Nagarathnam. Bangalore, India
Hiep Xuan Nguyen
Maninder Singh Sehmbey
Michael David Shadoan", Richmond
Kun She", Shanghai, China
Olagappan Solaiappan'". India
Charles David Sulfredge", Corbin
[ian Tao'". China
Master of Science in Mining
Engineering
Tarsem 1.Aggarwal, Harlan
Robert Ryland Atkins, Harlan
James Steven Gardner, Greensburg
Arnold Hammons, [r., Harlan
[in Kim", Korea
James Edward Manning, London
Terry Ray Sheffield, Benham
Debra 1. Simpson
Rick W. Thomas, Harlan
Master of Science in Nursing
Mary Lee Baker, Lexington
Catherine Allen Bembower'", Lexington
Perry Kent Bohanon""", Campbellsvill
Georgia Ann Bottles"", Owensboro
Pamela Kay Branson, Henderson
Mattie H. Burton"", Morehead
Karen McBroom Butler*, Durham, NC
Kathy Lea Cisney", Greenville
Patricia Lynne Clements, Lexington
Cheryl Jean Ison Clevenger"*, Sandy Hook
Mary Clara Courtney, Mayfield
Lucinda Jane Crager", Morehead
Janice DeFilippo"", Lexington
Gayle Stone Denham*, Richmond
Rhonda Lynne Earls, Radcliff
Carol Ann Edman, Santa Clara, CA
Kathleen Theresa Eggert", San Diego, CA
Susette Louise Emerson, Albuquerque, NM
Marquette Carroll Flaugher ...., Grayson
Mary Ann Ford ...., Lexington
Kathleen Ann Ciauque'", Lexington
Cindy Carol Lantz Goldstein", Carlisle
Denise Ann Gore Goldy ...., Morehead
Judith Anne Graham, Republic, WA
Karen M. Hailey ...., Lexington
Karen Elaine HaW", Lexington
Susan Bryant Hamlin", Morehead
Marion M. Hesch, St. Cloud, MN
Barbara Jean Hignite, Olive Hill
Karen Stokley HiW, Lexington
Cheryl J. Holton ...., Morrisville, VT
Brenda Lea Hosley", Williamson, WV
Patricia Kunz Howard", Lexington
Teresa Adams Howell'". Morehead
Patricia J. Hughes ...., Irvine
S. Kathryn Joyner, Centerville, IN
Donna Jean Kent, Indianapolis, IN
Patricia Smith Khaleghi", Columbia City, IN
Deborah Anderson Kroll, Union
Sharon Wells Lake", Prestonsburg
Karen Taylor Lewis...., Elizabethtown
Teresa Gayle Limkemann, West Point, IL
Theresa Denise Loan, Huntington, WV
Karen Ann Mangus, Louisville
Rosalie Wilburn McKenzie ...., Danville
Linda Ellen Rogers McNabb, Owingsville
Nancy Louise Haueise Miller, Lexington
Brenda Anderson Moore, Danville
Janet Lynn Naegel"
Marsha Grimes Oakley, Lexington
Katherine Haydu Parker ...., Lexington
Elizabeth M. Partin, Columbia
Jimmie Ruth Gore Persley", Georgetown
Nancy Jane Rayburn"
Kimberly Beth Reibling", Lexington
Patricia Y. Ryan", Bardstown
Susan Shearer ...., Versailles
Angela Kay Tackett ...., Hillsboro
Sherry Sailors Tichenor, Lexington
Jane Cooper Van Tatenhove", Lexington
Valerie Robin Wade, Leitchfield
Shirley Ann Hubert Walgamuth-Owens,
Winchester
Deborah Jean Watson ...., Louisville
Laura Lynn Weddle", Prestonsburg
Master of Science in
Operations Research
Shabi Farooq", Bangalore, India
Thomas Gerald Groleau, Lexington
Zhaohui Huang, China
Martin Eric Hyman, Baltimore, MD
Hong Jiang, Beijing, China




Arvind Bhanudas Pandit", Lexington
Magesh Ranganathan ...., Madras, India
DeeMyron Ripley", Monroe, IN
Jane Elizabeth SchWett:kart", Louisville
Tekumalla V. Somasekhar ....
Master of Science in Public
Health
Michael B. Auslander, Louisville
Robert Wentworth Collins Ill, Lexington
John James Coumbis"
Richard Edward Kazmier ...., Cleveland, OH
Geoffrey Arnold Kelafant
Mary Lawson Smith, Lexington
Craig Steven Tokowitz, Chicago, IL
Master of Science in
Radiological Medical Physics
Robert Nevin Glessner ...., Williamsport, PA
Robert Charles Gregory, Flemingsburg
Per Helge Halvorsen", Levanger, Norway
Paula Jean Harasimowicz, Winchendon,
MA
Christopher Jay Warner ...., Coward, SC
Master of Social Work
Margaret Sue Lambdin Back, London
Charlotte Faye Baker...., Cincinnati, OH
Nancy S. Warner Barr", Greenville, OH
Carolyn Gay Bays", Grayson
Christine Ann Biles", Versailles
Pamela Io Black, Georgetown
Karin Louise Bostrom , Lexington
Cathy Gabbard Breslin , Pt. Thomas
Jennifer Jane Brown ...., Centerville, OH
Ida Evelyn Brumback, Versailles
Lisa Little Campbell", Cincinnati, OH
Joanna Jean Carson ...., Huntington, WV
Larry Randall Chambers, Cincinnati, OH
Nancy Lynn Chaney", West Liberty
Nancy Katherine Nisbet Ciocci, Lexington
Crystal Elaine Collins-Camargo ....,
Georgetown
Marvin Craig Connor", Cincinnati, OH
Gladys Pauline Cowan, E Bernstadt
Myrtle Cowan", Sturgis
Brenda Sue Davis , Mt. Sterling
Kirk Daniel Davis , Hudson, WI
Lori Donegan, Maysville
Clifford Thomas Dunne, Danville
Jack David Edgley, Alexandria
Judith Anne Elikan...., Akron, OH
Bobby G. England", Ardmore, OK
John William Foley", Lexington
Kay Marie Franz ...., Centerville, OH
Rebecca Redwine Fulks", Ashland
Barbara Ann Cibbs". Middletown, OH
Harry E. Grimmett", Man, WV
Margaret Ann Haltermon'". Florence
Robin 1.Hamon, Syracuse, NY
Adina Wilhelmina Cobham Headley",
Barbados, West Indies
Marjorie Blaine Henry", Burlington
David Lee Hollingsworth'". Lynch
Christy Ann Honschopp". Cincinnati, C?H
Patricia A. Dignan Houterloot", Wyommg,
OH
Patricia Ann Huston", Cincinnati, OH
Denise E. Jackson, Lexington
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Jill S. Jensen, Lexington
Barbara Tackett jones", Morehead
Carolyn Keck", Maquoketa, IA
Barbara B. Lander, Lexington
Nancy B. Lester", Marion
David]. Lindemann, Ft. Wright
Maria Denise Lockhorn, Cincinnati, OH
Angela Marie Loesing, Independence
Rose Marie McCray", Lexington
Noreen Annis McElhanon ...., Lexington
Greg F. Mebs", Florence
Beverly Jeanne Miller", Lexington
Doloros McKee Miller, Danville
Laina Katzenmaier Miller...., Lexington
Lori Anne Miller". Portsmouth, OH
Phillip Ronald Miller, Versailles
George Roy Mullins", Logan, WV
Robert Steven Myers", Cincinnati, OH
Carol VanDerHeyden Naugher,
Mishawaka, IN
Paula 10Newsom, Lynchburg, OH
Lorna A. Nichols", Lexington
Marcie 1. O'Neil"", Springfield, OH
Rachel M. Oskins", Ashland
Lisa Ann Pack", Ashland
Ann Marie Pappalardo:", Cincinnati, OH
Beulah Faye Parker", Lexington
Donetta Sue Peek", Vanceburg
David Glen Perry'", Cincinnati, OH
Lisa Crow Perry", Ashland
Lisa J. Piersol", Huntington, WV
Grady Leon Pratt", Bowling Green
Ben A. Rice", Lexington
Stephanie Beth Richardson'". Cincinnati,
OH
Beverly S. Roland, Williamstown
Virginia Ann Sartini ...., Sterling, VA
Julia Diane-Blom Schafer", Lexington
Melanie Davida Hahm Scheuerle", Dublin,
OH
Mollye Kay Schwab, Lexington
Rita Annette Ball Scott", Ashland
Mary Henderson Seelbach, Lexington
Martha Lea Sexton, Henderson
Kimberly Ann Simms'". Columbus, OH
Jennifer Susanne Skirvin, Williamstown
Rebecca Smallwood'", Lexington
Carol Morrison Smoot, Lexington
Deborah Roberts Spicer", Berry
Cinda S. Stewart", Portsmouth, OH
Ruth Sandner Stewart", Ft. Thomas
Willena Eaton Supplee". Winchester
Betty Ann Sweeney'", Lexington
Caroline Leila Taylor, Huntington, WV
Linda Braamse Taylor'", Springfield, OH
Karen D. Tucker", Cincinnati, OH
Alice Waide-Davis", Lexington
Mark KJayWeaver, Versailles
Susan Elaine Weaver", Owensboro
Paula A. Weber'", Covington
Melinda Scott Wells'", Georgetown
Gail Wilborn", Lexington
Linda F. Williams", West Liberty
Julia Bryant Woelfel", Huntington, WV
Sara Ann Zolondek, Lexington
College of Dentistry
Dean: David A Nash
Doctor of Dental Medicine
Dawn Rita Tackett Allen, Pikeville
Richelle Covington Banks ...., Windsor
Nelle Vincent Barr, Frankfort
Cynthia Ann Borders, Lexington
John B. Thaxter Burns, Mt. Olivet
Jan Fairia Carlisle, Paducah
Kurt R. Childress, Pikeville
Deborah Smith Collier, Galion, OH
Walter Edward Col6n, San Juan, PR
Daniel Wayne Croley, Louisville
Mark Owen Cummins, Lexington
James E. Daniel, II, Ashland
Angela Dawn DeMoss, Hanson
William Evert Felty, [r., Flatwoods
Laura Beth Frazier, Ashland
Robert Irwin Goodman, Ir., Harrodsburg
Douglass Keith Gordon, Carlisle, OH
Ben H. Hensley, Jarvis
Leslie Carol Horn, Inez
Jennifer Pruitt Howell, Henderson
Erin Lynn LaFrana, Lexington
Jeffrey Blaine Lewis, Manchester
Date of graduation for College of Dentistry: December 19, 1990
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Melanie K. Loy-Flanagan, Jamestown
Thomas B. Mueller, Ft. Wright
Richard Watson Oliver, [r., Nashville, TN
Sherry Marie Parlanti, Lexington
Mark Alan Ralph, Whitesville
Eduardo Rostenberg ......, Mexico City
Gina Loree Vanhook Saindon, Somerset
J. Todd Scobee, Nicholasville
Pamella Patrice Dale Shaw, Gary, IN
Lou P. Sievers, Water Valley
Lisa Renee Triplett'". Hollybush
Mary Carolyn Wilson, Lexington






Dean: Rutheford B Campbell, Jr.
Juris Doctor
Sandra Fraley Abel, Paintsville
Renee Akers, Richmond
Kurt Walter Anderson, Hopkinsville
Jacqueline Kincade Armstrong, Henderson
Stephen Webb Atwood'", Lexington
Elmer Lee Baker, Corbin
Diana Lynn Barber, Lexington
Amy Virginia Barker, Taylorsville
Robert Beauregard Barnes, Frankfort
Leslie C. Bates, Port Huron, MI
James Michael Bolus, [r.. Louisville
Helen Louise Bongard, Ithaca, MI
Harry B. Borders, Louisville
Ralph Edmond Bouvette, Louisville
Anna Marie Brewick, Chicago, IL
John Hutchcraft Bronaugh, Paris
Martha Lynne Brown, Corbin
Nicholas Rapier Brown, Louisville
Debra Lynn Broz, Bowling Green
Margaret Ellen Benge Bruner, London
David Louis Bunning, Southgate
Michael Layne Carrico, Fairbury, IL
Paul Matthew Carruthers, Ir., Greenville, SC
Christopher Rennie Cashen, Louisville
Dermot Joseph Cease", Lexington
Kevin Clay Cockrell, Mt. Sterling
Katherine Marie Coleman, St Petersburg, FL
Russell Lewis Collins, Perry, OH
Vance Wayne Cook, Cadiz
DSHglas ',6J"a)He CSlE, T:elEj,I'115~BI'I
Lloyd Russell Cress, jr., Lexington
Deborah Rae Diersen, Louisville
Kelly J. Dingus, Martin
Robert Mark Doctrow, Lexington
Scott Taylor Ecton, Elizabethtown
Martha Ross OdIe Erwin, Murray
Mary Wis Estes, Russellville
Robert Hughes Foree, Eminence
William Todd Forester, Lexington
Mauritia Mary Gauvin, Richmond, VA
Kelly Aldrich Gleason, Bowling Green
Anne E. Gorham, Lexington
Douglas Wayne Gott, Hopkinsville
Stephen Wayne Grace, Crofton
/-cl'11/LJ< ~ SO
,M1flI~tr/"f'/' ~
Janet Marie Graham, Bowling Green
K. Denise Grant, Hawesville
Stacey Lynn Graus, Cold Spring
Margaret M. Graves, Lexington
Gladys Gertrude Beck Green, Clayton, NM
MudUil1tu b. C ce lee, It it gtSl
Bradley Stewart Guthrie ...., Harrodsburg
Sharon Kaye Hager, Paintsville
Walter Thomas Halbleib, Louisville
William Mitchell Hall, Jr., Somerset
Jane Evelyn Hanner, Dunedin, FL
Valarie Kathleen Hardwick Hardin, Louisa
James Daryl Havey, Independence
Leah Nell Hawkins, Ashcamp
Elizabeth Ann Heilman, Campbellsburg
Johann Frederick Herklotz, Bellevue
Charlton Clay Hundley IV, Tompkinsville
Clifton Miller Her, Louisville
Daniel Warren James, London
Franklin Keith [elsma, Louisville
Richard Phillips Johnson, Louisville
Charles Elic Jones, Frankfort
Stephen Douglas Jones, Russell
Kenneth Howard Kennedy, [r., St. Louis,
MO
Kevin Paul Laumas, Lexington
Robert Grant Layton, Paris
Jeffrey Brackett Leland, Northborough, MA
Julie Ellen Lippert, Paducah
Marilyn Hardwick Long, Richmond
Marc Allen Lovell, Bowling Green
James Richard Marsden, Chicago, IL
Geoffrey Duncan Marsh, Paintsville
Mark Raymond Marsh ...., Cynthiana
Clifford Ken Mau, Honolulu, HI
Sherry Susanne McCollough, Danville
Mary Porter McKee, Frankfort
Raymond Douglas Mefford, Bowling Green
Clarence Terrell Miller, Bowling Green
Christopher David Moore, Henderson
Leslie William Moore, Lexington
Steven Jarvis Moore, Corbin
Maryellen Buxton Mynear, Lexington
Patrick Francis Nash, Lexington
Martha A. Nash-Caywood. Hopkinsville
Teresa Lynn Patrick, Lexington
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Sally French Paulson, Mt. Carmel, IL
H. Harris Pepper, [r., Bowling Green
Shaun David Peterson, Wilmington, OH
Charlie Coral Pharis, Burkesville
Steven Douglas Phillips, Lexington
Ronald G. Polly, Whitesburg
William Charles P'Pool, Murray
Carroll Morris Redford III, Glasgow
Denise Marie Reid, Fisherville
Hughes Hamilton Rice lIl, Owensboro
Anna H. Ruth, Ashland
Gregory Robert Schaaf, Owensboro
Christel Allyn Schrader, Lexington
Randal Craig Shaffer, Springfield, MO
Mark Alan Sharrard, Lexington
Mark Allen Shepherd, Cumberland
William Taylor Shier, Lexington
John David Simcoe, Glendale
Robin Renee Slater, Belfry
Gordon Ray Slone, Inez
Rita Kaye Snider ...., Frankfort
Samuel T. Spalding, Lebanon
Elizabeth Hughes Spears, Lexington
Susan Marie Stockton, Morganfield
Linda Marie Stowers, Belle, WV
Ronald Michael Sullivan, Owensboro
Scott Crawford Sutherland, Versailles
Lisa McGuire Ternes, Henderson
Cynthia Anne Thompson, Richmond
Sue Ann Touse, Columbus, OH
Margarett Alexander Travis, Glasgow
Lisa Ann Traylor, Nebo
Stephen Rice Turnbull, Lexington
Glenn Christopher Van Bever, Pineville
Michael Andrew Vescio, Lexington
Christopher Brian Walther, Louisville
Robert Chealis Welleford, Hopkinsville
Jennifer Lynn Wells, Inez
Timothy 1. Wells, Hyden
Hunter Byrd Whitesell W.., Fulton
Karl Gerard Williams", Utica, NY
Paul Marcum Willis, Lexington
Laura Ellyn Wilson, Somerset
Thomas Dawson Wingate, Frankfort
Weston Wayne Worthington", Ewing
Catherine Michele Murr Young, Louisville
College of Medicine
Dean: Emery A. Wilson, M.D.
Doctor of Medicine
Thomas Michael Adams, Corydon
Daryll MacLean Anderson, Lexington
Paul Farmer Austin, Murray
Mark Elliott Bailey, Owingsville
Anthony Greg Barnes, Edgewood
Lewis Joseph Bellardo III, Lexington
Marytena Berry, Lexington
Anita Louise Scott Blosser, Abilene, KS
William Scott Bridges, Lexington
Karen Tabitha Briggs, San Francisco, CA
Brenda Joyce Columbia Brotherton,
Lexington
Jack Casteel Bruner II, London
Patrick Leroy Burba, Louisville
John Francis Cabelka II, Janesville, WI
Todd Stephen Canan, Park Hills
Baretta R. Casey, Pikeville
Todd Richard Cheever, London
Michael Bruce Chesnut, Hopkinsville
Susan Bettina Patton Coleman, Nicholasville
Louis Edward Costello, Owensboro
John Andrew Darpel. Edgewood
Bradley James Davis, Lansing, MI
Kristina E. Davis, Louisville
James Patrick Dinning, Bowling Green
Jon Winston Draud'", Crestview Hills
Evan Franklin Ekman, Louisville
Thomas James Fritz, Ft. Mitchell
Dwight David Graham, Greenfield, IN
Leslie Ann Greenwell, Louisville
Allen Courtney Haddix, Edgewood
Harold Lloyd Halfhill II, Richmond
Steve Hansen, Los Gatos, CA
Francis F. Hayden, Owensboro
Nancy Henderson-Hines'". Whitakers, NC
Paula Terese Weeks Hollingsworth,
Paducah
Dianna Sue Howard, Bardstown
[amee Ellen Hudepohl, Ft Thomas
Roger Loyd Humphries, Ft. Thomas
Brian Christopher Jones, Louisville
Christopher John Jones, Louisville
Alison R. Keen, Prospect
Julia Eva Keeling, Springfield
Wallace Lai, Paducah
Linda C. Adkins Lear, Nicholasville
Marc David Legris, Mt Sterling
Katherine Jean Liddle, New Castle
Judy Eva McNeill Linger, Georgetown
Timothy Dean Lovely, Jackson
Shantae LaDon Lucas, Jenkins
Dana Jill Lyons, Lexington
Sailaja Malempati, Pikeville
Ralph Daren Marionneaux, Richmond
Quinton Craig Meek, Lexington
David Alan Miller, Louisville
Amy Claire Mills, Lexington
Barbara Carol Moore, Chattanooga, TN
James Donald Moore
Gregory Stephen Motley, Glasgow
Robert Leslie Murray, [r., Ft Thomas
Sandra Lois Nation, Owensboro
Steven Eugene Neus, Morning View
Robert Mark Newman, Greenville
Stephen Joseph O'Brien, Lexington
Eric D. Poplin, Lexington
Eduardo William Quesada, Louisville
Nicholas Alfred Raschella. Pikeville
Robin Michelle Rassenfoss, Florence
S. Todd Robinson, Lakeland, FL
Eric Ignatius Ruschman. Erlanger
Frank Tolis Simon, Louisville
Tina Faye Simpson, Williamstown
Dennis Hugh Smith, Manchester
Jerry Lee Smith, Hopkinsville
Nancy Sue Stanley, Pikeville
Dianne Michele Storey, Louisville
Judith Hepburn Tietz, Woodstock, VT
Lars Martin Wagner, Frankfort
Roderick Warren, Sebree
Samuel G. Welch, Maysville
Robert Lee White, Ir., Cincinnati, OH
Robert Thomas Wicker, jr., Lebanon
Jefferson Mark Wiedemann, Georgetown
Date of graduation for College of Medicine: May 18, 1991
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College of Agriculture
Dean: C. Gran Little
Bachelor of Science in
Agriculture
Eva Aranda, Madrid
John Mark Baird'". Hodgenville
Patrick Jerome Ballard [r., Loretto
Douglas Allan Bechanan, Elizabethtown
David Lloyd Brandon, Greenville
G. Bradley Burke, Ewing
Jonathan Edward Burke". Hardinsburg
Robert Eugene Calvert, Scottsville
Kerry Thomas Cauthen, Walton
James Kelly Clarke, Maysville
William R. Clift II, Princeton
William Ray Cobb IV, Louisville
Deanna L. Craychee, Elgin, IL
Gregory Allen Davis, Hope
Robert H. Deibel III, Crestwood
Donna Lee Derefinko, Brockport, NY
G. Neil Douglas ...., Ashland
Patricia B. Durham, Waddy
Clyde M. Enlow j-. Boston
George Michael Evans, Lovely
Francis Carroll Fackler". Jackson
Ross Alan Fischer", Lexington
James Foster Pollowell'", Lebanon
Lynne Arlene Folsom ...., Louisville
Craig H. Forcum ...., Johnston City, IL
Brett Allen Franklin, Louisville
Suzan Negley Gaines", Barlow
Patricia Elaine Gallo, Bloomington, IN
Scott Wayne Gaskin, Russell Springs
Amy Jeanne Graves ...., Shelbyville
Matthew Douglas Hagman, Hawesville
Gregory J. Herbek ...., Princeton
Steven 1.Hinton, Hardinsburg
Anthony Yates Holloway, Gracey
Phillip Kevin House", Versailles
Robert Scott Howard, Campton
Charles Kevin Jolly, McQuady
Melanie Suzanne Jones, Russell
Jennifer Jean Keck...., Roanoke, VA
Kyna jo Keeton, Burkesville
Dara C. Kieronski. Missoula, MT
Lester Thomas Kirby, Monroe, GA
David Bruce Langley, Shelbyville
Dorothy Lynn Leslie", Fitchburg, MA
Lora Beth Lowe, Sparta
John Kenneth Loy, Jamestown
Shannon Kay Luce, Raleigh, NC
David Reid MacFarlan, Princeton Junction,
NJ
David Adams McCauley, Lexington
Deborah L. Merrick, Somerset
James Robert Mings II, Raleigh, IL
Patrick G. Moczulski, Louisville
James Alvin Monin [r., Cox's Creek
Alan Kyle Moore ...., Prestonsburg
Omba Mundeke, Zaire
Glen Patrick Murphy, Louisville
Gary Wayne Neal ...., Taylorsville
Susan Beth Nunnelley, Cynthiana
John Andrew Oldfield", White Oak
Donna Jean Osburn ...., Madisonville
Larry Ruckman Overly II, Paris
Gwynne Marie Overtoom, Economy, IN
Michele Lee Owen, Lexington
Tami Renee Padgett, Lexington
William Morris Palmer, Louisville
Mary [o Paragon, Louisville
Don Barton Peters, Princeton
David Douglas Peterson ...., Lebanon
Keegan Wade Poe, Franklin, IN
Loelle S. Poneleit ...., Lexington
Karen Gait Grigsby Purdom, Springfield
Hebbie Thomas Purvis II, Georgetown
Nancy Vaughn Roche, Mequon, WI
Tracey Brian Royalty, Willisburg
Stephanie Jane Ruff, Shippensburg, PA
Leslie Christine Sherwood ...., Lexington
Berry Todd Shewmaker, Harrodsburg
Randall Dix Shirel, Sturgis
Cynthia Lee Shiroma ...., Guston
Vernon Anthony Sims, Frankfort
Amanda Catharine Slack, Lexington
Anthony Lee Smith, Dubre
Linda S. Snyder, Hardinsburg
Jennifer 1. Spradlin'", Versailles
Anne R. Stewart, Sharpsburg
Benjamin Bower Stivers ...., Anchorage
Stephen E. Tedder, Louisville
Brian Neal Thomas, Winchester
Cynthia Roberta Thomas, Kennewick, WA
F. Walker Thomas, Jr.""*,Cecilia
Mark Robert Thomas, Glasgow
Todd Aaron Thrift, Lexington
Elizabeth Lynn Tolson, Louisville
Kris Johanson Trowbridge", Louisville
Anthony Douglas Turner, Verona
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Christiane Marie Velotta, Akron, OH
Robert Thor Versluys, Radcliff
Kym Marie Voorhees, Lexington
Mark Douglas Wainscott, Hawthorne
Woods,IL
Michael Lee Ward ...., Owensboro
Barton D. Williams, Monticello
Michael Sean Wilson, Clinton
Donald Patrick Wink", Philpot
Troy Douglas witt". Waddy
Wendell Thad Workman, Dry Ridge
Kevin R. wright'", California
Bachelor of Science in Food
Science
Scott Anthony Rayburn'", Louisville
Kimberly Kerr Rice", Prospect
Bachelor of Science in
Forestry
Vernon Willis Hubbs [r., Cumberland
Timothy Vaughn Southworth, Lexington
Frank B. Ueltschi, Frankfort
Stacy Joe white'", Corbin
Bachelor of Science in
Landscape Architecture
Derek E. Adkins, Madisonville
John Hill Beavers, Lexington
Troy 1. Brown, Dawson Springs
Virginia Clark Coffey, Lexington
Elizabeth Culbertson'", Bowling Green
Terri G. Magtinger, Owensboro
Elizabeth Cloud Mckenna, Lexington
Richard W. Mcjvlackin". Lexington
Gregory Alan Miller", Lexington
Saied Ohadi, Lexington
Amy Ellen Olson, W. Carrollton, OH
Greg John Omvig. Lexington
Jamison Drew Rogers, Robinson, IL
Ray R. Seitz, Florence
Lynn Allison Skillman, Elliott City, MD
Scott Alan Smith, Westminster, MD
David Dodge Steiner, Lexington
David Earl Wagoner, Lexington
David W. Wentworth, Danville
Michael David Wright, Louisville
Dean: Thomas C. Robinson
College of Allied Health Professions
Bachelor of Health Sciences
Amy Louise Morelan Antle", Lexington
Julie Lynn Ash'". Mt Washington
Molly Sue Austiff'", Chatham, IL
Caye Daniels Barnard ...., Lexington
Annette Marie Baumann", Louisville
Nancy Lee Beach", Dry Ridge
Debra Kristine Borg", Hebron
Lona E. Brewer ...., Allen
Dennis M. Brooks, Louisville
Rebecca Dawn Bush ...., Grayson
Thomas Andrew Buteyn, Waupun, WI
Amy Kathleen Canter ...., Vanceburg
Jeffery Michael Carrico, Owensboro
Robert William Caturano'", Bowling Green
Jacquelyn Ann Collins", Hopkinsville
Melina Brooke Cooper, Brooksville
Kimberly Handshoe Comett'", Hueysville
Rebecca Jane Cox'". Fredonia
William Herschel Craycraft'", Nicholasville
Saundra Paige Daniels, Henderson
1. Brent Davis", West Liberty
Deborah Ann Dunn", Owensboro
Chalee Renee Engelhard'", Florence
Melissa Ann Fischer'". Ft. Wright
Paul Alan Pranklin'", Mt. Sterling
Rhonda Kay Frey", Louisville
Kevin Burdette Friend, Winchester
Kimberly jo Fulkerson", Lexington
Kelly Arnold Furbee, Danville
Tarasa Ann Cabhart'". Lawrenceburg
Beatrice Christine Cazda-Neuhausen'",
Costa Mesa, CA
Michelle Heilbron Cilliam'". Lexington
Andromeda Clover", Owensboro
John Kenneth Graehler'", Louisville
Jennifer Dawn Gregory, Frankfort
Gwendolyn Sue HaW*, McDowell
Charles R. Hazle, Jr.**
Sandra Gail Hendrix'", Masonville
Thomas Edward Hereford IV*, Louisville
Jeffrey Kyle Herndon'", London
Kathy Sue Hicks, Lexington
Londa Leah Hornsby, Independence
Thomas Edmond Howard, Harlan
Amanda Susan Jennings", Alexandria
Christopher Todd [ones", Elizabethtown
Karen Lynn [ones'", Lexington
Michelle Elaine Kellermyer", Defiance, OH
Linda Ann Kelley, Kenton Hills
Julie Ann Key**,Big Flats, NY
Lucia P. Kincer", Richmond
Lillian Henson Kinsey", Sadieville
Jeffrey David Kiser"
Mark Alan Kleckner'", Lexington
James William Lennart, Louisville
Sharon Lewis'", Versailles
Keith Eugene Long", Hood River, OR
JiU E. Lowry, Davis Jet, IL
Paige Lynne Lutes", Lexington
Bridget Ann Meder'". Springfield, OH
Steven Robert Marcum'". Lexington
Jamie Pieratt Mattingly'", Lexington
Leslie K. Mattingly". Elizabethtown
James Michael McCarthy, Ormond Beach,
FL
Angela Maria McCowan, Corbin
Lisa Margarita McCowan, Corbin
DeAnn Pinkard Mclilrcy'", Bowling Green
Michael Gregory Meadors'", Lexington
Chrystal Elizabeth Ford Means", Lexington
Gretchen Anne Meyer, Greenville, SC
Richard B. Meyer'", Lawrenceburg
Deborah Anne Milici, Louisville
Susan Rogers Miller'", Richmond
Tonya Lee Miller'". Louisville
Maria Nicole Moll, Louisville
Triston Lafe Mullins, Lexington
Laura Marie Murdock, Westerville, OH
Reza Nasr", Lexington
Holly Lea Newman'", Owensboro
Angela Lynn Nie", Edgewood
Jon Scott Nielsen, Louisville
Louvonna Lynn Noble, Hazard
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Elizabeth LaGesse O'Nan'", Paducah
Iase Jared Pinerola'", Bowling Green
Natalie Weatherly Pinerola'", Mayfield
Mary Catherine Poore, Louisville
Kathy Denise Raisbeck", Laurel- MD
Alicia Bryant Rider", Lexington
Amina Claudette Rishi", Lexington




Christie Alice RoW*, Edgewood
Denise Kay Rosendaul'", Louisville
Jaime Marie Royalty'", Harrodsburg
Sheryl L Satterthwaite'", Rochester, MI
Marc Gerard Schilling, Crestview Hills
Theresa Marie Schneider'", Alexandria
Susan Kathleen Schram", Nevi. MI
Diane M. Kramer Seibert'", Alexandria
1. Kelly Simms'", Springfield
John Gerard Smith", Richmond
Tracey Susan Smith". Louisville
Susan Marie Snyder", Ashland
Debra Kay Stanley", Williamstown
Mary Lisa Stansel". Covington
Sharon Lynn Stumpf". Aspen, CO
Mary B. Tackett", Lexington
William P. Terry, Jr.**,Versailles
John David Thompson, Frankfort
Kurt Thomas Thompson'", Ft. Mitchell
Michelle Michiko Travis, Frankfort
Celeste Michelle Tucker, Louisville
Sherry Michelle Turley, Louisville
Gregory D. Vanl-Ioose'". Paintsville
Cynthia Lynn Wagoner'", Hopkinsville
Maria Walchli-Dunlop**, Springfield, OH
Karen Parr Waters, Stearns
Thomas Tarry Wells, Jr.**,Glasgow
John Ryan Wilson, Johnston City, IL
Samuel Clayton Woolwine III, Blacksburg,
VA
Jeanne K. Wright, Rehoboth Beach, DE




John Joseph Albanese'", East Setauket, NY
Sonja Anderson", Owensboro
Ark Matthew Andrew, La Grange
Mary Kean Asaro, Louisville
Michael Paul Barry", Louisville
Susan Marie Biasiolli, Louisville
Brian Anthony Bilberry, Lexington
Patrick William Blackburn, Lexington
Thomas M. Boyd, Mayfield
Julie Ann Brashear", Louisville
Ian Cheistwer, Louisville
Timothy Patrick Collins'", Lexington
Harold Wayne Cox, Louisville
Christine M. Cuttitta, Plainfield, NJ
Randall Wayne Davis, LaCenter
Stephanie Davis, Paintsville
Eugene H. Doren'", Lexington
Dean Louis Forster, Ft. Mitchell
Sean Michael Gallaher, Louisville
Michael James Hellmann, Park Hills
Paul J. Holyland, Cleveland, OH
Brian Donley Hutson", Clarksburg, WV
Mark F. Isbell, Prestonsburg
William Douglas Kays, Louisville
[i Soon Kim, Louisville
Charles James Laing, Belleville, IL
Thomas Leo Leddy, Park Ridge, NJ
Tracee Candance Leigh, Madisonville
David Randolf Marchal ...., Louisville
Frank Marino", Lexington
Michael L.Maxson ...., Lexington
Darren Edward Myers ...., Lawrenceburg, IN
Frieda Anna Marie Myers, Danville
Rodney Lee Proctor, Bloomfield
L. Katheryn Renshaw", Madisonville
Raymond Andrew Scheller", Villa Hills
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Deanna D. Scott, Lexington
Timothy Blair Seaman'", Ft. Mitchell
Sean Kienzle Selby", Louisville
David Carson Soka ...., Armonk, NY
Robert Michael Soroky, Parma Heights, OH
Christopher Edward Speltz'", Germantown,
TN
Roy L. Stanley, [r.", Ravenswood, WV
Benjamin Kemp Starks, Owensboro
Jeffrey Clay Stivers", Lexington
Alan R. Stogsdill, Louisville
Neal Howard Strickland", Lexington
David S. Thomas", Pewee Valley
Timothy Shawn Townsend", Henderson
Robert Paul Trujillo", Lexington
Pamela Anne Unwin, Brockfield, CT
Steven S. Vice, Louisville
Mark A. Wiley
Joseph Coy Wolford, Liberty
Dean: Bradley C. Canon
College of Arts & Sciences
Bachelor of Arts
David Bryan Abner, Manchester
Diana Marie Acosta, Logan, WV
Alfred Baron Agee""",Louisville
James Kenton Alcorn, Lexington
Debora Adele Allen, Salvisa
Robert Eugene Allen, Lexington
Janice Marie Amling, St. Louis, MO
Mark Edward Anders, Lexington
Cristin Diane Anderson, Northbrook, 1L
James Edgar Armstrong'". Villa Hills
Gregory Daniel Ashcraft, Florence
Jeffrey Douglas Atkinson, Louisville
David Alan Babb'". Elizabethtown
Nyoka Kirk Bailey'", Elizabethtown
William Russell Baird, Lexington
Cynthia Adelle Barker'". Monroe, NY
Erik Werner Bauer, Lexington
Thomas Brooks Beatty , Harrodsburg
James Raymond Becker , Ft. Mitchell
Gregory Neil Bentley, Pikeville
Robert Lynn Bertram, Jr., Jamestown
Marianne Bevil, Owensboro
Anjali Vasant Bhapkar, Lexington
Vishwesh Kumar Bhatt'". Oxford, MS
John Emory Bice, St. Simons Island, GA
Timothy Earl Birch, Lexington
Barry Bryant Birchfield'", Pikeville
Melanie Lynn Bishop, Lexington
Randall Louis Bishop, Mt. Sterling
John William Black, Jr."", Paris
Sean Michael Blackburn, Lexington
Robert L. Blair, Elizabethtown
Rhonda Lee Blakey, Stanton
James Albert Bloom, Versailles
David Dill Blount'". Lexington
Victoria Elena Boarman, Owensboro
Thomas Charles Bondurant, Lexington
Laura Carol Borders, Somerset
Laura Ann Bottorff, Lexington
Patrick Joseph Bouldin", Louisville
Kellie lo Boyle", Plano, TX
Gary Todd Bradbury, Shepherdsville
Matthew John Brandon, Worthington, OH
John Lee Brewer, Morehead
Karen Marie Brian'", Louisville
Kimberly Cagle Brickeen, Mayfield
Julia McDowell Brock, Georgetown
Jeff Thomas Bromley", Danville
Donald Thomas Brophy, [r., Philadelphia, PA
Deborah Carol Brown, Grapevine, TX
Michael Anthony Brown'", Guston
Scott Grady Brown'". Richmond
Ulyssine Estha Brown'"', Lexington
Victoria Marie Brucker, Paducah
Elizabeth Ann Buckley", Lexington
John Crittenden Burke, Nicholasville
Shamyl Khan Burki, Lexington
Mark Elwood Burnam'". Hopkinsville
William Joseph Burnett, Sheperdsville
Brian P. Butler, Madisonville
Susan Constance Calhoun, Radcliff
Julia Witt Cannon, Nashville, TN
Cathy Lynn Carlock, St. Louis, MO
Tina Margaret Carpenter, Nicholasville
Jodi E. Carter'", Owensboro
Rhonda Denine Cary'", Bowling Green
Kathleen Suzanne Casper, Lexington
Michael Clark Castle, Aberdeen, OH
Gregory Wayne Catron", Berea
Kristin Cevaney. Alexandria, VA
David Clark Caywood, Lexington
Michelle Rene Cecil", Reynolds Station
Penny Anne Cecil, Bardstown
James Edmund Chadwick, Hinsdale, IL
Robert Oswald Chinn", Owensboro
Anthony Wayne Clark, Lexington
Catherine Lynn Clark, Lexington
Catharine Marie Clark, Louisville
Cynthia Harrison Clay, Winchester
Amy [o Cleveland, Dry Ridge
Daryle Lewis Cobb, Lexington
Kevin Baxter Cochran", Lexington
Vanta Earl Coda W, Lexington
Bruce Rankin Cole", Lexington
Jonathan David Cole, Lexington
Christopher Julius Collins, Lexington
Rebecca Kathryn Collins, Paintsville
Terri Denise Bates Collins
Mark Collinsworth, West Liberty
Christine Lynn Comella, Pittsburgh, PA
Rhonda Lynn Compton, Lexington
Laural Barrett Conder", Louisville
Lisa Noelle Conley, Ashland
Melanie Sue Conyers, Nicholasville
Brent Madison Cooper, Morehead
Iris Elizabeth Comelius'", North Haven, CT
Timothy Dotson Cornette, LaGrange
Sarah Ruth Coursey, Lewisburg
Nancy Coman Coveney, Lexington
Tavner Rae Cox", Louisville
William Meredith Cox, [r., Madisonville
Michael Joseph Craft, Mt. Sterling
Penryn Lee Craig, Louisville
Thomas Edward Cranmer, Shorewood, IL
James Karl Crase, Somerset
Melissa Lyn Creekmore, Somerset
Christopher Aaron Criswell, Ashland
William Martin Crouch'". LaGrange
Glen Dean Crurn II, Louisville
Lynne Marie Crush'", Louisville
Kim Ann Cusick", Lexington
Melissa Jane Daly, Florence
Paul Douglas Denhauer", Owensboro
Brian Carl Daniel, Hopkinsville
Audrey 1. Daniels, Lexington
Georgianna Katherine Dantic", Owensboro
Alex Keith Dathorne"
Susan Pauline Daugherty, Lexington
Harold Kevin Davenport, Danville
Gregory Davidson, Manchester
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Darren Brant Davis, Paintsville
Elizabeth Ann Davis'", Louisville
Natalie Arnez Davis, Versailles
Charles Michael Dawson, Lawrenceburg
Matt Connley Deering, Champaign, lL
Mary Ann Dickmeyer, Lexington
Jeffrey Keith Disponette", Frankfort
Pamela Pearl Dixon, Shelbyville
Karen Michelle Dorris", Lexington
Donna Leigh Dotson, Glasgow
Joseph Stanley Drake, Louisville
Clay David Drysdale, Bardwell
Jason Stuart Duke, Lexington
Ellen Annette Duncan"
Rebecca S. Durkin, Lexington
Kriston Patrick Dyer, Lexington
John Anthony Eastone, St. Albans, WV
Thomas Joseph Edgett'". Lexington
David Earnest Edwards, St. Louis, MO
Amy S. Jackson Eifrid, Paulding, OH
D. Brandt Ely, Lexington
Kenton Candler Epling, Lexington
Julie Anne Esselman, Prospect
Diana Lyn Estep, Cumberland
Angela Gayle Estepp"
Yolanda Denise Estes'". Winchester
Elizabeth Ann Evans, Maysville
Jeffrey Wayne Everman'", Lexington
Laura Lee Perler'", Hazard
Stephanie Ann Parley'", Versailles
Joy Elizabeth Faulkner, Versailles
Katharine Darlington Feinberg, Lexington
Elizabeth Ann Ferguson, Roanoke, VA
Emily Katherine Sedgwick Finley
Dina Marie Fish
Todd Tyler Floore"", Louisville
Christopher C. Florence, Cynthiana
Sidney Guy Fooshee, Cadiz
Leisa Renee Fowler, Ashland
Gregory A. Franklin, Lexington
Carie Michelle Froman, Ghent
Douglas Lee Fulkerson, Upton
Dexter Gabbard, [r., Radcliff
Paula Gailey, Lehigh, FL
Jeff Conkwright Gaines, Winchester
Tracy Sue Callenstein'". Erlanger
Sheila Diane Gambrel, Cincinnati, OH
Steven Kirby Garner, Bowling Green
Larry Darryl Garrett, Lexington
Jane Marie Garst, Glasgow
Beth Ann Carthee, Greenup
Stephanie Seitz Ceddes'", Lexington
Susan Renee Ceorge'", Louisville
Suzan Chavami, Logan, UT
Bryan Gene DeWhitt Gibson'". Lexington
Kevin Michael Cibson'", Yarmouth, MA
Randal Scott Gillum, Lexington
Victoria Belle Class'", Prospect
Catherine Leigh Gluck, Cumberland
Kim Marie Coad'". Louisville
Marissa Lynn Godby, Lexington
Brian Scott Graham ...., Campton
Stephen Douglas Grant ...., Walton
John Matthew Grayson, Cynthiana
Christopher Allen Green, Lexington
Lisa Anne Greenwell, New Haven
Samuel Harris Greenwell Ill, Versailles
Stacey Lynn Grider, Jamestown
Denise A. Griffin", Villa Hills
Yavon Latra Griffin, Lexington
Dreama Sena Griffith, Carlisle
Lucienne Gutermuth, Louisville
Katherine Alma Guthrie, Lexington
David German Gutierrez, Lexington
Steven Thomas Gyorffy, Lexington
Kimberly Ann Habib ...., Greensburg, OH
Catherine C. Hadden, Lexington
Barry David Hagan", Louisville
Grace Lynnette Hahn ...., Frankfort
Deirdre Io HaW", Mt. Sterling
Lori Ann Hall, Somerset
Douglas Jerome Hallock, Lexington
Jennifer Lynn Hambrick ...., Louisville
Mary Beth Hambrick, Louisville
Orville Lee Hamilton III, Paintsville
Carol Elizabeth Hamlin, Louisville
Kelli Dawn Hammond, Lexington
Brian Raymond Harlow, Louisville
Andra Ann Harman, Elizabethtown
Carla Ann Harman ...., Lynchburg
Timothy Ray Harmon, Henderson
Julie Renee Harp ...., Lexington
Diane Tallerday Harris ...., Louisville
Glennis Roger Harris ...., Flemingsburg
Saiyid Akbar Hasan, Lexington
Tammy Denise Hatfield, Monticello
Leslie Dawn Hawes, Shelbyville
Pamela Diana Hawkins, Elizabethtown
Jane Eckhoff Hayden, San Francisco, CA
Laura Lynn Haydon ...., Springfield
Terry L. Hayes, Coxton
Jeffrey Lamkin Hazle'", Hodgenville
Timothy Nelson Hembree, Carrollton
Angela Turley Henderson, Lexington
Bryan Patrick Henry, Lynch
William Douglas Henry, Lexington
Mark Daniel Herdade ...., Clearwater, FL
Eden N. Herrera, Columbia
Angela Deanne Hiday, Cynthiana
Kyle E. Higgason, Corbin
Kathleen Marie Higgins , Pittsburgh, PA
Tracey Anne Hoffman , Louisville
Russell Ward Holbrook, Ashland
Joseph Edward Holifield, Paducah
Johnny Oneil Howard ...., Harlan
Robert Daniel Howell II, Worthington
Sidney Lee Howell, Lexington
Hillary Reed Hudgens, Knoxville, TN
Debra Szekeres Huffer ...., Hodgenville
Michele Eilish Hughes, Louisville
Susan Rene Huey Hummel, Kansas City, MO
Mary Taylor Huntsman, Greensburg
Kristin Leigh Hutchinson, Lexington
JeffreyAlan Hutson, Lexington
James Douglas Hyden II"*,Prestonsburg
Jennifer Lee Isaacs, Walton
Carla Janel Johnson, Harlan
Elizabeth Ann Johnson, Bardstown
Michael Williams Johnson ...., Frankfort
Shawn Kent Johnson ...., Harold
Tracey Johnson, London
Janet Lynn Johnston, Owensboro
Darnel Edward Jones...., Paris
Margaret Michelle Jones, Greenup
Rubin Edward Jones, Cadiz
Troy Meredith Jones...., Huntington, WV
Charles Michael [ordan'", Pikeville
David Glenn Karsner", Frankfort
Abraham Louis Kawaja, Lexington
Elaine Kimble Keelen'", Lexington
Catherena Joyce Kegley, Flemingsburg
Carol Rene Keil, Lexington
Charles Marion Dixon Kelly, Lexington
Dennis Wayne Kelly, Ft. Thomas
Michael Harvey Kelsay", Huntington, WV
Steven Lamont Kemp, Louisville
Charles Andrew Kern, Buffalo, NY
Amy Catherine Kerr, Cynthiana
Diana Lee Keyes, Lexington
Laurie Rachael Kidd, Somerset
Fiona Larissa Kiernan ...., Lexington
David Alan Killion, Middlesboro
Amy Terrell King, Louisville
Holly D. King, Georgetown
Bret Alan Kirkland", Flemingsburg
David Donovan Kisselbaugh ....,
Elizabethtown
Johnny Dewayne Koger, Beaver Dam
Peter John Kosky...., South Charleston, WV
Jennifer Lynn Kratzer", Gainesville, FL
Anthony Lee Krupp, Louisville
Susan Kryza, Louisville
Robert Martin Kushner", Louisville
Robert Charles Lamm. Corbin
Michelle Kaye Land, Louisville
Michele Hall Landers, Lexington
Valerie Susan Lane, Danville
Lene Holm Larsen ...., Taastrup, Denmark
Helen Lynn Latta, Lexington
Allen C. Laughlin II, Lexington
Melody Ann Lawrence ...., Orlando, FL
Jennifer Layne ...., Farmington Hills, MI
Virginia Lee Combs LeMaster, Lexington
Mary Beth Lenderman, Carlisle, AR
Karin Lynn Levitt, St. Louis, MO
James Clifford Lewis, Huntington, WV
James Matthew Lewis, Wilmington, NC
William Dennis Lewis, Princeton
Zachary Richard Lewton, Garland, TX
Shon Robert Libby, Auburn, ME
Beth Ellen Linden", Platteville, WI
Catherine Mae Lingle'", Nicholasville
Bryan Franklin Litteral, Versailles
Kimberly Dawn Logan, Louisville
Elvira Rosa Logue, Harrodsburg
Sean Phillip Lohman, Prospect
Jennifer Giere Long, Anchorage
Dawn Elizabeth Looney", Elkhorn City
Meredith Suzanne Loughrige ...., Lexington
Roger Allen Lowry, Nicholasville
Jerry Wade Lucas...., Elizabethtown
Lynda Michelle Lucas, Ashland
Christian Hagan Ludwig, New York City
Gary Robert Lukens, South Charleston, WV
Lorie Lyn Lykins ...., Lexington
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Jennifer Lynne Burgoyne Maclcetban'",
Grosse Pointe Park, MI
Laura Corinne MacKinnon, Richmond
James Wilson Madole, Owensboro
Mary Ruth Bray Maggard", Danville
Michelle Maggard", Hyden
Amanda Magner, Corydon, IN
Paul F. Malek, Richmond
Kingsley Stephen Martin ...., Louisville
william Glenn Martin ...., Winchester
Lara Lee Wilson Mason, Frankfort
Sherri Elizabeth Masters, Elizabethtown
Hiroshi Matsui, Toyama, Japan
Mark Scott Mattmiller, Cynthiana
Michelle Marie Maxim", Louisville
Kelly Rae Maynard , Somerset
Lionel Prevost Mayo , Lexington
Katrina Anne McBride, Oak Ridge, TN
Andrew Mathias McCarthy, Lexington
Kelly Ann McCarthy, Cincinnati, OH
Annette C. McCarty , Utica
Mary Lee McClure , Florence
Susan Christine McCord ...., Springfield, IL
Dorothy Ruth Johnson McCormick ...., Radcliff
Andrew Christopher McCray"*, Lexington
Brian Lee McGlone, Vanceburg
Elizabeth Catherine McGovern, Nashville, TN
Chuck Rudy McGuire, Lexington
Susan Leigh Mclntosh, Charleston, WV
Thomas Allen McKinney, Nashville, TN
Roy Jeffrey McQueary", Columbia
Monica Lynn Pugh Mehanna, Lexington
Heather Roganne Meredith, Louisville
Mark Edward Mertle ...., Erlanger
Shawn Coleman Metts, Frankfort
Richard Bryan Meyer, Lawrenceburg
John Clyde Middleton, Ft. Mitchell
Kathleen Margaret Miles, Barrington, IL
David Thomas Miller, Lexington
James Daniel Miller, Oklahoma City, OK
Kris Ann Miller", Owensboro
Melissa Clay Miller", Winchester
Ursula Anne Miller, Louisville
Lela Alexis Mills", Louisville
Micheal Bryan Minix, [r., Paintsville
Tonya Kaye Mitchen, Crestwood
K A Moberly, Lexington
Ryan Todd Mobley, Versailles
Matthew John Montgomery, New Orleans, LA
Myron Thomas Moore, Pikeville
Kerri Katherine Moriarty, Ashland
Lori Michelle Muha, South Williamson
David Christopher Nalley, Ft. Mitchell
Libby DeeAnn Nation, Shelbyville
Richard Edwin Neal", Nicholasville
Lawrence Donovan Nelson, Lexington
Mary Doyle Nichols ...., Lexington
Jennifer Lee Nowling", Portage, MI
Mimi Okazaki, Nicholasville
Maria Anne Oliva ...., Louisville
Richard Todd Oppenheim ...., Lexington
Shaun Thomas Orme ...., Mt. Sterling
Morgan Daniel O'Rourke. Erlanger
Kelli ]. Osborne, Glendale
Lynn A. Pace", Mt. Sterling
Angela Gwyn Painter, Oak Ridge, TN
Yasmin [uliane Pareti'", Mountain Lakes, NJ
Cynthia Renee Parker'", Harlan
Pamela Suzanne Parker, Versailles
Sarah Vaughn Parsons'". Lexington
Floyd Keith Patrick'", Salyersville
James Wayne Pauly", Visalia
Julie Sullivan Pauly, Lexington
Harriet Jones Peabody", Westport
Angela Christina Pergrem, Elkhorn City
Stephanie Anne Perry, Dayton, OH
Lisa Ellen Phillips, Danville
Roy M. Phillips
William Allen Pierce'", Clarksville, TN
Melissa Bell Pitts'", Frankfort
Dorlas Grace Poff, Lexington
Robert Harold Poindexter Ill, Cynthiana
Julia S. Polsgrove, Lexington
George Dudley Poole, Jr.*, Richmond, VA
Cynthia Frances Poore, Erlanger
Richard Conway Powell'". Bowling Green
William Lane Powell III, Houston, TX
Lisa Dawn Pruitt", Ashland
Darren E. Purcell, Leitchfield
Paul Robert Purdue'". Lexington
Ricky Alan Railsback, Lexington
Gerald Reid Ramage, Paducah
Patricia Perrotti Ratz
David Franklin Reames, Cincinnati, OH
Ginger Beth Reeves, Paducah
Eric Otto Reichert", Hanover, NH
Amy Suzanne Reid, Lexington
Kristen Jayne Releford'", Grayson
Albert William Remley II, Lexington
Robert Arnold Render, Centertown
Sarah Katherine Reynolds, Lexington
Carlion M. Vance Riddle, Owingsville
Darin C. Rieman, Fairfield, OH
Marvin Lewis Rinck, Vine Grove
April Irene Ritchie", Lexington
Allen Barton Roberts, Manchester
Frances Dawn Roberts, Versailles
Charles Steven Robinson", Versailles
Dwight Gaithel Rodgers, [r., Madisonville
Kimberly Lee Rodman, Ashland
James Brian Rogers, Hopkinsville
Lisa Marie Rohleder'", Smithfield
Karen Lorraine Rollefson, Parkersburg, WV
Heather Elaine Rosdeutscher, Bowling
Green
Catherine N. Ross", Lexington
Douglas Marshall Ross, Lexington
Elizabeth Anne Roszman, Lexington
James Dennis Rowe", Radcliff
Rebecca Lynn Rudd, Louisville
Corrie Anna Rusch, Louisville
Malinka Salhi'", Belgium
Richard Wayne Sallee, Pikeville
Gurpreet Kaur Saluja'', Charleston, WV
Jeffrey Beckett Schanding, Edgewood
James Edwin Bryan Schietz'". Lexington
David M. Schindler, Lexington
Jeffrey Curtis Schriefer'", Lexington
Mark Andrew Scott, Warren, OH
Karen T. Scudder", Louisville
Kelly Ann Seiter, Southgate
Saphia Anna Shalash, Lexington
Mary Ann Sharp". Maysville
Amy Beth Shearson, Belle Vernon, PA
Kevin Paul Shelton". Lexington
Robert Short, Lexington
William Henry Shrout III*,Winchester
Erik C. Siegel'", Lexington
John Martin Simms, Springfield
Andrea Catherine Simpson, Monticello
[o Ann Simpson", Louisville
Kimberly E. Sims", Lexington
Shellie Marie Sims, Owensboro
Larry Lee Singleton II, Prospect
Charles E. Sizemore'". Salyersville
Tim D. Sizemore, Hyden
Shelly Anne Skeens", Lexington
Glatha Deneen Smith, Owensboro
Martin Allen Smith, Lexington
Diana Sobel, Danbury, CT
Tammy Lynn Sopper, Inverness, IL
Jeffrey Allen Soukup, Fredonia, NY
Kassandra Lynn Souply", Findlay, OH
Cristin Alexandra Southard, Lexington
Jennifer Rae Spears", Lewisburg, OH
Sarah Elizabeth Speck, Paducah
Robert D. Spillman, Lexington
David Allen Stallins", Princeton
William Michael Stanfleld'", Louisville
Brian Douglas Steele'", Harrodsburg
Lee Howell Steineker, Louisville
Catherine Brand Stevens, Lexington
Ishmael Worth Stevens, [r., Ashland
Katherine Lee Stone, Franklin
Thomas David Stoss, Cynthiana
Emily Jane Stromberg, Cincinnati, OH
Laura Brookbank Sudkamp, Lexington
Amy Paige Sullivarr", Lexington
Brian Cooke Sumner", Louisville
John Creason Sumpter Ill, Versailles
Melissa Carroll Sutton'", Lawrenceburg
Lesley Beatrice Swartz, Mt. Sterling
Brian Patrick Sweeney, Lexington
Robert J. Switzer". Lexington
Sherlene Gail Tarter, Somerset
Cynthia Lynn Taylor, Lexington
Catherine Graham Thomas'", Vine Grove
David Patrick Thompson, Morganfield
Janet Michelle Thompson, Lexington
Michele Lynn Thompson, Lexington
Valeria Ann Thompson, Ft. Knox
Ronald E. Thornsberry, Hindman
Carrie Anne Tipton, Winchester
Kimberly D. Tolle", Mt. Vernon
Lucia Ann Towery, Providence
Jacquelyn Nancy Troy, Louisville
Alma Verena Denette True, Poplar Grove
Geoffrey Brian Trumbo'", Lexington
Julianne Unsel, Stamping Ground
Sharon Lowe Utley", Nicholasville
Bruce K. Vance, Charleston, WV
Tricia Leann Vaught'", Somerst
Brenna Nicole Venis, Versailles
Christopher Todd Verhoven. Lexington
David Scott Wade, Russell Springs
David Scott Wagner, Lexington
Cheryl A. Waldrip*, Lexington
Deborah Ann Walker, London
Michael Charles Walker, Huntington, WV
Jennifer Renee Wallace'", Paducah
Charles Edward Walsh*, Lexington
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David Michael Walsh, Irving, TX
Craig warmbier, Neshkoro, WI
Charles Newell Warren, Lexington
Kevin Wayne Weaver, Bowling Green
Aletha Webb, Paintsville
Craig Anthony Webb, Whitesburg
Sabrina R. Wells, Inez
Tyler Mason West, Frankfort
Lisa Marie Pisaneschi Westlund, Lexington
Robert P. Whelan, Dickson, TN
Ernie Lee whisrnan", Rogers
Keith Christopher White, Hightstown, NJ
Donna Jean Voss white'", Villa Park, IL
Suzanne Chloe White", Perryville
Michelle Lynn Whiteley, Louisville
Christina Elizabeth Whitfield, Crestwood
Russell Deane Whitis, Somerset
Amy Lynn Whitmore'", Lexington
Michelle Lee Willhite, Louisville
Eudora Kay Williams, Morehead
Wilbur Lee Williams, [r., Cynthiana
Mary Kathleen Wills, Lexington
Angela S. Wilson'", Russell Springs
Cheryl Ann Wilson'"
Larry 1.Wilson, Lexington
Timothy Kevin Wilson, Lexington
Bradley Kent wininger'". Frankfort
Timothy Lewis Wisdom, Edmonton
Kelly Suzane woodall'", Lexington
Freddie Wayne Yates'". Lexington
Christopher Dale Young, Harrodsburg
James Marshall Zimmer'", Lexington
Ann Christina Coleman Zwick, Ashland
Bachelor of General Studies
Anna Wallace Biggerstaff'", Lexington
John Newman Bright", Danville
Edward Davender, New York, NY
Pamela Pearl Dixon, Shelbyville
Stephen Christopher Edwards, Shelbyville
Scott W. Eilers", Lexington
Glenn Kerk Fohr", Phillipsburg, NJ
Thaddeus Clarke Griggs, Ft. Thomas
Paul Sean Heltsley, Owensboro
Caroline Johanna Hils, Edgewood
Mark Allen Howell, Bowling Green
Leslee Charles Iordan". Lexington
Paul Maurice Joseph, Lexington
Lisa J. Marion, Lynch
Linda Kathleen Mcl.aughlin", Lexington
Jeffery Scott Mortimer'", Lexington
Leo Rodden, Georgetown
Jeffrey A. Rose'", Lexington
Donna Campbell Slone, Martin
Mark Alden Sturgill, Hindman
Melody Joyce Taylor", Lexington
Bachelor of Science
Steven Royce Alford, Lexington
Marjorie Elaine Allen'", Lexington
Michael Craig Allen, London
Richard Jude Archer'", Louisville
Manuel Brian Arnett, Lexington
Heme N. Badani
William Michael Baker", Somerset
Kenneth Ray Baldwin, [r., Flatwoods
Sheila Elaine Banks, Hindman
Dana Marie Barnes, Henderson
Michael Dennis Bates'", Versailles
Willard Rondell Bentley, Harold
Patricia Jean Biltz'", Ft. Thomas
Michael Allen Boggess, Greenville
Michelle Renee Boles'", Albany
Theresa Ann Bowles, Elizabethtown
Mark Allen Bowman'". Lexington
Jeremy Logan Bradley, Hartford
Rebecca Lynn Braun, Ft. Thomas
David R. Brewer, Lexington
Robert Horton Brewer, Flemingsburg
George Thomas Brown, [r.". Lexington
John S. Brown
Nancy Ellen Brown'", Glendale
Victor Lee Brown", Harlan
William Carlyle Bryant, Lexington
Tonya Ruth Bumm'", Owensboro
Bennett Alden Byarlay, Versailles
Rungrachanee Songlin Calvert'", Lexington
George Ebert Campbell, Richmond
Thomas Harold Campbell, Walton
William Breckinridge Carden, Crestwood
James Leroy Carrico, Louisville
Bryan J. Carter, Louisville
Edwin James Carter", Russell
Joel Ross Cates, Lexington
Cliff May Caudill, Lexington
Georges Marie Chan Kam Im"
Bradley C. Chase, Frankfort
James Earl Clark, Whitesville
Sean Christopher Coleman, Dalton, GA
Mark Allen Combs'", Lexington
Scot Alan Cordray, Falmouth
Clemmie Todd Cox", Campbellsvill
Eugene Cress'", Russell Springs
Melissa Ann Crump, Louisville
Mark Owen Cummins", Lexington,
Anthony Nathan Davis, Versailles
Cary Edward Davis'", Greenville
James Earl Davis, [r., Danville
Lori Kristen DeArmond, Versailles
Bhasha Dinkerrai Desai, Owensboro
Kimberly A. Doepker'". Ft. Thomas
Paula Kay Donahoo", Fordsville
Karen Michelle Dorris", Lexington
Thereseann Cunningham Dowdy'",
Lexington
Jeffrey Michael Doyle, Danville
Michael Kevin Dragan, Burlington
Sharon Elaine Durall, Greenville
Kevin Michael Durham, Richmond
Sam Roy Elam'", Monticello
Bryan Donald Eldridge", Fairborn, OH
Kelly Rea Ennis, Lexington
Elizabeth Cartier Esham, Vanceburg
Page Leigh Estes, Russellville
Amanda Jean Fales, Columbia, MO
Michael David Fannin, Ashland
Elizabeth Ann Ferguson, Roanoke, VA
William Kelly Forbes", South Portsmouth
Gabriel Charles Fornari, [r., Huntington, WV
Karen Ann Fortenberry, Versailles
Danielle Frank, Sunrise, FL
Troy Dale Fulkerson, Louisville
Joseph Barrett Fuqua, Eddyville
Salli Elizabeth Playforth Gallaher", Lexington
Bryan Gene DeWhitt Gibson'", Lexington
Richard Allen Gilbreath, Lexington
Susan Lynn Goble, Prestonsburg
Thomas Duane Gosser, Russell Springs
Donald Joseph Gossom, Milton
Ernest Filson Graham II, Lexington
Gregas 1. Gregorio, Lexington
John Andrew Grogan, Chicago, IL
Brenda Ann Guinn", Owensboro
Tracy Lynn Cust'". Lexington
Carol Lynn Haley, Lexington
James Thomas Harris, [r., Lexington
Erja Irene Hartikainen. [arvenpaa
Christopher Charles Hatfield, Shepherdsville
Terry 1. Hayes, Coxton
Ann Marie Hemmer, Union
Douglas Garland Hiser, Cumberland, MD
James Matthew Holden, Lexington
Gary Warren Hope, Merritt Island, FL
Timothy Lorn Howard'". Owensboro
Jeffrey Allen Hume**, Louisville
Laura Marie Hunt, Lexington
Buddy 1. Hurt, Versailles
Ilyas Ikramuddin", Prestonsburg
Buxton Layton Johnson III**,Owensboro
Timothy Alan Jones, Lexington
John Paul Kaelin, Louisville
Tim Burke Keller, Edgewood
Charles Samuel Kennedy'". Frankfort
Dong-Cheon Kim, Kwangju, South Korea
Melissa Ann King", Grayson
Steven C. King, Radcliff
Keith Jon Kocan", Villa Hills
Martina Krumm'". Berlin, Germany
John Wesley Kyle, Eagan, MN
William Arthur Lamkin III, Louisville
John Warren Landis, Lexington
David Keith Ledford'". Louisville
Paul Jon Linton, Louisville
Stanley Lee Logan'". Lexington
Eric Ross Lohman, Louisville
Clay David Loveday, Lexington
Shawn Edward Magsig, Boca Raton, FL
Deborah Susan Mains, Independence
Michael Darnell Mattone, Lexington
Kimberly Douglas Mcljonald-Dunn'",
Frankfort
Emily Blackburn McLaughlin, Oak Ridge, TN
Kimberly Layne Melvin", Louisville
David Thomas Miller, Lexington
Laura Leigh Milligan, Villa Hills
Sung [eng Moon", Cheju City, Korea
Martha Jean Muenks, Lexington
Lynne D. O'Bryan, Lexington
Tracie Lynn Overbeck, Cincinnati, OH
Lacy Kent Overstreet, Henderson
Thomas Bernard Parenteau", Libertyville, IL
Robert Anthony Parsley, Tomahawk
Karen Kirit Patel, Hopkinsville
Hugo Pavon, Cadiz
Penny Leigh Payne, Ashland
Lisabeth S. Pennington, Nashville, TN
Richard Auld Peterson III*, Lexington
Jamie Ray Powell, Prestonsburg
Amy Lynne Pruitt, Paducah
Lisa Kaye Pruitt*, Louisville
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Valerie Lynne Puckett, Lexington
Kevin Wayne Radford, Cadiz
James Francis Ragg, [r.. Lebanon Junction
Michael Shane Randolph, Hustonville
Kelly Dawn Desri Reynolds, Lexington
Larry Grant Rice, [r."
Edith K. Gaines Riddle**
Jimmie Carroll Riggs, Sonora
Ronald Earl Roberts, [r., Crestwood
Scott Douglas Robinson", Lexington
Thomas Dwain Robinson'", Paducah
Sharon Rosh, Erlanger
Lynda Evadne Rossoll'", Lexington
Richard Nelson Routt, [r., Lexington
Vrijdev Madhusudan Ruperel", Lexington
Bobby H. Saggi", Harlan
Neil Edward Scheurich, Lexington
Kurt Joseph Schilder, Sunbury, OH
Susan Valerie Schulte, Florence
Stephen Winfield Scott", Bowling Green
Scotty Ray Sears, Crestwood
Nithianandan Selliah'", Sri Lanka
Erik 1. Sendlein, Lexington
Drip Teguh Setijohatmo", Lexington
Sohrab E. Shahmir"
Amael Abdel Shalash, Lexington
Ronald Douglas Shepherd". Ashland
Diane Carrico Shewmaker". Springfield
Natalia Aurelia Shrestha. Hopkinsville
Scott Joseph Simmons, Lexington
Julie Willard Simpson'". Frankfort
Nelda Faye Swafford Smith, Winchester
Julie 1. Smoak", Lexington
Bill David Snyder'", Somerset
Glenda G. Spencer"
Pamela Lynn Stanfield, Kingston, TN
Vincent Scott Stapp, Russell Springs
Michael George Stathis", Lexington
Aaron Wells Stephens, Flatwoods
Darryl Lee Stephens'". Grayson
[ohnie Michael Stidham, Lexington
Carissa Io Stinnett, Lexington
Stephen Morris Strevels, Danville
Stephen R. Swabb, Lexington
Damian Thomas Swintosky, Nicholasville
Lee Anne Terry, Danville
Franklin Brian Thomas, McKee
Daniel Wayne Thompson, Lexington
Edgar Thornton Tidwell", Paducah
Michael James Tompkins, Corbin
Teddy Triheryadi", Bandune, Indonesia
Bruce K. Vance, Charleston, WV
Patrick Daniel Vogler", Greenville
Timothy Larry Weatherford, Murray
Patrick Dugan Webb*
Sumedha Priyani weeratunga", Sri Lanka
Belinda Sue Wesley, Eubank
James Garnet Whiteley, [r., Paducah
Pamela joy Williams, Hopkinsville
Darcy Christine Willis, Lexington
John Woods Wilson'", Louisville
John Noel Winstead, Madisonville
Heather Ann Wonn, Lexington
Richard wright", Louisville
Denis Adal Yalkut*, Lexington
Azlan Bin Zakaria, Malaysia
Yuan Zhang, Hang Zhou, China
Dean: Richard W. Furst
College of Business & Economics
Bachelor of Business
Administration
Courtney C. Adams, Lexington
Gerald Raymond Adams, Lexington
John Boster Adams, Somerset
Lome Tyler Adkins ...., Raceland
Katrina Ann Airhart'". Lafayette, IN
Olajire Akanbi Akande, Lagos, Nigeri
Steven Earl Alcorn, Erlanger
Angela Kay Allen, Louisville
Bobby Neal Allen, Dayton, OH
Leroy Thomas Alvey, Cub Run
Mariawati Ameerudeen. Malaysia
Danielle Andrea Anderson'". Bardstown
David Hamilton Angel, Loyall
Stacy Marie Arvo, Rolling Meadows, IL
David M. Auw'". Medinah, IL
Tara Ireland Banta, Florence
Roni-Anne Barbour, Frankfort
Leslie Renee Barlow, Louisville
Elizabeth Anne Barrett'". Beaver Dam
Thomas Michael Beaven, [r., Loretto
Christopher Anthony Beckmann", Louisville
Calvin Howard Bell, Somerset
Michael Thomas Benecke, Carrollton
David Riad Bicker, Louisville
Timothy Wayne Bivins'", Lexington
Emily Gail Stokes Blane, Hopkinsville
Jennifer L. Boggess", Greenville
James Thomas Boling, Lexington
Jennifer Lynne Bolus", Louisville
Arthur Leonard Borkowski, [r., Chicago, IL
Christopher S. Bowe", Columbus, OH
Cynthia Ann Bowen, Campbellsville
Bart Scott Bowers", Lexington
William George Bowles, Clarksville, IN
Jennifer Jenkins Brachey, Louisville
Lisa Sue Bramble, Ft. Thomas
Dana Mason Branham", Ashland
James Randall Brann, Covington
Melissa Anne Brashear, Elizabethtown
Christina Daleen Briseno, Huntsville, AL
David Kyle Brock'", Corbin
David Lee Brown'". Wilmore
James T. Brown, Bardstown
Jeffrey Neal Brown'", Bardstown
John Reisz Brown'", Owensboro
Russell Allen Brown, Bowling Green
Susan Lynn Brown", Henderson
Brad Alan Browning'". Lebanon
Victoria Marie Brucker, Paducah
Jesse Thornton Bryant IV, Lexington
Karen Lynn Bryant, Stearns
Candace J. Buchanan, Ransom
Christopher James Budvitis. Orland Park, lL
Stephanie Rae Buffin, Versailles
Hal Douglas Burge, [r., Louisville
George E. Burkhart", Harlan
Richard Tyler Cahal, One. WV
Julie Ann Campbell, Franklin
Lisa Michelle Campbell, London
Matt L. Campbell, Louisville
Jacqueline Lou Cannon, Georgetown
Kelly Lynn Carby, Louisville
John Wesley Caudill, Ashland
Marianna Kelley Cavill, Sarasota, FL
Akif Hakan Celebi. Istanbul, Turkey
Sue Griffin Chandler'". Campbellsville
Dan Alfred Childers, Somerset
Scott Kelly Christensen'", Lexington
John David Christopher, [r., Alexandria
Samuel Chris Ciocco, Latrobe, PA
Jere William Clancy, Lexington
Margaret Lambert Clancy'", Owensboro
Penny Lynn Clancy, Lexington
Darren Rile Coke", Lawrenceburg
Racheel Renee' Coleman, Louisville
William Grayson Collins'", Lexington
Tami Lea Colwell'", Beaver Dam
Donna Carole Combs". Louisville
Martin Joseph Concannon III, Lexington
Brian Scott Conley'". Lexington
Eugene Harrison Cope'", Benton
Gary Douglas Corle", Lexington
Joseph Kevin Crady, Elizabethtown
William Ortie Crank, Lexington
Susan Faye Creech'". Cumberland
Scott Cedi Cundiff, Shepherdsville
Paul Cameron Curless, Lexington
Amy Beth Davidson, Mt. Vernon, IL
James H. Dean, Harrodsburg
Mansa Lynnelle Depp'". Crestwood
Cyrus Arrasmith Dicken, jr.:", Lexington
Anthony C. DrOrio, Louisville
Larry D. Dixon'", Lexington
Heather Christine Doherty, Flatwoods
Debbie Ann Doran", Louisville
Jennifer Lynn Draper, Ft. Thomas
David Alan Dudding, Louisville
Julianne Louise Durbin, Louisville
Robert Hunter Durham'". Columbia
Lawrence Michael Dusanic'". Glenview, IL
Stephanie Leigh Edmondson, Madisonville
Mary Courtney Elam, Lexington
John Michael Elder'", Owensboro
John Franklin Erskine II, Hurricane, WV
Ben Davis Estes IV"""",LaGrange
Natalie [cell Evans'". Morganfield
Helen Fabisiewicz, Lincolnshire, IL
Stephanie Io Fannin'", Ashland
Licha H. Farah, Jr., Carlisle
Michael Shannon Ferguson, Chicago, IL
Suellen Ferguson, Crockett
Seth Andrew Ferriell'", Crestwood
Myer David Fine'", Lexington
Samuel Fisher III*"",Lexington
John Edwin Fletcher", Hopkinsville
Cathryn Louise Pockele, Lexington
Cheryl Lynn Forbes, Franklin, TN
Susan L. Franklin, Bowling Green
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Bryn Keith Free", Louisville
Melissa Dawn Freel, Findlay, OH
Kevin Burdette Friend". Winchester
Michelle Ann Funke, DeMoss ville
Kirk Lewis Futrell, Paducah
Anne Margaret GausepohL Lexington
Joe Dale Gerlach, Harrodsburg
James Neal Cish'", Henderson
Jennifer Louise Coebel'", Taylorsville
Tammy Lynn Goebel, Winchester
Christine Theresa Coedel, Ft. Thomas
Pamela Renee Goodwine, Lexington
George Wilson Cootee'", Lexington
Pamela Sue Gordon, Bedford, NY
Kristin G. Gouge, Hebron
Gary Alan Gould'", Hollywood, FL
Shawn Patrick Cray'", Harrodsburg
David Matthew Greer, Louisville
Kimberly Ann Cumm, Lexington
Frederick Elden Haas III"",Ft. Thomas
Harold Frank Hagan'", Owensboro
Louis F. Hairston, Langley
Clyde Hall, Jr."""",Pikeville
Jeffrey Carver Hall, Madison, WV
Vernon Gale HaW""
William Allen Hallman, Florence
Christopher Paul Hamilton, Louisville
Jeffrey Scott Hammond, Inverness, IL
Phillip Samuel Hanna, [r.:". Louisville
Joseph Timothy Harned, Elizabethtown
Christopher Louis Harpenau'", Lexington
Robert Ward Harris III"""",Grand Rapids, MI
Tracy Diana Harris", Harlan
Amy Janelle Hart". Hopkinsville
Craig Kevin Hart, Monticello
Laura Lea Hartline, Louisville
Kenneth Smith Hays, Ir."', Pewee Valley
Phillip Eric Hazen, Lexington
James Brent Hendrick, Bowling Green
Garry Lynn Henson, [r., Harlan
Dennis Michael Hester"; Louisville
Kristie L. Hicks, Owensboro
Barry Ray Hill, Madisonville
Michael James Hoffman, Lexington
Shelby Morgan Hollan, Louisville
Melissa K. Holland, Lynch
Scott Edward Holmberg, Louisville
Jeffrey Scott Hood, Hopkinsville
Kristi Gay Horn, Erlanger
Alan Jose Horwitz, Buenos Aires, Argentina
Lee Anne Hostetter, Lexington
Brent William Howard, Lexington
Cynthia Boyd Howard, Elkton
Marjorie Marie Howard, Pikeville
Cheri Lynn Howell, Nicholasville
Richard Dane Howell'", Louisville
Mark A. Huffer", Lexington
Daniel Paul Huffman, Covington
James Taylor Hughes III, Danville
Kenneth Hughes, Somerset
William Sidney Anderson Hulette'",
Morganfield
Salena Forsyth Hunt ...., Pikeville
Jackie Diane Hunter, Jacksonville, FL
Catherine Ann Jackson, Lexington
Lisa Rhea Jackson ...., Nicholasville
Kevin Duvall Jaggers, Louisville
Patricia Lynn Littleton Jenkins ....,
Williamstown
Angela Shea Jennings, Lexington
Catherine J. Johnson", Lexington
Craig Louis Johnson, Owensboro
Donald Paul Johnson ...., Alexandria
William Elton Johnson II, Lexington
Letitia Ann Jones", Pikeville
Elaine Joseph", Carlisle
Susan Elizabeth Joyce ...., LaGrange
James Brian Kaiser, Evansville, IN
Christie Kay Kamer, LaGrange
Christopher J. Scott Kaminski, Owensboro
John Robert Karem, Jr.", Louisville
Patrick James Kass, Lexington
Cheryl Elizabeth Keaton ...., Winchester
Christopher McKinivan Keller'",
Harrodsburg
James Ford Kemper ...., Nicholasville
Kristi Ann Keoughan, Owensboro
Kevin Jon Kewin, Lexington
Dianna Lee Kidd. Lexington
Lori Ann Kidd, Cincinnati, OH
Mark Anthony Kidd, Lexington
Dena Marie Kireta, Russell, PA
Dennis Brent Kirtley , Central City
Holly Halcomb Koch , Maysville
Laura Kathleen Kohut , Champaign, IL
Garret 1.Kolb, Louisville
Ann Louise Kroot ...., Indianapolis, IN
John Allen Kropp, Lexington
Frances Ann Kurre ...., Maysville
Brian Theodore Kute, Edgewood
Michael Scott Lacy, Madisonville
Joseph Alan Lakofka". Bowling Green
Thad Edward Lanham", Eastwood
John S. Lankford, Lexington
Charles Jason Larch, Louisville
William Donald Lawson, Lexington
See See Lee, Malaysia
Lori Denise Legear ...., Lexington
Robert Gregory Lehmann, Louisville
Barbara J. Lewis", Flora, IL
Nicole Little ...., Pikeville
Robert Alan Lock ...., Reedley, CA
David Maurice Lohre II, Ft. Mitchell
Cari Dae Long, Monroe, LA
Linden Jay Long", Lexington
Stacye Galyon Love", Louisville
Kimberly Martin Lowry, Nicholasville
James P. Lydon, Bath, ME
John Champlin Macke'". Covington
Glenn Edward Maher", Westchester, OH
Thomas Earl Manuel, Lexington
Kimberly P. Martin, Shelbyville
Jeffrey Lyle Marzian, Louisville
John Edward Mason III...., Lexington
Kimberly Kay Mason ...., Okemos, MI
Marshall Alan Matheny'", Paducah
Theodore Allen McCain", Lexington
Donna Sharpe McCarty, Paris
Jhonda LaRae McComas, Worthington
Kevin Timothy McCullough, Edgewood
William Scott McGehee, Prospect
Sean William Mcl.aughlin, Canal Fulton,
OH
Steven Patrick McManis, Lexington
Debbie Cordial McQuady, Lexington
Ricardo Shy Meaux, Harrodsburg
Russell Anderson Meyer, Frankfort
Donna Jean Miller, Louisville
Sharon Ann Miller ...., Tulsa, OK
Russ Todd Mitchell, Jackson
Julie Patrice Mix ...., Louisville
Robert Charles Monk, Ashland
Edward Sheehan Monohan, V...., Crestview
Hills
Katherine Rachelle Moore", Taylorsville
C. Todd Morton, South Shore
Elizabeth Joye Moyer, Louisville
Kristin Jay Mueller, Lexington
Stephen Clyde Mullins ....
Lynette Elizabeth Muncy, Inez
Travis Kyle Musgrave, Lexington
Brent Phillip Music, Prestonsburg
Melissa Marie Neal'", Nicholasville
Jay Brent Newland, Henderson
Hung X. Nguyen ...., Ft. Worth, TX
John Charles Nipp, Ashland
Charles Donald Nolan, Lexington
Nathan Scott Nunley, Owensboro
Denise Michelle O'Brien, Ft. Thomas
Gregory Todd O'Connell, Louisville
Mark Joseph O'Connell, Erlanger
Thomas H. O'Daniel II, Winchester
Heather Venice O'Nan. Oldham
Anthony Ray Oney II, Winchester
James Patrick Ousley", Paducah
Martha Lynn Padgett, Lexington
Phillip O'Brien Panther, Louisville
Michael Joe Parker ...., Lexington
Stephen T. Parker, Goshen
Jeffrey Lloyd Pate, Louisville
Percy Earl Patterson, jr., Louisville
Everett Darren Pennington ...., Bledsoe
Russell Lane Pennington, Burlington
Christopher Moray Peoples, Louisville
Tracy Lynn Peters'", Lexington
Mark Louis Petersen, Pensacola, FL
Steven Russell Phillips, Fairfield, OH
Timothy Edward Plummer, Edgewood
Amanda Lynn Pope, Gallipolis, OH
Julie Carole Pope, Lexington
Patrick Newton Porter ...., Flemingsburg
John Martin Prather, Louisville
Gary Richard Price, Murray
Lisa Ann Price, Lexington
Richard Gene Proctor, Harrodsburg
James H. Brant Puckett, Middletown, OH
Joseph B. Puckett, Bardstown
Joshua Kevin Puckett, Philpot
Cynthia Dawn Pyle", Champaign, IL
Stacy Arnetha Ralston ...., Louisville
Cynthia June Ramsey, Lexington
Elizabeth Ann Ramseyer, Gahanna, OH
Marjorie Duggan Rapp", Louisville
David Randall Raque. Louisville
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Larry Scott Rayburn, Huntington, WV
Tracy Michele Redmon, Louisville
Michael Wayne Reed", Lexington
Troy Brent Reid, Winchester
Robert Parrish Renfro, Lexington
Christopher Athearn Reynolds, Columbia,
MD
Regina Ann Richards, Paducah
David Neal Riney, Owensboro
Thomas Allen Riney ...., Owensboro
David Allen Robeson, Frankfort
James Michael Rogers, Ashland
Anne Embry Rothwell, Lexington
Jennifer Ann Rudd, Bowling Green
David Lee Ryan, Lexington
Jimmy Ray Salyers, Louisa
Abel Thomas Sandman, Louisville
Stacey J. Sannella, Lexington
Stephen Daly Sautel III, Louisville
Amy Denise Schanding", Radcliff
Michael Lee Scheer, Louisville
James Trent Schmitt", Pewee Valley
Timothy Mark Scholten, Elgin, IL
Lori Ann Seidenfaden, Louisville
Stephanie Jo Sellars, Hopkinsville
Brian Don Shelton, Henderson
Stacey Leigh Shepherd, Louisville
Julie Lynn Sherrard, Radcliff
Francis Thomas Shoaf , Louisville
Paul Frederick Shockey , Ashland
Kelly Elizabeth Shrader, Lexington
Donald Carroll Simmons , Lexington
Gregory Edward Sisson , Lex~ngton
Dwayne Douglas Sizemore ...., Lexington
Michael Todd Sizemore ...., Cynthiana
Bruce C. Skaggs", Lexington
Jennifer Diane Skeeters, Lexington
Scot Seldon Sledd, Hopkinsville
Jeff A. Smith, Lexington
Steve Hunter Smith, Nicholasville
Susan Wilson Smith, Radcliff
Luis Sobreroca, Barcelona, Spain
George Cecil Stafford, Ashland
Keith James Starr ...., Louisville
Laura Anna Stegall ...., Louisville
Richard 1. Stephenson, Lexington
Adrienne M. Stevens", Lexington
Linda Brown Stewart, Lexington
Pamela Stewart, Lexington
Paul J. Stich", Louisville
Stephen William Stone", Lexington
David W. Sumner ...., Louisville
Margaret Mary Sumrall'". Richmond, VA
Douglas A. Sutton, Bowling Green
Rhonda Anne Swart ...., Louisville
Lesley Beatrice Swartz, Mt. Sterling
Morton S. Talbott, Jr.", Lexington
Charles Wilbur Tauchert, Lexington
Patricia Ann Taylor ...., Louisville
Tracy Christine Taylor, West Chester, OH
James Q. Tepe, West Liberty
Michelle Renee Thomas, Lancaster
Steven Douglas Thomas, Louisville
Tarenda Thomas, Cadiz
Teresa Ann Thomas, Lexington
Stuart Kelly Thompson, Harrodsburg
Tonya Ann Thompson ...., Cecilia
James Kirk Thornberry". Lexington
Leslie Suzanne Thornton, Mt. Olivet
Dawn Suzette Tomlin, Florence
Barry Alan Toon, Fancy Farm
Michael Thomas Towles, Lexington
Stephanie Ann Troutman", Shepherdsville
John Tucker'", Madisonville
Charles Andrew VanLahr, Fairfax, VA
Julia White Varga, Louisville
Donald Joseph Vazmina", Lexington
Kenneth Todd Veirs'", Elizabethtown
Rajiv Verma, Prestonsburg
Ronald L. Vissing'", Louisville
Mary Robyn Vorus. Lexington
Bryan Francis Wachal, Lexington
Mark Christopher Waflart, Louisville
Teresa Marie Wagner, Covington
Terri Lynn wakefield'", Louisville
Andrew Ausborn Walker, Louisville
Christine Estelle Wallat, Calgary, Canada
Callie Elizabeth Walton, Lexington
Brian Jay Ware, Clinton, MS
Edward Douglas Ware, Clinton, MS
Christopher Gordon Warner'",
Elizabethtown
Claire Marie Webber, Louisville
Matthew Alexander Weber, Ft. Thomas
Susan Eileen Webster'", Lexington
Bryan Scott Weller", Lexington
A. David Westerfield, Lexington
Timothy Alan Wheatley, Louisville
Tracy Lynn Wheeler, Louisville
J. Brian White", Versailles
Denis Carl Wiggins ...., Louisville
Tina Lane Wigglesworth", Frankfort
Mamie Lee Wilhelm, Lexington
Kenneth E. Williams, [r., Edgewood
Gary Earl Willis, Gainesville, FL
Pamela Kay Willis, Louisville
Erin Leigh Wilson", Lexington
John Charles Wilson, Louisville
Paul Kenton Winchester, Corbin
Gregory Allen Wolfenbarger", Dayton, OH
Sean Patrick Woodall, Florence
Joseph Christopher Woolums, Frankfort
Travis Ray Woolums, Shelbyville
Richard Christopher Worthington, Greenup
Jodi Lynn Wright, Louisville
Julie Renee Zook, Bloomington, IL
Bachelor of Science in
Accounting
William Dale Adems'", Lexington
Charles Martin Aker, Lexington
[ana L. Allard", Lexington
Karleen M. Anderson, Lexington
Brett Lee Antle, Columbia
Lisa Marie Applegate", Versailles
Julie Ellen Armstrong"
James Harper Art, Walton
William Michael Arthur'", Madisonville
Melanie Dawson Arvin'", Lexington
Seth Franklin Atwell", Somerset
Kristie Marie Austin, Burgin
Fredrick Allen Bailey'". Betsy Layne
Jeffrey Matthew Baldwin, Paintsville
Joan Baranyi, Lexington
James Brian Bastin'", Louisville
Jennifer Lea Beihn. Frankfort
Carrie Ann Belcher, Lewisburg
Carla A. Bell'". Lexington
Richard Vance Blackwell'", Paris
Linda S. Blythe, Lexington
Lori Kimberly Boggs, Lexington
Jeffrey Layne Boulden, Lexington
Jeffrey Scott Bcykin, Lexington
Robert Todd Brockman, Lebanon
Richard Paul Bruszewski, Lexington
Michelle Ann Buckley, Bardstown
Cheryl Dawn Cahal, Ona, WV
Melissa Ann Carr'". Flatwoods
Christa Jones Carter'", Lexington
Jimmie Ray Cecil, [r."', Stanville
Jennifer Ann Clancy", Lexington
Heather Renee Clark, Louisville
James Robert Claunch'", Burnside
James Stephen Coffey, Hustonville
Michael R. Combs, Kitts Hill, OH
Rebecca Lyn Conley", Bardstown
Melissa K. Conn, Prestonsburg
Emilie Carter Cope", Lexington
Thomas Martin Cornelius, [r .....,
Independence
Debra Fay Cornett, Paris
Ashby Toland Corum, Madisonville
Dana Jeanine Cosby, Louisville
John Andrew Daniels'" Frankfort
Irene W. Davis'". Richmond
Renee Marie Davis", Owensboro
CHarles William Dean", Lexington
Steven Todd Delaney, Danville
Frank Graves Dickey III"", Lexington
Mable Denise Dotson, Pikeville
Christopher Jon Dove, Naperville, IL
Joseph Mark Downing", Bowling Green
Melvin K. Drury, Versailles
Ronald Leo Durham, [r., Lexington
Shana Renee Duvall, Frankfort
Bryan Michael Earnest, Lexington
Rebecca Lynn Eisner, LaGrange
David Patrick Elmore'". Louisville
Brian Christopher Evans, Morehead
Kimberly Dawn Ewers, Pikeville
Walter Morgan Fister, Lexington
James L. Fitch, Jr.", Wilmore
Jeff E. Flischel", Florence
Tze Wan Ginny Fung ...., Hong Kong
Kevin Neil Gardner, Dixon
Carlan Gillespie, Tazewell, VA
Diana Lynn Goetz, Skaneateles, NY
Angela Ruth Gordon, Waddy
Ellen Shipley Grande, Honolulu, HI
Tracy Annette Greer, Lexington
Katherine Ruth Griffith, Burlington
Stephen Jan Grigsby, Jr.", Lexington
Larry Randall Hacker", Manchester
Mary L. Lefler Hall, Science Hill
Ruth Ann Hammer'". Lancaster
Mark Anthony Hampton'", Louisville
Joni C. Handloser ...., Lexington
Leigh Ann Harris, Greenup
Robert Leslie Harrod II", Springfield
Christopher Lee Hatcher'". Louisville
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Sherri Lynn Hatfield, Elizabethtown
Phillip Eric Hazen, Lexington
Anna Michelle Henning'"', Leitchfield
Melinda Suzanne Hettinger, Louisville
Jonathan D. Higgins, Lexington
Todd Allen Hollinsworth'", Louisville
Sandra Frances Honaker, Paris
David Lee Hoskins, Hurricane, WV
Steven William Howard, Harlan
Matthew Scott Inman, Brandenburg
Kimberly Mann Janes, Bardstown
April Dawn Johnson, Beaver Dam
Darren Thomas Jones, Bowling Green
Larry Andrew Judd, Louisville
Victoria Lee Kearns'". Lexington
Mary Margaret Yatros Kelly, Louisville
[ana Lee Keyes, Grayson
Trixie Yvonne Lamb Kinniard'",
Madisonville
Kimberly Lynne Kirkman", Hopkinsville
Edward Daniel Klapheke'", Louisville
Jeff Eugene Kloenne ...., Ft. Thomas
Lori Lynn Kovar, Lexington
Edwinna Ann Lambert, Paducah
Jamie Laws Langford, Loyal
Theresa M. Lasher, Lexington
Elizabeth Filiatreau Lear", Bardstown
Lori Michelle Lile, Greenville
Jeffrey Tyler Lillich"", Lexington
Kimberly Denise Flint Littrell, Lexington
Melissa Abney Lloyd'". Versailles
Thomas Francis Lonergan, Louisville
Logan Adams Lynn, Harrodsburg
David Leland Marshall, Owensboro
Stephani Leigh Marshall, Ashland
Christopher Dale Marston, Danville
Ella Monica Mattingly'", Owensboro
John Scott McGaw, Madisonville
Mark Thomas Mckune'", Paris
Steven Patrick McManis, Lexington
Bertis Thomas Mclvfillan'", Lexington
Sara Beth Mcl'herson", Richmond
Daniel Witt McQuinn, Lexington
Hilliary Elizabeth Meers ...., Winchester
Amy Sue Miller, Peachtree Cty, GA
Lesa Kay Barnes Miller, Bedford
Michael Warren Miller, Erlanger
Melissa Ann Morehead, Paducah
David Dee Mynheer'", Frenchburg
Jay Scott Newsom", Frankfort
Nicholas Joseph Norris, Louisville
Sharon Lynn Stockton Pinson, Austin, TX
James Benjamin Puckett, Lawrenceburg
Joshua Kevin Puckett, Philpot
Christopher W. Riddle, Midway
Phillip Michael Riney, Owensboro
Joseph Paul Robb, [r., Walton
Douglas James Rohleder, Smithfield
Stephen McDowell Ross, Lexington
David Eric Russell'", Louisville
Robert Bruce Scales, Lexington
Scott Keith Schlosser, Lexington
Bradley Joseph Scott, Winchester
Michael Thomas Shepherd, Paducah
Benjamin Spotswood Shively", Owensboro
Mitzi Lou Singleton'". Lancaster
Albert Wilson Sisk'". Hopkinsville
Deborah Sue Smit, Lancaster, PA
Lisa Darlene Smith, Frankfort
William Bryan Smith, Louisville
Susan Jane Smotherman", Bardstown
Sangeeta Sondhi, Lexington
Elizabeth Kelly Spencer'", Somerset
Sherry Gail Stephenson, Walton
Gregory J. Steppe, Ft. Thomas
Rebecca Lynn Stidham", Ashland
Almerine Stout III...., Louisville
Terry Glenn Sundy, [r., Lynch
Marc Gerard Tagher", Walton
Derrick Sand Taylor ...., Lexington
Adrian O. Thompson, Lexington
Darin L Thompson, Henderson
Sandra Maurine Towles ...., Lexington
Michael Craig Turner, Jackson
Randall Derrick Turpin, Somerset
Brian James Van Horn , Normal, IL
Michael Stephen Vance , Elizabethtown
Timothy Leon VanCleve, Henderson
Kenneth Todd Veirs'". Elizabethtown
Lisa A. Kinnius Vickers, Versailles
Sharon Whitaker Votaw, Lexington
Angela Kay Wallace", Radcliff
Angela Carol Wallingford, Union
Randall Wayne ward?', Henderson
Gregory Jude warren" Owensboro
Richard Joseph WeIman ....., Lexington
Brian J. Wheeler, Versailles
Jonathan Wayne whetsell'", Benton
Tammy Leigh Whyte", Louisville
Sandra Jeanne Wilkerson ...., Owensboro
Joy Aleece Willis, Louisville
Connie Nadeen Wilson ......, Lexington
Richard Glen Wilson ....., Morgantown
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Suzanne Renee Wingo, Georgetown
Gregory Allen Wolfenbarger", Dayton, OH
Ruth Young yates ....., Danville
Micah Matthew Zimmerman, Villa Hills
Laura Anne Zoglmann, Owensboro
Bachelor of Science in
Business & Economics
Julie Ellen Armstrong", Lexington
Mark Samuel Baker, Louisville
Kimberly Ann Bishop ....., Lexington
Derek A. Duncan", Paducah
Joseph K. Ferguson, Louisville
Dan Douglas Guenther, Florence
Paul Gerald Harmon 11*, Campbellsville
Colleen Keefe, Lexington




Tracey Laine Arnold, Lexington
Chester Allen Back, Lexington
Alvin Douglas Baker, Cadiz
Audra Birdella Ballinger", Middlesboro
Jeffrey Thomas Rex Baltas, Louisville
Charles Joseph Bauer III,""",Louisville
Jodi Carol Bennett", Chillicothe, OH
Kimberly Maddox Berryman, Lexington
Marla Suzanne Billings, Buckner
Charles Victor Black'", Hustonville
John Novell Bolden, Louisville
Charles Duane Bonifer, Louisville
Terry Reed Bowen ...., Monticello
Dawn Michelle Bowker, Lexington
Thomas DeGraffenreid Bowmer, Lexington
Jeffrey Thomas Brady ...., Melbourne
Jeffrey Scott Brasfield". Lexington
Donna Michele Brown, Louisville
Leslie Renee Brown, Cincinnati, OH
Lisa A. Brown, Lexington
Kevin Joseph Browne, Louisville
Christopher Noland Brummett, Perryville
Lisa R. Barber Callihan", Ashland
Douglas Warren Campbell", Lexington
Tabitha Diane Carnes, Lexington
Mary Ann Carpenter, Versailles
Cynthia Lynn Carrico, Louisville
Brian D. Carter, Franklin, TN
Jeanne Carol Cary", Burkesville
Tammy Michelle Caudill, Nicholasville
Terri Leigh Cecil, Verasilles
Susan Ann Cherry, Stanford
Michael Andrew Chism". LaGrange
Catharine Marie Clark, Louisville
John Fred Clark". Danville
Mark Allen Clark, Peoria, IL
Daniel Asa Cohen'". Reading, PA
William Henry Coleman", Louisville
Claudia Louise Comer'". Versailles
Angela Ann Cook". Louisville
Stephanie Lynn Cook, Elizabethtown
Lea Linnette Coomer, Mt.Washington
Cheryl Anne Cowell'". Louisville
Elizabeth Ann Crutcher'", Lexington
Steven John Culkar, Des Plaines, IL
Cheryl Lynn Decker, Louisville
LeeAnn Hill del Castillo, Mt. Sherman
Beatriz S. DeMovellan, Lexington
Jane Elizabeth DeSantis, Columbus, OH
Deborah Lee Dimond'", Nashville, TN
David Kenneth DiSomma, Rockville, MD
Dawn Roshell Duncan, Lexington
Julianne Louise Durbin, Louisville
Suzanne Ebeling, Lexington
Christopher 1. Eddy, Charleston, WV
Timothy True Fulton, Frankfort
Johnny Ray Fultz, Elizabethtown
Michael Ken Gaskins", Russell Springs
Tobin Alex Gibbs, Winchester
Kathleen Megan Cibson", Lexington
Rae Gillespie, Lexington
Melanie-Lynn Glasscock, Leitchfield
Melanie Anne Colder". Louisville
Dennis Pa trick Goodridge, Hebron
Sami Lynn Cregg'", Pittsburgh, PA
Michael [ayla Griffin, Paducah
Emily Buchanan Hacker, Harrodsburg
Linda S. Hacker, Lexington
Elizabeth Wade Hall, Lexington
Patrick Joseph Hancock", Lexington
Cheryllee Hargreaves, Seekonk, MA
Randa Leah Harmon, Campbellsville
Sheila Renee Harris Robinson". Salem
William Kevin Harrison", Ft. Thomas
Deborah Renee Hearne, Radcliff
Charlotte Fay Hensley'", Evarts
John Christopher Hinken'", Erlanger
Wendy [o Hodge, Summit
Donna Lynn Holder, Louisa
Donna Marie Holehan", Louisville
James Randall Holleran, White Oak, PA
Ann Holland Houston'", Lexington
Tonia Johnson Howard, Lexington
Kelly Laura Hyde". Louisville
Elizabeth Dow Isaac", Lawrenceburg
Kathryn Ann Ishmael, Mt. Sterling
Jackie Allen jackson", Danville
Keith Douglas Jackson, Lexington
Pamela Sue [aneway'", Frankfort
Paul Michael Jeffries, Owensboro
Laura 1. johnson", Lexington
Chris Noel Karges'", Joliet, IL
John Raymond Karman IlI**, Louisville
Steven DeWayne Kelley, Hopkinsville
Tracey J. Kelley", Lexington
Matthew Robert Kilcoyne, Lexington
Raina Siiri King, Hopkinsville
Wendy Powers Kim, Louisville
Leigh Jones Koch'", Lexington
Donna R. Lane, Lexington
John T. Lane II, Louisville
Gina Mary Lang, Clay City
Heather Kristen Lange'", Buffalo Grove, IL
Karen Ann Lazas, Goshen
Catherine [o Leman, Raleigh, NC
Natalie Rae Lile, Frankfort
Jeanette Terese Link'"', Sidney, OH
Debra R. Lyle'". Louisville
Laura Marie Lyons, Lexington
Freddie Wayne Maggard II, Corbin
Kathleen M. Malane", Lexington
Elizabeth Dyar Mapes, Louisville
Michael Raymond Marowski'". Olean, NY
Dan Thelman Martin". Hindman
Martin Boyd Marx, [r.'?", Lexington
Rick Marzan, Columbia, SC
Jill Marie Mattingly". Lexington
David Stuart May, Ft. Wright
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Mary Elizabeth Mazzeo, Bowling Green,
OH
[aneen Kaye McAnly'", Lawrenceburg
Randolph McKellar McCloy, [r."', Memphis,
TN
Tonya Lynn McComas, Ft. Wright
Maria Nicole Mcfvlillan'", Independence
Karen C. McMunn*, Paducah
Sara Kay Meredith, Louisville
Lori Rose Metz, Roanoke, VA
Ann McCain Meyer". Elizabethtown
Jennifer Lynne Miller", Louisville
Katherine Lee Million, Lexington
Angela Rena Mills, Elizabethtown
Christopher Cornel Moga", Tucson, AZ
Elizabeth Compton Moore'", Lexington
Jill Elizabeth Morse'", Frankfort
Rebecca Barnett Mullins, Lexington
Jeffrey R. Murphy, Liberty
Mary Ic Nalley, Bardstown
Lisa Michelle Newton", Versailles
Richard Wesley Nickel". Frankfort
Robert Willard Ogden'". Lake Forest, IL
Jeannine T. Omohundro'", Lexington
Amanda Gabrielle Orlando, Chelmsford,
MA
Donna Jean Osburn'". Madisonville
Michael Alan Otis, Hodgenville
Patti Marlene Owens, Danville
Thomas Anthony Passafiume, Lexington
Mui Ling Pee, Malaysia
Carla Ellen Perkins, Edmonton
April Marie Phillips'", Pamama
Joann Powell, Lawrenceburg
Kara Kaye Pratt'"', Lexington
Lana Kay Proffitt'". Glasgow
Greg Keith Puckett'", Lexington
Stephen Thomas Pudlo'", Clarendon Hills,
IL
Paul Franklin Ramey", Frankfort
Cynthia Leigh Ranson", Huntington, WV
Louie Townes Rawls'". Lexington
Sherry Lynn Ray**, Radcliff
Susan Leigh Raydon'", Louisville
Robert Wayne Redmon, Jr.**, Louisville
Aimee [enise Reichenbach, Salvisa
Frederick Michael Reinecke, Louisville
Stephen Michael Rich, Paducah
Leslie Anne Riddle, Lexington
Melinda Ann Riddle, Raleigh, NC
James Duncan Robertson, Danville
Calvin S. Rockefeller III, Birmingham, AL
Francis Jefferson Rogers", Lexington
Judy A. Rogers, Lexington
Christine Rojas'", Albuquerque, NM
Susan Marie Ryan", Lexington
Margaret Elizabeth Saladin". Lakeside Park
Ayser K Salman, Lexington
Catherine Anne Salmen, Lexington
Angela Joy Sanders, Cynthiana
Elizabeth Ruth Schaap, Bowling Green
Laura Elizabeth Schneider, Frankfort
Gilbert Joseph Schrage", Louisville
Cynthia Lynne Schremly'". Lexington
Anne Elizabeth Seaberg, Bettendorf, IA
Amanda Kathleen Seagren, Lexington
Nicole Marie Segneri, Lexington
Linda Gayle Shearer'", Nicholasville
Maureen Louise Shook, Versailles
Cheryl Lynn Shrader, Louisville
Gretchen Carol Shuck, Lexington
Jennifer Kirn Sikes, Louisville
Holly Michelle Singleton, Louisville
Stephanie J0 Sizemore, Hazard
Tracey Lane Sloan'". Lexington
Scott F. Smith, Little Falls, NJ
Christopher Steven Snapp'", Lexington
Lanette Elaine Soulia", Rochester, NY
Virginia Sue Speaks, Mooleyville
Stacey Nanette Spencer, Louisville
Jill Marie Stephens'", Ft. Thomas
Douglas Paul Sturgeon, Erlanger
Laura Elizabeth Taliaferro, Ft. Mitchell
Sean Ray Tarter, Danville
Judith Kay Tarvin, Ft. Thomas
Lisa Renee Taylor, Mt.Washington
Richard Williams Tourtellot, Charlotte, NC
Brian Scott Towles, Owenton
Kathleen Ruth Urch, Lexington
Lyman Ellsworth Wagers, Lexington
Kelly Elaine wagoner'", Paris
Perry Rozelle Waiters, Frankfort
Robyn Nicole welters", San Antonio, TX
Kimberly K. Watson, Campbellsville
Michele Lea West, Paris
Elizabeth Barton White, Paducah
Kristi Willett, Dover
Melissa Ann Williams", Lexington
Bobbi Jean wilson'", Lebanon
Thomas Robert wiseman'", Highland
Heights
Sara Michelle Woodward, Lexington




Lori Ann Adkins'?", Betsy Layne
Jennylynn Susan Brown, Hagerstown, MD
Mark Justin Cowden, Lexington
Howard Kyle Dalke", Dixon, IL
Shauna Lee Daniel, Paoli, PA
Melinda Lane Ethington, Louisville
Gregory Lee Peeback'". Lexington
Vincent Darnell Hampton, Paducah
Heidi Ann Hawkins-Korfhage", Louisville
Joe Kent Matthews'", Mexia, TX
Amanda Faye Mcfsavid'", Lexington
Frank Christopher Meder'", Batavia, OH
Kinnith Ray Morris, Jr. Hopkinsville
James Ray Ochsenbein'", Radcliff
Rodney Phillip Prickett, Jr.**, Rineyville
Cathy C. Prothro, Lexington
Ray Arrasmith Robertson, Bethel
Sandra Lea Simmons", Versailles
Wilson David Slaughter'", Lexington
Sandra Lee Smith", Lexington
Larry Todd Vanl-loose'", Versailles
Kym Marie Voorhees, Lexington
Bradford Dean Wills, Lexington
Erickson Gilbert witt", Lexington
College of Education
Dean: J. John Harris III
Bachelor of Arts in Education
Scott Randal Adams, Brodhead
Kimberly Ann Albaugh", Lexington
Kathleen Alyce Adamek Allan, Frankfort
Jayne M. Allen'", Prestonsburg
Richard Leon Allen, [r. Orlando, FL
Kari Shan Anderson'". Louisville
Leslie Carol Atwood, Midway
Mary Kelly Augustus'", Louisville
Michelle Ann Austin", Eddyville
Jennifer Louise Salyer Auxier, Paintsville
Kara Noel Baker'", Booneville
Teddi J. Baker, Elizabethtown
David Hilton Baldridge, Lexington
Ann Elizabeth Ballou, Columbia
Kimberly Keilene Barnes, Huntsville, AL
Melissa Sue Barton ...., Middlesboro
Melissa Jean Beegle, Florence
Sally Ann Belcher, Owensboro
Anissa Yvette Bernard ....., Russell Springs
Bridgett DuBourg Biagi, Shelbyville
Bronnaja Boggess'". Nicholasville
Sue Anna Sowders Bohon'", Lexington
Melissa L. Boog", Louisville
Paula Michele Bowen'". Dalton, GA
Sandra Lynn Boyken'", Owensoboro
Margaret Elizabeth Brashear'",
Elizabethtown
Mitchell Clifford Brashear", Mallie
Christy R. Briant'", Lexington
Teresa K. Brock", Clay City
Amanda J. Brooks'". Louisville
Ellen L. Brown'". Lexington
Karen Suzanne Brown, Bloomington, IN
William Wadlington Brown'", Princeton
Jerri Dawn Browning, Louisville
Rebecca Elaine Bruno, Lexington
Lauralee Ann Bullock'". Lexington
Jill Suzanne Bumgarner, Fairfax, VA
Michael Ray Burke, Cawood
Kendle Marie Carmody, Cheboygan, MI
Lori Ann Logue Cary", Harrodsburg
Page Lee Cent, Benton
Cariann Roye Cheser, Lexington
Sarah Elizabeth Childers'", Pikeville
Brent Stuart Meriwether Cobb", Livingston,
TN
Kristan Treble Cochrane, Louisville
Rebecca L. Cole'", Bowling Green
Tommye Elizabeth Collett, Kettle Island
Keith Fluent Conrad, Miami, FL
Elizabeth Ann Crabtree, London
Tamara Renee Craig, Lexington
Kristin Woods Crose, Brownsburg, IN
Karen Leigh Crouch'", Lexington
Clint Wells Cummins, Lexington
Beth A. Cunningham, Frankfort
Amy Beth Davis", Richmond
Traci Elizabeth Davis", Greensburg
Deidre Barger Day, Elizabethtown
Julie Anne Delaney", Louisville
Cheri Michelle Def'riest". Ashland
Denise Renee Derrick, Lexington
Pamela Jeanne Dogan, Lexington
Melissa E. Doll, Barbourville
Julie Ann Douglas, Mt. Olivet
Julie C. Doutaz'", Greensburg
MeLeah Helen Dyer, Eddyville
Mimi Kay English, Brandenburg
Cathy Crew Epperson'". Somerset
Daphne Ann Estes, Versailles
Stephanie Lynn Fairchild, Lexington
[oni Lyn Farmer, Morganfield
Mary Julia Fendley, Birmingham, AL
Cynthia Joan Ferrell, Logan, WV
Nelson Bart Plener'". Cave City
Gena Michelle Floyd'", Danville
Tammy Peyton Fogleman'", Winchester
Pamela Kay Lawver Ford, Salvisa
Lisa Tyler Gadberry, Lexington
David Gregory Gilpin, London
Lana Moore Gilpin'". Wayzata, MN
Danny Coble'", Hopkinsville
Linda Sue Gollihue, Grayson
Sara M. Gollihue, Grayson
Carla S. Gordon'", Springboro, OH
Suzanne J. Gott, Lexington
Laura L. Graham, Lexington
Melinda Ayres Creen'", Danville
Mechele Criffin'", Stanford
Shirley Currens Gudgell, Lexington
Dana Lynn Hagan, Louisville
Don Anthony Halcomb, Lexington
Amy Marie Hall, Winchester
Christine Donally HaW", Madison, WV
Ruth Ann Wilson Hammer'", Lancaster
Deborah Renee Harper, South Charleston,
OH
Laura E. Worthington Harris'". Ewing
Teresa Anne Hayden, Owensboro
Teresa Lynn Hayes, Owensboro
Stephanie Lynn Hill, Lexington
Judith Gail Hinant, Lexington
Margaret Ann Hisle, Owensboro
Bridget Michelle Hobbs'". Hardinsburg
Chandra Lee Holloway'", LaGrange
Carol Ann Honchell, Fort Thomas
Michell Ann Howard, Utica
Sharon Lynn Hubbuch'"
Carrie Leah Huber, Ashland
Stacy Marie Hunter'", Radcliff
Kimberly L. Hutchens, Orland ParK, IL
Albert Lopez Ignacio, Richmond
Michelle Anne Irwin, Glenwood, IL
Lori James, Sadieville
Cindy Jean jasper", Lexington
Shirley Clifton Ieffares". Lexington
Cindy Lee Jeffries, Louisville
Jennifer Elizabeth JeW, Lexington
Martha Carlotta Davidson Johns,
Campbellsville
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Beth Anne Johnson, Owensboro
Cynthia Williamson Johnson, Lexington
Judy E. [ohnston'". Vine Grove
Linda Seifert Kaelin, Lexington
Natalia S. Kelley'", Georgetown
Dawn LeAnn Kelly, Sacramento, CA
Patsy C. Lee Kenner, Campbellsvill
Lisa Ann Kissee, Somerset
Tammy Sexton Klapheke, Cynthiana
Cynthia Ann Knight, Greenville
Kim Marie Koby, Gallipolis, OH
Dana Michels Kuerzi, Louisville
John Stephen Lazzari, Jr.>!-*,Louisville
Teresa Dawn Lee, Elizabethtown
Robin Michelle Leggett, Dallas, TX
Alice E. Lenox", Cynthiana
Allison L. Lewellen, Frankfort
Laura Lee Linder, Muncie, IN
Angela Marie Loy, Columbia
Steven Brian Loy, Columbia
Monica Kay Macoowan'", South Bend, IN
Rilda L. Major, Lancaster
Jennifer Marie Moore Martin'". Springfield
Rebecca Sue Mason'", Lexington
Diana Lynn Masters, Frankfort
Vena L. Matlock, Lexington
Amy Elizabeth Mayo, Martin
Kathryn Elizabeth McCrea, Louisville
Pamela Yvonne McCubbin>!-",Corbin
Kelly Lynn Mcc.une'", Louisville
Kathleen Kennedy McDuffie, Lexington
Karen [o McMahan, Elizabethtown
Susan Ashton McMullan, Shelbyville
Patrick Anthony Meeker, Louisville
Amy Ruth Melhiser, Owensboro
Susan K. Mescher'". Crestview Hills
Margaret C. Miller, Campbellsville
Thomas Glenn Mills, Lexington
Mary Elizabeth Minor, Berea
James Ronald Moberly'", Lexington
Matthew Allan Morgan, Williamstown
Sandra Jean Melton Morgan", Hyden
Dana Raye Moss, Campbellsville
Mary Julie Mouser'". Rineyville
Bonnie Eloise Mullins", Stanville
Nicole Yvette Musgrave, Henderson
Lisa Jo Newcomb, Campbellsville
Roger Wesley Newton, Lexington
Lisa Michelle Noel, Mackville
Devin Kyle Onkst, Lexington
Cheri Lynn Orme, Maysville
Elizabeth A. Meece Paisley", Somerset
Catherine L. Perry, Campton
Deborah Leslie Pfahl, Bowling Green
Paula M. Phillips, Mt. Vernon
Susanne Palmer Piercy, Paducah
McDowell Platt'", Harrodsburg
Angela Laniett Potter'", Elizabethtown
Christine Michelle Potts", Louisville
Kelly Green Prewitt'", Frankfort
Elizabeth Ashley Pugh, Paducah
Andrea Susanne Ramage, Cold Spring
Antoinette 1. Reeves", Lexington
Amy S. Grayson Reynolds, Cynthiana
Jennifer Lynn Reynolds, Lexington
Deborah Ann Richardson, Bardstown
Rebecca J. Rietze", Lexington
Julia Elaine Robbins, Villa Hills
Karla Sue Roberts", Leslie
Tricia Lynne Roberts, Ft. Thomas
Cheri 1. Rudolph ...., Clinton
Aimee Michelle Sanders ...., Henderson
Julie S. Sanders, Portsmouth
Mary Patricia Sauers ...., Toms River, NJ
Tonya Marlene Schalk ...., Florence
Wendelyn B. Schoolcraft, London
Carol Lynn Schreck, Louisville
Rebecca Jill Schroyer ...., Lexington
Gale Ray Scott, Lexington
[eanetta Lynn Scott'", Madisonville
Kimberly Ann Scott, Lexington
Lori Ann Settles'", Owensboro
Mindy Michelle Severt, Troy, OH
Ellen 1. Shingledecker", Nicholasville
Wendy Marie [ett Sidney, Lexington
Sheri Lynn Sipple, Ft. Thomas
Maribeth Elaine Sisson, Longwood, FL
Dean Ward Smith, St. Louis, MO
Lee Ann Smith, Albany
Lori Michelle Smith, Owensboro
Laura Gene Smotherman ...., Bardstown
Lesly Ann Snyder, Lexington
Donna Kimberly Spann'", Lexington
Todd Anthony Spears, Versailles
Kelley Theresa Stephens, Lexington
Kimberly Ann Stricker, Ft. Mitchell
Jennifer Anne Sturgeon'". Louisville
Mona Lee Sullivan, Ft. Thomas
Tanya Kay Supplee ...., Carrollton
Morrissa Lee Swofford ...., Lexington
Sandra Lynn Taylor, Pikeville
Anne Marie TeKrony, Lexington
Denise Kaye Thorne, Louisville
Susan Dale Trent, Hardinsburg
Amy Teresa Turner, Jackson
Carol Jean Turpin, Danville
Charla Kaye Turpin, Campbellsville
Michael Thomas Urton, Florence
Debbie Sue Wilson Waggoner", Lexington
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Peggy S. Wagoner", Danville
Caroline Elizabeth Waite, Lexington
Susan Penegor Warren", Lexington
Carmella Webb, Whitesburg
Kevin Patrick Welch, Louisville
Cannie Ionell Whitaker'", Austin, IN
Peggy Angela White, Nicholasville
Darril E. Wilbum'", Danville
Patricia Dean Williams, Owensboro
Robert Kenneth Willis 11,Owensboro
Kenneth Ray Witt, Hyden
Stephen Lawrence Wright ...., Lexington
Cynthia Rosalie Enlow Zeller, Hodgenville
Bachelor of Science in
Education
David Chandler Hart ...., Versailles
Mark Deyon Higgs, Owensboro
John Kelly Merritt, Lynch
Francis Valentine O'Hara", Louisville
Michael Robert Pfeifer, Louisville
Anthony James Zigman Ill ...., Lewes, DE
College of Engineering
Dean: Thomas W. Lester
Bachelor of Science in
Chemical Engineering
Laurie Anne Kelley Bebout, Monticello
David Wooding Biddle, Louisville
Timothy Evan Blakey, Stanton
Mark Wayne Burden, Leitchfield
David Paul Davies, Cleveland, OH
Christopher Eric Duvall, Grayson
John Thomas Floyd, Louisville
Ceri Marie Geissinger", West Paducah
Deborah Ann Geyman, Madison, IN
Richard Alan Hasselbeck, Florence
William Gerald Hosman, Sturgis
Mina Christine Hosseinipour, Hazard
Andrea Priscilla Leisenring, Corbin
Richard Paul Long, Jr., Ashland
Barry D. Martin, Cincinnati, OH
Adam T. McNeese, Alexandria
Christopher Allen Stafford, Paducah
Melissa Gail Stapleton, Olive Hill
Dawn Michelle Stewart, Hodgenville
Lisa Marie Strbik'", Flint, MI
Christopher Paul Wathen", Louisville
Bachelor of Science in Civil
Engineering
Densel Dewayne Alvey, [r., Paducah
Bradley Lee Barrett'". Hyden
Lief Basberg. Louisville
Darrin Palmer Beckett, Cynthiana
Bret Alan Blair, Frankfort
Trevor Carl Booker ...., Frankfort
Barry Lynn Bryant, Elizabethtown
Bart B. Bryant, Mariba
Charlotte Lee Buchanan, Danville
Shawn Woodward Combs, Langley
Michael Allen Conley, Paris
Cynthia Ann Crane'"', Haddon Heights, NJ
Sri Mega Darmi, Medan. Indonesia
Tamra Kaye Dodson, Nancy
James A. Doepker 11,Ft. Thomas
Jeff W. Dogan ...., Lexington
Joseph William Gossage, Windsor
Donald Dwayne Hall, Wayland
Jackie Hampton ...., Pikeville
Lee Jeffrey Heisler, Louisville
Jennifer Lynn Highberger ...., Barboursville,
WV
Tamara April Hollowell, Chicago, IL
1. Christopher Horne, Lexington
James Mitchell Hosman, Morganfield
Indra Hariyanto Kadarmen", Bandung,
Indonesia
James Richard Kareth. Villa Hills
William Timothy Layson, Frankfort
Herbert R. Lemaster ...., Allen
Marjan Manoocheri. Louisville
Philip Stuart Mclntosh ...., Somerset
Bruce Lee Neely, Somerset
Kevin Joseph Rust, California
Paul Patrick Sanders, Vine Grove
James Douglass Schrim, III, Columbus, OH
Robert Harold Simmons ...., Paducah
Buan Baskel Smith, III, Frankfort
Terry L. Smith ...., Hyden
Steven Dale Spradlin, Pikeville
Matthew W. Thomas'"', Lexington
James Keith Thorn", Murray
Behrooz Vakily", Lexington
Michael Anthony Wagner, Taylor Mill
Sheri Lin Weller, Louisville
Richard William Westerdale II, Winchester
Elza Dwayne Wheatley ...., Irvine
Jay Travis White, Fleming-Neon
Bachelor of Science in
Electrical Engineering
Darrin Wayne Adams, Jeremiah
James William Adams, Lexington
James Michael Archer'", Louisville
Jill Michelle Badgett ...., Frankfort
Douglas H. Bailey, lr "", Ashland
Jonathon Evin Baker", Brooksville
Stewart Edward Barker, Paducah
Richard James Bastian, Ashland
Brian Mallory Bell, Radcliff
Brent E. Birchell. Monticello
Gregory Alan Boggs'", Cumberland
Donald Ray Bridges, Jr."", Wingo
James Allen Buck, Monticello
Susan Michelle Bunch ...., Flatwoods
Stephen Porter Bush, Winchester
Bradley Keith Butler, Bowling Green
David Eugene Caldwell'". Paducah
David Eugene Caldwell, London
Mark Edward Cambron, Hendersonville, TN
Anthony Wayne Childers, Hellier
Terri Lynn Childers, Shepherdsville
Kevin Lynde Cissell'", Symsonia
Arnold Robert Coleman, Ashcamp
Rodney Keith Conley, Middletown, OH
Timothy Christopher Cox, Lexington
Stephen Kelly Cunnegin, London
Phillip Lee Dadisman, Danville
Marshall Allen Dawson III, Midway
Gregory Scott Drake'", Cromwell
Michael Jason Drury". Gilbertsville
David Kim Eastham, Russell Springs
James Patrick Farmer, Stanton
Matthew James Flach, Walton
Joseph Shane Powler'". Hawesville
Kenneth Edward Cibbs'", Flatwoods
Dean Russell Gosney, Florence
Bobby Howell Harden II, CampbellsviUe
Alan Ross Hawse ...., Lexington
John David Herndon, Mayfield
Teresa Michelle Howlett'", Glendale
Stephen E. [ohnston'", Lawrenceburg
James Edward Justice", Corbin
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Ben ONeal Kaler ...., Paducah
Craig J. Knox", Stanton
Steven Christopher Lasher ...., Lexington
Ronald Scott Leach, Harrodsburg
Mark Alan Macon ...., Pensacola, FL
Gregory E. Marcum'", Jeffersontown
Michael Anthony Marra, Lexington
William Berry Martin, [r , Huntsville, AL
Michael Walter Mattingly , Owensboro
James Bradford Mckenzie'", Hopkinsville
Susan Marie Medley, Springfield
Lawrence William Menzer, Covington
Kevin Lee Miller, Sonora
Shawn Parviz Montazemi, Edgewood
Randall Gregory Morgan ...., Hamersville, OH
Marvin Nicholson Ill ...., Lexington
Hwie Giok Njoo'", Semarang, Indonesia
Ernest Winford Peterson, [r.. Pembroke
David Lee Phelps, Somerset
Gary Ray Phelps ...., Henderson
Deborah Louise Powell, Lexington
Rupert Scott Rice ...., Ashland
Fred Dewayne Richards", Somerset
Eko Putro Sandjoyo, Jakarta, Indonesia
Ferry Satria'"
Joseph Andrew Schaefer'"', Danville
Dennis Lee Schwarber ...., Melbourne
Ernest Eugene Seagraves, [r., Grayson
Scott Edward Severns, Paducah
James R. Sharp", Winchester
Asep Barnas Simanjuntak ....
William G. Sneddon, Robards
Brent James Stoudt"
Willard Fredric Stratton Ill ...., Lexington
Keith Brian Strehl, Owensboro
Suprihanto ...., Indonesia
Sutrisno ...., Bandung, Indonesia
Joe Alan Tietyen", Wickliffe
Neal Fredrick Vittitoe, Lexington
Adam Case Ward", Lexington
Eric Wayne Westerfield, Batavia, OH
John Edward White, Russell
Kyle B. Willard", Frankfort
Craig Benjamin Williams, Russell
Edward Tyler Wilson, Georgetown
James Ernest Wilson", Somerset
Michael D. Woods, Florence
George Nelson woolcotr'. Harrodsburg
Bachelor of Science in
Materials Engineering
Mark Edwin Davis, Calvert City
Steven Lee Hatfield, Elizabethtown
Ali Nowi Hootkany, Lexington
William Scott Houlihan, Lexington
Matthew Albert Isham, Lexington
John Carl Lewis, Paducah
Jessica Laurel Mayes, Lexington
Brent David Ray, Huntington, WV
William Robert Raymer II ...., Owensboro
Bachelor of Science in
Mechanical Engineering
Andrew Keith Bachman, Madisonville
Kerry Dwayne Baughn ...., Franklin
James Saxton Boyd'". Paducah
Steven Jay Boye'". Livonia, MI
Andrew Todd Bush ...., Elizabethtown
David Gordon Cordle, Ashland
Donald A. Davis'", Ashland
Douglas William Dusing, Edgewood
Thomas Henry Fredricks, Elizabethtown
William Donald Hall, Flatwoods
Richard Drew Hatcher, Paducah
Stephen Douglas Herald, Lexington
David Jay Hill, Ashland
David A. Hissam ...., Ashland
Richard Vernon Howard'", Denton
James Ray Jeffries, Glendale
DWight David [ohnson'", Morehead
Michael Frank Gray [ohnson'", Hopkinsville
Joel Alan Kern, Paducah
James David Krzystowczyk ...., Bowling
Green
5eog Shin Lee, Cairo, Egypt
Eric Palmer Liebenauer, Oswego, NY
Robert Anthony Lonnemann'", Ft. Mitchell
Gregory Alan Miller, Elizabethtown
Vincent Bruce Norton, Elizabethtown
Shela Elizabeth Spicer Plank, Toledo, OH
Kenneth Ray Porter, [r.t", Madisonville
Christopher Allan Ratliff, Prestonsburg
John E. Shore, Elizabethtown
Harry Richard Smith IV, Elizabethtown
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Mark Andrew Steinkamp'", Boston
Richard 1.Warner, Russell
Timothy D. West**, Hopkinsville
David Eric Williams, Catlettsburg
Philip Anthony Yates'", Louisville
Vernon Todd Yates, Chaplin
Bachelor of Science in Mining
Engineering
Damon Gilbert Barber", Lexington
James Harold Black'", Lexington
Dennis Halbert ...., Printer
John David Hill, Jeff
Bill Johnson ...., Hazard
Timothy Lucian Lunsford, Manchester
Dexter Brian Patton III**,Lexington
Kenneth Darrell Williams, Hyden
College of Fine Arts
Dean: Richard C. Domek, Jr.
Bachelor of Arts
David Wayne Angstrom'", Danville
Claudia Lynn Banahan'". Lexington
Kristen Molyneux Bernhard, Ft. Thomas
Christine joy Bodycomb, Little Silver, NJ
Rachel Anne Bootes, Danville
Jeffrey Dean Bradford, Lexington
Larry R. Brannock, Lexington
Robert Ross Brannock", Cynthiana
Michael Scott Brooks, Louisville
Brian W. Campbell, Lexington
Mark Lyle Chapman, Lexington
Jeffrey Vincent Chrzczon, Louisville
Deborah Lynn Clark, Lexington
Kimberly Ann Dahlin, Louisville
Dawn M. DaAno", Mt. Prospect, 11
Jason Whitney Deatherage'". Carrollton
Robert William Depp'", Columbia
Karen Michelle Dorris, Lexington
Carrie A. Duncan
Catherine Richardson Dundon, Lexington
Brian Joseph Ettensohn ...., Henderson
Christi L. Faulkner, Lexington
Jane Marthanne Follett, Mt. Sterling
Janet Lynn Fowler'", Lexington
Matthew Brennan Canote, Canton, MI
Timothy Shreve Gibson, Louisville
Vernon Eugene Haley'", Lexington
Tracy Lee Haney, Lexington
Karen Elizabeth Hardy'". Louisville
Laura Ann Hasselwander, Louisville
Frederick Charles Herrmann, Vicksburg,
MS
Edwin Scott Hollan'", Jackson
Lee Ann Holt, Russellville
Rebecca Anne Hopwood", Nicholasville
Kathleen C. Howard, Lexington
Barbara Ann jenkins", Lexington
Janet Beth Jolley, Lexington
Sandra Anne Kasperbauer'". Lexington
Maryam Kaykavoosi, Frankfort
Michelle Wynn Kem'". Paducah
Deborah J. Krautter, Lexington
Toni Meriah Kruse, Hawesville
John Clinton Lamb 11**, Wilmore
Katherine Michelle Lencaster'", Centreville,
VA
John Elias McChord III, Lexington
Glenda Sue McKee, Somerset
Jamie Helm Morgan, Somerset
Ruth Ellen Mueller, Glendale
Michelle Lynn Newby, Lexington
Natalie Fraser Perry, Wrightsville, NC
Deborah Carol Neat Pulliam'", Cynthiana
Michael Patrick Quinn'", Nicholasville
Elizabeth Redmon Royden, Ashland
Tania June Sammons, Wise, VA
Andrea Marie Sayre, Lexington
Carol Ann Simpson, Madisonville
Cynthia Carole Sither'", Lexington
Charles Raffo Smith, [r.t", Charleston, WV
Beth Ann Spink, Elizabethtown
Laura Sue Thomas'", Hodgenville
Hilda Van Bggermont", Antwerp, Belgium
Christina Louise Warner, Crestwood
Jennie Watkins Whitehead, Lexington
Teresa Carmen whitt'", Prestonsburg
Elizabeth Paige wiechers'". Lexington
Leah Theresa Williams'". Kingsport, TN
Catherine Wilson, Clarksburg, WV
Lynne Beth Wilson", Elizabethtown
Russell Kent Wright Ir.", Murray
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Bachelor of Fine Arts
Ella May Blake-Hayes:", Lexington
Christopher Driscoll Blum'", Cincinnati, OH
Jill Marie Calvert, Lexington
Karyn Jean Czarnecki, Nicholasville
Brent Andrew Hankins, Park Hills
Robert G. Lohman Ill", Prospect
Shelly Renee Scott, Lexington
G. Thomas Sturgeon, Lexington
Bachelor of Music
Melissa Jayne Kennedy, Buckhannon, WV
Rebecca Lee Langston, Trion, GA
Stuart Randolph Smith, Macedon, NY
Timothy Hale Stutler II*, Parkersburg, WV
Bachelor of Music in Music
Education
Rachel Anne Bootes, Danville
Deidra Gail Bootze, Lexington
Carol June Wallace Correll'", Somerset
Douglas Earl Dee, Ft. Thomas
Melissa E. Doll, Barbourville
Sara Elizabeth Grant, Lexington
Jan Beiling Hack, Louisville
Jill Graham Hack, Louisville
Regina Lynn Holt, Calvert City
Emily joy Martin, Bremen
William Edward Norris, [r.:", Lexington
Johanna Cook Smith", Lexington
Amy Lyn Spoonamore'". Lexington
Michael Wade Stone, Danville
Tracy Lynn Valentour. Cincinnati, OH
Pamela Jones Withrow, Radcliff
College of Human Environmental Sciences
Dean: Peggy Meszaros
Bachelor of Arts in Housing &
Interior Design
Jonathan M. Barker, Louisville
Tracy Denise Cable, Winchester
Kimberly Darice Coello, Lexington
Sharon Ann Crismon, Louisville
Amy Lynn Cunningham, Benton
Sara Elizabeth Daniels, Huntington, WV
David Blair Darlington, Lexington
Laura Lancaster Edwards, Louisville
Christopher T. Estes, Elizabethtown
Kathleen Marie Furlong, Louisville
Patricia Ann Webb Creiner'", Lexington
Krista Malisse Hubbuch, Louisville
Reva Kai Jeter ...., Lexington
Gina Luree King, Owensboro
Gwen Gale Harrison Langley, Lexington
Lisa Ann Tackett Lawson", Pikeville
Carol Jean McElroy, Lexington
Richard T. McNees, Cynthiana
Michelle Patricia McNulty, Bowling Green
Olivia Johnson Overbey, Mt Olivet
Brian Keith Parker, Lexington
Brenda Engle Pence", Somerset
Jennifer Ruth Cunningham Pennington,
Lexington
Julie Ann Robertson, Temple City, CA
Winfrey Bell Robertson, Lexington
Debra Lynn Schriefer'". Lexington
Christine Denise Smith, Lima, OH
Krista Marie Sommerville, Louisville
Bonnie Sue Thornton'", Franklin
Tia Noelle Tuel, Richmond
Elizabeth Adele Tumey, LaGrange
Jennifer Sue Weaver, Crescent Springs
Amy Elizabeth Huddleston Wilson
Shelbyville '
Bachelor of Science in
Dietetics
Amy Katherine Ables, Lexington
Lesley Rae Bradley, Greenup
Pamela Brisky, Lexington
Share Lee Carter, Ashland
Mona Lavon Conley, Lexington
Kelly Ann Cunningham, Winchester
Cassandra Compton Downing, Georgetown
Anna Katharina Crammenz'", Louisville
Elizabeth Ann Guyer", Owensboro
Lisa Ann Herzog, Louisville
Robyn Lee Hilen, Lexington
Leigh Ann Lettieri, Louisville
Lynn Marie Mattingly'"', Owensboro
Sherry Ann Mattingly, Lebanon
Mary Ritchie Morgan, Lexington
Kristi Lynn Nunley, Ashland
James Richard Porter, Prestonsburg
Peggy Leigh Sheets, Anderson, SC
Mary Jane White, Lexington
Mei-Po Mabel wc-. Macau Via H.K
Bachelor of Science in Family
Studies
Jill Elise Abercrombie", Jacksonville, FL
Regina Marie Berry, Lexington
Jeanne Bouvier'". Owensboro
Matthew James Buzzelli ...., Oakton, VA
Jennifer Ann Caldwell'", Denver, CO
Laurel Elizabeth Carlson, Worthington, OH
Leslie Joyce Chrisman'". Huntington, WV
Deric Lee Cobb ...., Lexington
Sandra Lee Cocanougher'". Danville
Mark Conrad Colvin, Paducah
Melissa Jane Cramer, Lexington
Deborah A. Creech",
Edgar Kay Cross", Albany
Christy Crowd us, Lexington
Coleen Marie Curry'", Louisville
Heather Lynne DiGiovanni"", Carmel, IN
Sherman Eugene Fields II, Lexington
Barbara H. Finch, Lexington
Patricia Jean Fox, Lexington
Steven Louis Fugmann'", Lexington
Michele Lyn Fulcher, Prospect
Keisha Ann Grigsby ...., Hazard
Amy Rebecca Hayes'", Louisville
Susan Kenney Hester'", Lexington
Mary Patricia Hickey
Donald Allen Hill, Jr., Danville
Rhonda Denise Howard, Ashland
Jennifer Lynne Forman Hughes", Maysville
David Lee Ishmael, jr., Mt Sterling
Kevin Lee Jones, Burlington
Elizabeth Benton Kinney, Cynthiana
Elizabeth Vicknair Lindsay, Morgan City,
LA
Kimberly Franklin Mays ...., Ashland
Dana [anean Mercer ...., Lexington
Gregory Adam Napier'". Lexington
Jennifer Lynn Nopper'". Louisville
Mark Jordan Poage'", Nicholasville
Charles Allen Rodes, Lexington
Angela Kay Rowan, Washington, WV
Kimberly Ruth Salmons", Blue River
Susan Jeannette Palmer Schweder
Nicholasville '
Sheryl Lynette Smith, Louisville
Mary Allison Spurrier, Lexington
Mary Sheila Tuel Stewart", Maysville
Beth Ann Stoneberger, Cincinnati, OH
Paige Anderson Taylor, Charleston, WV
Christopher Patrick Walton", Lexington
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Bachelor of Science in Food
Science
Daniel Thomas Burton, Covington
Bachelor of Science in Home
Economics
Lisa Paige Beil"*, Ft. Mitchell
Kimberly Sue BeW, Louisville
Lori Jo Burkhart'", Lexington
Rita Dale Caldwell*", Charleston, WV
Lisa Renee Chaffins", McDowell
Rebecca Ashton Coleman'", Charleston, WV
Linda Paige Compton'", Louisville
Javier Fernando Conejo", San Jose, Costa
Rica
Margaret Joan Conley", Carlisle
[enifer LeDale Dargavell'", Lexington
James Francis Diehl, Louisville
Gaya Rachelle Dobbs'". Owensboro
Tammy Kaye Evans'", Pineville
Mary Grace Peatherston'", Lexington
Michelle Ann Feistritzer'", Danville
Colleen Cecilia Fettig", Winchester
Suzanne Lynelle Fischer, London
Richard Allen Glenn, Owensboro
Ginger Michelle Greer", Shelbyville
Michelle Marie Gruber", Dayton, OH
Brian P. Haggerty, Lexington
Ann Elise VanBibber Harkins", Beckley, WV
Tammy Vernyce Byrd Jones ...., Lexington
Robin Michelle Lampton, Louisville
Lori Michelle Logsdon'", Glasgow
David Allen Mclntosh, Lexington
Marc Alan Middleton, Lexington
John Richard Moegling ...., Greenville
Michael Darnell Morgan", Clay City
William Winston Munro", Huntington, WV
Jeffrey Michael Murphy", Owensboro
Glenda Raye Nichols'", Somerset
Bonnie Lynn Ogle-Taylor'", Nicholasville
Brian Alan Pearce, Louisville
David Edward Potter, Warren, OH
Janet Edwards Price, Lexington
Shaheen Elizabeth Radmanesh'", Somerset
Laurel Dana Raimondo'", Lexington
Suzanne Lee Rankin ...., Marion, OH
Lori Ann Rowland'", Whitesville
Kelly Sue Semmartin", Lexington
Charlene K. Sawyer", Hindman
Charles Allen Shropshire, Lexington
Elizabeth Marie Stivers'", Louisville
Katharine M. Tieman'", Dayton, OH
Kurt Richard Tietz, Lexington
Deborah Lynn Trott'", Mendham, NJ
Tara Lynn Tsioropoulos'", Louisville
Mary Blanton ware", Ashland
Angela Dawn Wells", Lexington
Laura Lynn wilder'", Bowling Green
Jennifer Lynn Yunt ...., Louisville
Bachelor of Science in
Merchandising, Apparel and
Textiles
Angela Marie Adkins, Corbin
Melinda Carol Davis, Lexington
A. Craig Dawson, Paris
Elizabeth S. Fister, Lexington
Sheila Rhea Hancock, Hopkinsville
Leigh Ann Heleringer. Louisville
Emma Gabriela Hyslop, Florence
Kimberly Faith Jackson, Lexington
Cynthia Leigh Jenkins, Louisville
Sherry Lou Jones, Prestonsburg
Tuyen T. Le
Rebecca Shane Magness, Bentonville, AR
Robert Lawrence Merz, Kettering, OH
Donna Lynn Parsons, Harlan
Deborah Lynn Ricketts, Mt Sterling
Melinda Todd Ruggles, Lawrenceburg
Katherine Ashley Seltsam, Lexington
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Monica Marie Sizemore, Cynthiana
Courtney Jane Smith, Kansas City, KS
Lesley Joan Sodel, Marietta, GA
Betsy Lynn Stichweh, Dublin, OH
Laura Leigh Turner, Glasgow
Lisa Rae Wade, Worthington, OH·
Nanette Marie Wagner, Louisville
Stephanie Eldora Wagner, Prospect
Jennifer Anne Weinberg, Louisville
Deborah L. Wells, Winchester
Julie K. Whitaker, Austin, IN
Judy Lynn Williams
Tricia Wood, Chagrin Falls, OH
Rebecca Ann Wright, Hardinsburg
College of Nursing
Dean: Carolyn A. Williams
Bachelor of Science in
Nursing
Ginger Rena Adams, Mayfield
Susie Lee Porter Alexander, Elmira Height,
NY
Terri Lynn Arnold, Louisville
Rhonda L. Bagley, Louisville
Linda E. Baker"
Maria Joy Baker, Grayson
Shanna Renee Roberts Barker'", Somerset
Barbara Lee Barnett, Lexington
Kelly Michelle Beil, Ft. Mitchell
Kimberly Ann Black...., Louisville
Carolyn Ann Bowles Blair, Louisville
Martha Cockrell Blair, Winchester
Sandra Celine Doucette Blandford,
Louisville
Jennifer Lee Blanton, Lexington
Samuel Richard Bologna'", Lexington
Elizabeth Ann Brown, Ashland
Elizabeth Dobson Bryan, Elizabethtown
Catharine Hiseler Burke, St. Louis, MO
Mary Dee Carman'", Lexington
Sheila Ann Carroll, Williamstown
Beverly Keplinger Chambers, Elizabethtown
Diane Marie Clancy, Bayport, NJ
Rhonda Susan Adams Conn, Prestonsburg
Mia Michelle Coulter, Louisville
Elaine Lee Craft, Versailles
Lisa Lynn Creech, Milford, OH
Sue Marion Crisp, Louisivlle
LisaWright Crum, Lexington
Mary Margaret Cull", Lexington
Margaret Elaine Currier, Lexington
[ana Marie Dailey'", Nicholasville
Barbara Ann Dalton, Parkersburg, WV
Cari Beth Davenport, Paducah
Virginia Ann Day, Lexington
Lea Ann Wilson Deneen, Elizabethtown
Jayne Button Douglass, Lexington
Sandra Sue Beasley Durbin, Elizabethtown
Suzanne Marie Durrett" .., Crestview Hills
Angela Dawn DuVall, Walton
Judy F. Early, Louisville
Brian Bennett Ely, Benham
Beth Alane Enders, Louisville
Lora Ann Fulkerson, Owensboro
Joy [anine Goins, Middlesboro
Carrie Cheek Gordy, Cynthiana
Kelle Michelle Granger, Florence
Lisa A. Gray, Versailles
Christine Marie Greenwell, Bardstown
Leslie Robin Hamilton, Lexington
Julie Ann Hargadon, Louisville
[ulianna N. Harris, Lexington
Valerie Michelle Henry, Point Pleasant, WV
Elizabeth Diane Hensley, Russell Springs
Sherry Lynne Hiser'", Louisville
Clarice T. Hollins, Louisville
Evelyn Reynolds Holloway'", Nicholasville
Terri Ann Holloway, Louisville
Coleen Marie Howley, Russell
Belinda Diana Johnson, Louisville
Tammy Renee Jones, Versailles
Victoria Lynn Jones, Elizabethtown
Maureen Anne Joyce, Lexington
Carole Elizabeth jurgensen'", Danville
Leisa Dawn Kaehler, Flemingsburg
Rick G. Keeling, Lexington
Kate McAlister Kirk, Paris
Shannon Marie Kitchin, Lexington
Jacqueline Mechelle Lewis Lagos, Ashland
Janet Aubrey Lantz, East View
Diane Louise Decker Lewis'",
Elizabethtown
Beth-Renee Loafmann. St. Louis, MO
Kimberly S. Mastin, Covington
Cynthia Brandenburg Mcalister'",
Lexington
Rebecca Estep McCoy, Shelby Gap
Mary McEndree, Jackson
Kimberly Ann McKay, Owensboro
Jane Sheehy McQueen, Lexington
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Laura Beth Meers, Shelbyville
Janet Ann Michalski, Lexington
Melanie McGlone J. Morris, Cynthiana
Debra Yvonne Moseley, Owensboro
Barbara Butler Otto, Florence
Marcella Annette Owen, Hodgenville
Donna [o Padgett, Lexington
Angela Lynne Parrish, Lexington
Melanie Dawn Patterson, Middleburg
Gina Kaye Phipps, Elkhorn City
Patricia Mary Howard Pike'". Radcliff
Samantha Leigh Powers, Paducah
Barbara Jean Dorcas Bentzel Quam'",
Lexington
Carole Anne Riley, Louisville
Martha Jane Risen, Louisville
Patty Ann Robertson'". Hopkinsville
Lynn Price Roser'", Lexington
Lezlie Seibert Russell, Princeton
Kim Louise Schneider, Lexington
Elizabeth Jane Schroeder, Lexington
Susan Gabrielle Sharp, Florence
Tammy Lynn Sittler, Glasgow
Amy Bryan Snell", Lexington
Deborah Ann Spence, Florence
Tammy Elaine Stone, Louisville
Natalie Stratton, Lexington
Deborah Peyton Taylor, Lawrenceburg
Teresa Carol Taylor, Coal City, IL
Melissa J. Troutwine, Elizabethtown
Katherine Macie Turley'". Henderson
Marie Harned Versaw'", Lexington
Jill Renee Warner, Somerset
Heidi Lynn Webb, Akron, OH
Jerri Yvonne Webb, Ashland
Linda Wells, Prestonsburg
Suzanne Wells, Madisonville
Stacy Kathleen Williams, Independence
Lorinda Guilford willingham'", Mt. Sterling
Veronica Ann woods'"
Joyce Ann Young, Medellin, Columbia,
South America
College of Pharmacy
Dean: Jordan L. Cohen
Doctor of Pharmacy
William P. Birmingham, Baltimore, MD
Karen M. Blumenschein, Lexington
Arunee Changchit", Lexington
Colleen Robin Cornwell'". Lexington
Charles William Fetrow, Pittsburgh, PA
Susan Goodin, Lebanon
Amy Lynn Hilliard, Bowling Green
Gregory Alan Iannello, Dunbar, WV
James Dennis Kendall", Erie, PA
Lora Lea Leibee, Bristolville, OH
Randall Allen McCoy>!-"',Sioux Falls, SO
John Dale Milam'", Paris
Brigitte Music, East Point
Becky Ann Nagle, York, PA
Keiichi Nakagorru'". Tokyo, Japan
Michael Douglas Otto, Delta, CO
Thomas J. Parr, Warrensburg, MO
Matthew Jon Povlow ...., Warrington, PA
Denise Hansel Rhoney, Mt. Vernon
Susan Carol Richard, Lexington
John D. Ross", Ashland
Therese Ann Sage'", N. Huntingdon
Andrew Frederick Schultz, Somerset
J. Mel Stimson II"""",Lexington
Cindy Dene Stowe, Calvert City
D. Norton Sutherland, Bardstown
Laura Palmer Welch, Lexington
Janet Poe Wright, Owenton
Bachelor of Science in
Pharmacy
Randall K. Abbott, Nortonville
Jennifer Weatherford Allen, Lawrenceburg
James Eric Beals, Milton
Kimberlynne Renee Bentley, Union
Karen Miller Blumenschein'", Lexington
Traci Ann Bradley", Louisville
James Michael Bragg, Ashland
Jay H. Brainard, Somerset
Amy Louise Braitling, Jeffersonville
Bonita Christel Brooks, Louisville
Elizabeth Ann Brown, Columbia
Charles Augustus Canada, Lexington
Michael Glennon Carr, Owensboro
Brenda Faye Cooley, Nicholasville
Ramona LaVerne Dalton, Owensboro
Tonya Lynn Dancy, Louisa
LaDonna Gayle Davis ...., Lexington
Steven Gregory Dawson, Hi Hat
Angela Lynn Def'osset'". Louisville
David Brian Dickerson, Paintsville
Melina Irene Digenis, Lexington
Theresa Margaret Dumstorf, Melbourne, FL
Raymond Kenneth Float". Staffordsville
Shane Allen Fox, Radcliff
William Mark Garner, Somerset
Susan Goodin ...., Lebanon
Ellen Denise Greene, Vanceburg
Barrie Bradford Handshoe, Hueysville
William Kinner Harmon, Ashland
Robert Omri Hay, Walton
Amy Lynn Hilliard ...., Bowling Green
Kenneth David Hubbard, Florence
Jerry Lee Ingram, Cynthiana
Terry Lee Jones, Wickliffe
. Shelia Marie Hoskins Key, Pineville
Lora Lea Leibee ...., Turkey Creek
Kenneth Wayne Lipscomb, Corbin
Bettina Andrea Louis", Lexington
Noah Kevin Lawhorn, Albany
Amy Sue Luttmann, Louisville
David Michael Lutz, Ironton, OH
Donna Brewer Maddox, Campton
Paul Lewis Mann, Lawrenceburg
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Vickie Lee Mathes, Williamsburg
Robert Lee Mazzoni, Louisville
Richard Berlin Morgan, Essie
Brigitte Music ...., Prestonsburg
Brenda Owen, Paducah
Thomas Tid Parker, Pikeville
Jacqueline Leslie Payne, Nicholasville
Andrea Cockrill Pearson, Russellville
Charles Christopher Pearson, Scottsville
Kevin Lee Plummer, Greenup
Sandra Lynn Powell, Clarkson
Robin Kay Rains, Williamsburg
Nancy Carol Ramp, Louisville
Denise Hansel Rhoney'", Mt. Vernon
Susan Carol Richard ...., Lexington
Angelia Denise Ricketts, Hazard
Kimberley Mae Rowe, Ivel
Dorothy Marie Salmons ...., Turkey Creek
Gregory J. Sanders, Regina
Andrew Frederick Schultz'". Somerset
John Stuart Shannon, South Williamson
Ann Catherine Shuber, Stow, OH
Kimberly Lynn Slone, Grayson
Kelley Lynn Snawder, Louisville
Patrick Joseph Southall, Lebanon
Sarah Jane Sparrow, Shelbyville
Kathy Annette Stevens'", Flatwoods
Cindy Dene Stowe'", Calvert City
Alison Ann Summers, Elkton
Donald Norton Sutherland'", Bardstown
Lisa Lee True, Corinth
Marcella Lynn Walker, London
Laura Palmer Welch ...., Lexington
Lawrence Patrick Wherthey, Louisville
Lisa Neace Whitaker, Hazard
Stephen Earl Whitaker, Mt. Sterling
Steven Duane Williams, Morehead
Janet Poe Wright'", Owenton
Yung Lee Yek, Malaysia
College of Social Work
Dean: S. Zafar Hasan
Bachelor of Arts in Social
Work
Tina Marie Babbs, Sturgis
Melissa Gayle Bailey, Owenton
Angela Marie Banchieri, Hayward, CA
Carla M. Browning Brockman, Paris
Toni Johnson Brown'". Lexington
Albert J. Burks'". Monroe, LA
Kimberly Gayle Butler, Henderson




Jennifer Lyle Davis, Lexington
Stacy Karla Dengg'", Jeffersontown
Martha M. Donaldson ...., Lexington
Emily Dressman ...., Ft. Mitchell
Denise Dudley'". Roosevelt, NY
Leah Marie Edwards ...., Paducah
Carolyn Delaney Elliott'". Lexington
Karen Marie Ellison, Corbin
Kellie Michelle Finn, Paintsville
John Lindsay Gardner, Cincinnati, OH
Barbara J. Gimble, Wilson County, TX
Clara Ann Gower, Cincinnati, OH
Keith J. Greenwell, Louisville
Robin Lynnette Criffin'", Louisville
Nancy Elizabeth Hansen", St. Louis, MO
Tammy Teresa Hardwick, Burnside
[amye Michelle Hedquist", Cordova, TN
Timothy Hodge'", Cumberland
Larry Tyrice Jackson, Mayfield
Stephanie Ann Jeter'", Lexington
Paul Frederick Johnson, Frederick, MD
William Johnson, Lexington
Richard Len [ones", Louisville
Vawn Beth Keeton, Warsaw
Chi Yun Kim'". Turkey Creek
LaDeanna Gale King'", Liberty
Kellie Theresa Kozee, Grayson
Angela Carol Lee, Reynolds Station
William James LeeMaster, Lexington
Jodi Lefevers, Pineville
Virginia Vicini Lunsford, Lynch
Shelley Christine Mahle'", Lexington
Sherri Mclntosh Mallory, Lexington
Lisa Ann Martin, Glasgow
Celeste Dawn McClendon", Burnside
Terry M. McCormick, Lexington
Tony A. Missick, Miami, FL
Kristene Marie Morris", Louisville
John H. Nichols, Jr.", Madisonville
Terri Lynn Norton'", Middlesboro
Alan John Ostaseski", Lexington
Claudette Elaine Perkins, Louisville
Kellie Denise Pickett'". Campbellsville
Sheila Piecoro'", Lexington
Michael Dejuen Pierce", Lexington
Brian Michael Reber, Paducah
Betty S. Reed, Lexington
Amy Carol Rice Renfrow, Lexington
Theresa Sue Reynolds, Lexington
Debra Lynn Rice'", Lexington
Anne Porter Berryman Rouse, Midway
Pamela Gail Sage, Madison, IN
Gloria Moore Salisbury, McDowell
Shelia Faye Seals**, Cawood
Mary Laura Settles'". Bardstown
Mickey Ray Sexton'", Whitesburg
Tammie Lynn Shelton, Parkers Lake
Rodney F. Shepard, Brooklyn, NY
Carl William Shoudel'", Little Rock, AR
Angela Renee Sibley, Florence
William Michael Sivley", Hopkinsville
Dani T. Smith, Prestonsburg
Jack Moran Stallard II, Lexington
Andrea Cy Stamatis", Lexington
Christopher P. Stephens, Lexington
Michelle Denise Stevenson, Lexington
Oma Jean Stewart'", Harlan
Linda Faye Stone, Lexington
Raymond Baggett Stump, Hopkinsville
Vanessa Foster Sutton ...., Chickamauga, GA
Margaret Lischy Taylor, Owensboro
Beverly Lynn Toney, Steele
Ellen Marie Turley'", Nicholasville
Charlotte Rose Vice, Lexington
Sharon Brock Villaflor, Lexington
Robin Lynn wilkerson'", Madisonville
Donald Ray Williams, Meally
Karen A. Williams, Louisville
Sunni Lynn wright-Banahan, Lexington
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Graduates with Honors
Students who attain a standing of 3.6 or higher for at least three years (90 hours) are graduated with "With High
Distinction." Students who attain a standing of3.4 to 3.59for at least three years are graduated "With Distinction." Astudent
who has spent only two years (60 hours) at the University may receive either of the above honors if he or she attains a
standing of .2 higher than the three-year (90hours) requirement.
Students eligible for these awards are identified by the white braided cord worn on the left shoulder.
With High Distinction
Kathleen Alyce Adamek Allan














David Dill Blount ....
Karen M. Blumenschein ....
























Lori Ann Logue Cary"






































Pamela Kay Lawver Ford
Dean Louis Forster
Thomas Henry Fredricks


















Phillip Samuel Hanna, Jr.**
Nancy Elizabeth Hensen"
Andra Ann Harman









































































































































































































Samuel Clayton Woolwine, III
Jeanne K. Wright





Susie Lee Porter Alexander
Debora Adele Allen












































































Brian Scott Graham ....
Ellen Shipley Grande
Stacey Lynn Graus

























Vernon Willis Hubbs, Jr.
Krista Malisse Hubbuch
Debra Szekeres Huffer














Michael Frank Gray [ohnson'"
Janet Lynn Johnston
Stephen E. Johnston ....
Timothy Alan Jones
Susan Elizabeth Ioyce'"
John Raymond Karman III....
Melissa Jayne Kennedy




































Tonya Lee Miller ....
Julie Patrice Mix'"





Frieda Anna Marie Myers
Maryellen Buxton Myner


























Anne Porter Berryman Rouse
Lezlie Seibert Russell
Catherine Anne Salmen





Ernest Eugene Seagraves, Jr.






























































Degrees for those students whose names are not denoted with asterisks will be awarded "with honors" if required
scholastic standing is attained.
This list was completed as of April 1991. Additional honors may be determined at a later date.
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DEPARTMENT HONORS
Department Honors in Accounting




Tze Wan Ginny Pong'"
[oni C. Handloser ....
Robert Leslie Harrod II*
David Eric Russell'"
Sandra Jeanne Wilkerson ....
Richard Glen Wilson""
Department Honors in Biology
Bradley C. Chase


























Geoffrey Brian Trumbo ....





Department Honors in Finance
Melanie Dawson Arvin ..
Elizabeth Anne Barrett ..
Christopher Anthony Beckmann"
Scott Kelly Christensen ..
Jennifer Louise Goebel ..
Rodman Craig Maffet ..
Edward Sheeham Monohan v....




Kenneth Todd Veirs ....
Gregory Allen Wolfenbarger"
Department Honors in Communications




















Department Honors in General Studies
Thaddeus C. Griggs
Paul Sean Heltsley
Department Honors in Computer Science
Nancy Ellen Brown ....
Georges Marie Chan Kam Im"
Erja Irene Hartikainen





Department Honors in Geography
John Lee Brewer
Department Honors in Germanic
Languages and Literature
Karin Marie Brian ....
Andra M. Harman
Anthony 1. Krupp
Department Honors in Journalism
Lisa Michelle Newton"
S6
Department Honors in Economics
Bruce C. Skaggs"
Timothy David Yessin ....
Department Honors in Management
David Kyle Brock ..
Susan Faye Creech ..
Robert Hunter Durham ....
John Michael Elder'"
Kevin Burdette Friend"
Jennifer Louise Goebel ..
George Wilson Gootee ..
Phillip Samuel Hanna, Jr. ..
Salena Forsyth Hunt ....
Susan Elizabeth [oyce'"
James Ford Kemper ....
Nicole Little'"
Stacye Galyon Love"
Sharon Ann Miller ....
Department Honors in Marketing




Stephanie Io Fannin ....
Harold Frank Hagan'"
Patricia Lynn Littleton Jenkins ....
Donald Paul Johnson ..
Holly Halcomb Koch ..





Tanya Ann Thompson ....
Stephanie Ann Troutman"
Department Honors in Mathematics










Ann Christina Coleman Zwick
Department Honors in Microbiology
Nithianandan Selliah'"
Department Honors in Philosophy
Yolando Denise Estes'"
Jeffrey Beckett Schanding
Department Honors in Physics
Joseph Barrett Fuqua































Ann Porter Berryman Rouse













Department Honors in Spanish and Latin American Studies
10 Ann Simpson"
Department Honors in Telecommunications
John Fred Clark"






Susan Rene Huey Hummel

























































Students eligible for these awards are identified by the braided blue and white cord worn on the right shoulder.
OTIS A. SINGLETARY SCHOLARS
David E. Caldwell"; Paducah
Rebecca Kathryn Collins, Paintsville
Sharon Elaine Durall, Greenville
S. Akbar Hasan, Lexington
Barry M. Martin, Cincinnati, OH
Gregory Alan Miller, Elizabethtown
James Brian Rogers, Hopkinsville
Neil E. Schurick. Lexington
Kevin W. Weaver, Bowling Green
Pamela Joy Williams, Hopkinsville
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THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
In 1957 the Board of Directors of the University of Kentucky Alumni Association
established awards to be presented annually to members of the University teaching and
research staffs who had achieved distinction in writing and/ or research and teaching. In
1967, the award was modified to recognize faculty in the Community College Sector as
well as the Medical Center and Lexington Campus Sectors. Nominated by studentorgani-
zations, a select number of professors is chosen annually to receive the Association' 5Great
Teacher Award.
THE RECIPIENTS OF THE 1991 GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
Assistant Professor Bruce L. Beck, Anthropology, Owensboro Community College
Professor Jayne Cathcart Crisp, Accounting, Paducah Community College
Professor Mary M. Piascik, Pharmacy, College of Pharmacy
Professor David S.Watt, Chemistry, College of Arts and Sciences
Professor Leo R.Weddle, Sociology and Psychology, Prestonsburg Community
College
THE WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD
In 1975Mr. William B. Sturgill, Chairman of the Board of Trustees at the University of
Kentucky, established a $2,000award to recognize annually the member of the graduate
faculty who has made the most outstanding contributions to graduate education at the
University of Kentucky.
EXCELLENCE AWARD IN UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION
In the 1986-87academic year, the Office of Academic Affairs of the Lexington Campus
established the Excellence Award in Undergraduate Education to recognize outstanding
contributions to undergraduate education at the University ofKentucky. A $2,000award
is given to the recipient.
RECIPlENT OF THE FIFTH EXCELLENCE AWARD
IN UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION
Kimberly A. Ward
THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS
The award is made to one man and one woman of the graduating class of the University
ofKentucky each year and to one other person who is not a student of the University, who
need not be a graduate of any college or university, but who shall have some interest in
or association with or related to the University of Kentucky, official or otherwise, of a
nature to make this form of recognition obviously appropriate. The Sullivan Medallions
are awarded to persons whose characteristics of heart, mind, and conduct evince a spirit
of love for and helpfulness to other men and women.
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This charge and the pledge which
follows were written by Dr. Frank L.
McVey, President of the University
of Kentucky from 1917 to 1940.
Charge to the Graduating Class
On this Commencement day you stand in a new relation to the University, to the
State and to Life. The University that has given you of its store of learning looks
upon you as its sons and daughters. The State now conceives of you as citizens,
well prepared to do your part in the government, development and guidance of
the Commonwealth.
If what you have learned while here has given you larger intellectual interests
and widened your powers of understanding, the University feels a part of its duty
done; and if in the doing, character has become your possession and a part of your
moral fiber, the State is satisfied with its investment of men and money.
The University trusts you have learned to approach problems with open minds,
to set aside prejudice in your judgment of men and affairs. It hopes that you will
shun evil in all its forms and be ready to strive for what is right.
May you have in your declining years, material comfort, the respect of your
fellow citizens, the feeling of work well done, and a spiritual and intellectual
interest in human life.
Meantime, the University's honor is your honor. In your acts and deeds you now
reflect your heritage. To your fellow man, the University is measured by your
character, by your deeds, by the company you keep. It is in this spirit that the
University calls upon you to be true to the larger things of life, to be men and
women of courage, integrity, sympathy, and gentleness.
By granting of the degree you have been admitted to the fraternity of letters, and
to the larger fellowship of the University. It is right and fitting that you should
stand and solemnly raising your right hand repeat this pledge with me:
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The Pledge
In the presence of this audience, citizens of the Common-
wealth and members of the University, with strong sense of my
responsibility, I promise to hold my degree so no loss will come
to it through my holding, to regard it as a claim upon my loyalty
to Alma Mater and to pledge myself to the service of God and my
fellow man.
In Testimony of your conduct and purpose, the University Senate
recommending, the Board of Trustees of the University has conferred
upon you the Diploma of the University of Kentucky, confirmed and ac-
knowledged by the Great Seal of the University.
